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A common use of terrestrial lidar is to conduct studies involving change detection of
natural or engineered surfaces. Change detection involves many technical steps beyond the
initial data acquisition: data structuring, registration, and elimination of data artifacts such
as parallax errors, near-field obstructions, and vegetation. Of these, vegetation detection and
elimination with terrestrial lidar scanning (TLS) presents a completely different set of issues
when compared to vegetation elimination from aerial lidar scanning (ALS). With ALS, the
ground footprint of the lidar laser beam is very large, and the data acquisition hardware
supports multi-return waveforms. Also, the underlying surface topography is relatively
smooth compared to the overlying vegetation which has a high spatial frequency. On the
other hand, with most TLS systems, the width of the lidar laser beam is very small, and the
data acquisition hardware supports only first-return signals. For the case where vegetation
is covering a rock face, the underlying rock surface is not smooth because rock joints and
sharp block edges have a high spatial frequency very similar to the overlying vegetation.
Traditional ALS approaches to eliminate vegetation take advantage of the contrast in spatial
frequency between the underlying ground surface and the overlying vegetation. When the
ALS approach is used on vegetated rock faces, the algorithm, as expected, eliminates the
vegetation, but also digitally erodes the sharp corners of the underlying rock. A newmethod
that analyzes the slope of a surface along with relative depth and contiguity information is
proposed as away of differentiating high spatial frequency vegetative cover from similar high
spatial frequency rock surfaces. This method, named the Virtual Articulating Conical
Probe (VACP) algorithm, offers a solution for detection and elimination of rock face
vegetation from TLS point cloud data while not affecting the geometry of the underlying
rock surface. Such a tool could prove invaluable to the geotechnical engineer for quantifying
rates of vertical-face rock loss that impact civil infrastructure safety.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Terrestrial lidar scanning (TLS) can be an excellent tool to monitor natural processes
such as erosion of banks or raveling failure on road cuts. Beyond creating a static model of
some three dimensional surface, TLS can be used for change detection. The general process
used for change detection involves acquiring several point cloud data sets over a period of
time and comparing these with each other to detect change.
Change detection from TLS data involves several technical steps such as converting
the point cloud representation to a solid surface representation; registration of the two
time-separated surfaces; and elimination of artifacts caused by residual registration errors,
parallax artifacts introduced by setup displacements, and spikes in the surface caused by
near-field obstructions and vegetation. After these technical steps are completed, the two
surfaces can be subtracted from each other to reveal the change that had taken place.
Vegetation elimination is especially critical for high precision change detection, as
vegetation introduces fictitious rock-surface volume which changes over time. Physical
removal of vegetation is often not practical due to cost, inaccessibility, personal risk, and
the likelihood of altering the natural rock surface. Therefore, most studies involving high
precision change detection require some formof digital vegetation detection and elimination.
Some of the technical processes required for high precision change detections are
readily available in commercial lidar data acquisition software. Other processes can be
implemented by using similar processes developed for remote sensing and image processing.
While there are some similarities between vegetation detection in aerial lidar scanning (ALS)
and TLS, significant differences between the two technologies, the nature of vegetation at
these two differing scales, and the spatial characteristics of the differing underlying surfaces
preclude the general use of ALS-based vegetation elimination techniques for TLS scans of
vegetated rock surfaces.
21.1. PROBLEM STATEMENT
The detection and elimination of vegetation from TLS point cloud data required a
fundamentally different approach than that used for ALS. Analysis of the TLS representation
of vegetation overlying a rock surface suggested that an algorithm involving the combination
of slope, relative depth, and contiguity would result in good differentiation between the
rock and vegetative surfaces. The Virtual Articulating Conical Probe (VACP) algorithm
was developed to implement this approach.
1.2. RESEARCH HYPOTHESIS
The VACP algorithm, which employs slope, depth, and contiguity information, is
effective in detecting and eliminating rock face vegetation from TLS point cloud data.
The method is capable of removing overlying vegetation having high spatial frequency
components while preserving critical high spatial frequency information on the underlying
rock surface.
1.3. OBJECTIVES
The objective of this research was to fully test the assertion made in the research
hypothesis. Comprehensive qualitative and quantitative tests were designed and executed to
determine the effectiveness, applicability, and limitations of the VACP algorithm. The tests
also measured the uncertainty inherent in measuring process itself, and the repeatability.
Comparisons were made between physical vegetation removal, vegetation elimination using
the VACP method, and vegetation elimination using filters developed for ALS applications
(primarily, the ALS last returnmethod). The sensitivity of tuning parameters was explored,
several optimizing strategies were tested, and the operational envelope of the VACP method
was established.
31.4. RESEARCH QUESTIONS
This research answered the following questions:
• Using both qualitative and quantitative measures, how does the VACP method com-
pare to physical removal of vegetation?
• What is the impact on volume computation if vegetation is not removed?
• Quantitatively, what is the difference between the approaches taken with vegetation
removal using ALS techniques versus the results achieved using the VACP method?
• What is the influence of independent factors such as vegetation type and density,
scanning resolution, and type of lidar scanner on the results?
• What is the uncertainty level associated with the testing methodology?
• What is the sensitivity of the tuning parameters for the VACP method?
• What are the opportunities for optimizing the VACP algorithm?
• What is the operational envelope of the VACP method?
42. BACKGROUND
2.1. LIDAR TECHNOLOGY
Lidar (Light Detection and Ranging) is an active remote sensing technology that
uses a directed pulse of coherent (laser) electromagnetic radiation (EMR) of a specific
wavelength, and records reflected EMR from objects in a target area. The returning pulse
of EMR is quantified into two measurements: a distance derived from the time-of-flight,
and the intensity of the returning pulse (Heritage and Large, 2009). Encoders on the lidar
instrument provide the horizontal and vertical angles of the beam direction. The angle
measurements combined with the distance derived from the time-of-flight provide enough
information to determine a 3D position (x,y,z coordinates relative to the lidar) of the location
where the beam reflected off the target object (Harrap and Lato, 2010). By scanning in the
horizontal and vertical directions, a point cloud representing the surface of objects within
the scanning field can be generated.
Lidar is used to scan three-dimensional objects. The purpose may be to capture
the object geometry for preservation or to measure volume, surface characteristics, or other
static properties (Maerz et al., 2013). Another common use is to measure change occurring
over some period of time (Maerz et al., 2012), (Girardeau-Montaut et al., 2005).
There are several methods used to determine the horizontal and vertical angles of
the laser beam, and also several strategies to determine the distance using principles of wave
propagation (the speed of light and the way light waves interact). The following sections
detail these various methods.
2.1.1. MethodsUsed toDetermine theDirection of theLaserBeam. Avariety of
methods are used to determine the horizontal and vertical direction of the laser beam. Most
Terrestrial Lidar Scanner (TLS) systems use a servo-driven rotating base to establish the
5horizontal angle. The resolution of the horizontal servo or encoder determines the resolution
of the horizontal angle. For the vertical angle, some systems employ an oscillating mirror
(as with the Leica ScanStation 2), while others use a continuously spinning mirror (as with
the Faro Focus 3D) (Faro, 2015).
The Velodyne lidar uses a number of individual miniature lidars mounted on a
vertical shaft to continuously sweep in a horizontal plane. The horizontal rotation speed
together with the pulse rate determines the horizontal resolution, and the number of individ-
ual miniature lidars determines the vertical resolution (Velodyne, 2018). This configuration
can generate high resolution dynamic point clouds at rates of up to 1.3 million points per
second to support real-time navigation applications (Schwarz, 2010).
Flash lidar operates on a slightly different principle. Instead of using a narrow laser
beam, flash lidar illuminates the whole scene with a short pulse of light emitted by a bank of
extremely fast light emitting diodes (LEDs). As the resulting wavefront expands from the
flash lidar, it intercepts objects in its path at slightly different times, based on their distance
from the lidar. The reflected energy is optically focused on an array of sensors inside the
lidar (Möller et al., 2005). Each sensor element in the array uses phase correlation to
determine a distance to the part of the object imaged on the sensor element. Examples of
flash lidars include the LeddarTech lidar (Mimeault et al., 2012), which has a linear array
(1 X 16 pixels) of sensors, and the IFM Efector O3D303 camera (Efector, 2015), which has
an areal array (176 X 132 pixels) of sensors. Because the LED light source is spread out
to illuminate the entire scene, flash lidars typically have less range than laser-based lidars.
Where laser-based lidars can have ranges of up to several kilometers, flash lidars are limited
to 30 meters or less.
One emerging technology is the use of optical phased arrays to steer the lidar laser
beam. Poulton et al. (2017) described a systemwhere the phase of the pulse is slightly shifted
for each element in a 2D array of miniature lasers. The interference pattern created by these
altered phases results in highly directional radiation lobes that can be electronically steered.
6This solid-state solution for beam steering is similar to the method currently employed
by cellular technology to track the locations of thousands of individual cell phones by
electronically steering radio signals to individual phones (Khattak et al., 2017). Another
semi-solid state approach is the use of an acousto-optic beam deflector and a diffraction
grating to generate ten independently steerable beams (Duong et al., 2012).
With aerial lidar scanner (ALS) systems, the forward motion of the aerial vehicle
relative to the ground provides one axis of motion. The other axis is provided by either
sweeping the beam back and forth across the flight path (producing a zig-zag pattern on the
ground), or by a continuously rotating segmented mirror which produces parallel scan lines
across the flight path (Tian et al., 2011).
2.1.2. Distance Measuring Methods. Lidar uses one of three general methods for
determining distance: basic time-of-flight, phase correlation, or the frequency-modulated
continuous wave process.
The time-of-flight (TOF) method is the simplest. It operates by emitting a short
pulse of energy and keeping track of the time it takes for the energy to reflect off some
object and return to the lidar (Katzenbeisser, 2003). Given that the typical terrestrial TOF
lidar has a range accuracy of 4 mm, this means the electronic circuitry must be capable of
measuring time intervals on the order of 26 picoseconds (the time it takes light to make a
two-way trip across 4 mm).
A picosecond (one trillionth of a second) is not a unit of time normally used in day-
to-day life, so an analogymay help to illustrate what small fraction of a second is represented
by 26 picoseconds. If the distance from Los Angeles to New York City represented one
second, 26 picoseconds would be the thickness of a single sheet of standard copy paper on
that same linear scale (Figure 2.1).
With phase correlation, a short chirp of laser light which is modulated at some lower
intermediate frequency is directed at an object. By the time it reflects off the object and
returns to the lidar, some small interval of time has past. When the return signal is compared
7to the original signal, there will be a slight phase shift between the two signals due to the
time it took for the signal to make a round-trip to the object and back (San José Alonso
et al., 2011). The phase shift is measured and the time interval is computed based on the
degree of shift and the intermediate frequency. The time interval is converted to a distance,
knowing the speed of light in that medium.
Figure 2.1. Analogy illustrating the small time interval of 26 picoseconds. Twenty-six
picoseconds is to one second as the thickness of a single sheet of paper is to the distance
from LA to NYC.
One issue with phase correlation is the problem of phase ambiguity. When making
the phase comparison, the electronic circuitry can only detect a phase difference in the range
of -pi to +pi, where 2pi is the wavelength of the intermediate frequency. As illustrated in
Figure 2.2, compared to the reference signal (black signal), a shift of -0.5pi looks exactly the
same as a shift of +1.5pi (red signal). To get around this problem, some implementations use
a number of intermediate frequencies and employ a coarse (long wavelength) to fine (shorter
wavelength) strategy to resolve this ambiguity (Newnham et al., 2012). Another approach is
to provide a way for the user to select an appropriate intermediate frequency tailored for the
application. Lower intermediate frequencies, with their corresponding longer wavelengths,
8provide a longer ambiguity-free range at the expense of less depth resolution. Shorter
intermediate wavelengths provide increased depth resolution, but at the cost of a shorter
maximum range (Efector, 2015).
Figure 2.2. Illustration of phase ambiguity. Black: reference signal; Red: -0.5pi or +1.5pi
shift; Green: -pi or +pi shift; Blue: -1.5pi or +0.5pi shift.
The frequency modulated continuous wave (FMCW) process modulates the laser
light with a continuously changing (sweeping) frequency (Horaud et al., 2016). When a
short chirp is directed at an object, the chirp retains the frequency it had at the time it left
the lidar. After the chirp reflects off the object and is returned, it is mixed with the current
modulated laser light which, due to the delay in time from the travel path, is now at a slightly
different frequency (Figure 2.3). The heterodyne mixing of these two signals creates a beat
frequency equal to the difference in frequencies between the original and returned chirps
(Gao and Hui, 2012). This beat frequency is much lower, and can easily be measured by
electronic circuitry. The beat frequency is proportional to the time delay which occurred
during the chirp travel, and thus equates to a distance. Because the measured beat frequency
is relatively low, it can be decoded with relatively simple electronics. The FMCW method
is found in many low-end lidars due to its simplicity and efficiency.
2.1.3. Discrete and Full Waveform Returns. The returning pulse of EMR can be
recorded at a number of different temporal resolutions (Pirotti et al., 2013b). The simplest
is the single discrete (first) return illustrated in Figure 2.4, left. Here, the peak of the
9Figure 2.3. Principle of frequency modulated continuous wave lidar. Oscillator generates
sweep frequency (top). Outgoing chirp is mixed with returning chirp to generate a beat
frequency, which is proportional to the distance traveled.
first returning pulse is used to determine the distance to the closest object hit by the laser
beam. The majority of TLS systems employ this method. Some TLS systems are capable
of returning multiple discrete measurements, as shown in Figure 2.4, center. The difference
is how many points of the full waveform are used to represent the returns. In the case of
discrete return systems, only the peaks are encoded as returns (Nagle and Wright, 2016).
With full wave form systems (all aerial systems, and a few terrestrial systems), the
entire returning waveform is digitized with a high temporal resolution, resulting in dozens
or hundreds of individual intensities being recorded over the entire return signal (Figure 2.4,
right). With this mode, much information can be derived on the distribution of material
located between the first and last returns.
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Figure 2.4. Examples of discrete and full waveform return signals. Single (first) discrete
return (left), multiple discrete returns (center), and full waveform return (right). The
vertical blue lines represent the sampling intervals. For discrete returns, only the peaks
are sampled. For full waveform returns, the number of samples is increased to capture the
entire waveform.
2.2. TERRESTRIAL LIDAR
Terrestrial lidars are basically survey-grade instruments. They typically weigh from
10-50 lbs, and are usually tripod mounted. The Leica ScanStation-2 (Figure 2.5) is a high-
end instrument of this class and was the primary terrestrial lidar used for the preliminary
stages of this research.
The Leica ScansStation-2 TLS typically scans at rates from 12,000 to 50,000 points
per second, depending on the set-up parameters. Cyclone, Leica’s data acquisition software,
allows the user to specify the scanning window, and to set the scanning resolution for the
average distance to the scene. Resolutions as low as 0.5 mm can be specified (Leica, 2007).
The time required to acquire a point cloud for a scene is a factor of the size and distance
of the scene and the scanning resolution selected. For example, a 9 m X 7 m scene at a
distance of 20 m, scanned at a resolution of 3 mm would create a point cloud having 7
million points, and would take approximately 10 minutes to scan.
The same scene scanned with a rotating mirror system, such as the Faro Focus 3D,
requires about half this time, if an equivalent quality factor is selected. The Faro lidar offers
several different quality settings. The lower quality settings result in scanning speeds of
11
Figure 2.5. Leica ScanStation-2 terrestrial lidar.
up to 1,000,000 points per second, but the resulting lidar surface tends to be very noisy
with greater random depth variation. The higher quality settings will result in a cleaner
representation, but the scanning time will increase proportionately (Faro, 2015).
2.3. AERIAL LIDAR
Aerial lidar systems are much more complex than terrestrial lidars for a number of
reasons. With terrestrial lidar, the device is in a fixed position during scanning. With aerial
lidar, the plane, helicopter, or drone is constantly in motion, which greatly complicates data
acquisition. All aerial lidars have integrated GPS and high precision inertial measurement
12
units (IMUs) which record in real time the position (x,y,z), attitude (pitch,roll, and yaw), and
magnetic field orientation of the aerial vehicle at a high temporal refresh rate. In addition,
many systems include a mechanical gyroscopic stabilization gimbal mount (Opitz, 2013).
Whereas TLS devices have an operating range of ten to a few hundred meters, ALS
devices are capable of ranges of up to several kilometers. The data acquisition rate is also
much faster, as is the computing hardware required for the integration of all the sensor data
(Liu, 2008).
2.4. POINT CLOUD REPRESENTATION
The point cloud data produced by a terrestrial lidar is simply a large collection of
(x,y,z) points (Figure 2.6). Initially, there is absolutely no structure or order to the data; it
is merely a large collection of points. As such, the raw point cloud data cannot be used for
any analytical purposes, other than making pleasing 3D graphics for human consumption.
Figure 2.6. Close-up of point cloud data for site 1 comprising over 8 million points.
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Figure 2.7 illustrates such a product. In this example, a mine was scanned at 1 cm
resolution from several different positions. Multiple-position scanning was used to build a
more complete model, eliminating shadow zones and areas not visible from a single lidar
position (Harrap and Lato, 2006). Although the model appears impressive, until the data
is processed to a more structured state, the only practical use it has is to generate graphics.
Basic operations such as determining the volume of the mine, determination of surface
roughness, or identification of joints or other rock features are not possible using raw point
cloud data.
Figure 2.7. Mine scanned by lidar at 1 cm resolution. Scanning was conducted from several
locations to eliminate shadow zones. The resultant point clouds were merged to form a
unified representation.
Likewise, before the volume of the large boulder shown in Figure 2.8 can be com-
puted, the point cloud representation (middle) must be converted to some solid representa-
tion, such as the triangulated irregular network (TIN) seen on the right panel.
2.4.1. Point Cloud Files. The primary output from a lidar scanner is point cloud
data. A point cloud is a collection of 3D points representing the surface of the object being
scanned. Typically, a point cloud file consists of a number of records, one for each point.
For the example shown in Figure 2.9, each record has 7 fields: the X, Y, Z coordinates of
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Figure 2.8. Large boulder scanned by lidar. Photo of large boulder (left), resulting point
cloud color coded by elevation (middle), and triangulated irregular network (TIN) repre-
sentation (right).
the point, an intensity value representing the relative amount of energy in the return pulse,
and three 8-bit numbers representing the red, green and blue (RGB) color components of
the surface at that point. The geometric and intensity information is generated by the lidar
device, while the color information is produced by an auxiliary camera which is optically
aligned with the lidar.
Both of the terrestrial lidars used for this research are considered high-end instru-
ments. The technical specifications for the Leica ScanStation-2 (Figure 2.10) and the Faro
Focus 3D (Figure 2.11) are typical for this class of instrument.
The accuracy of lidar points in the point cloud depends on the resolution and
accuracy of the horizontal and vertical encoders providing the angle information and on the
accuracy of the time-of-flight derived distance. For high-end commercial terrestrial lidars,
such as the Leica ScanStation-2, the typical single-point absolute accuracy is +/- 6 mm in
position, and +/- 2 mm in distance. The positional error in the direction of the beam is
totally dependent on the range accuracy, which is dependent on the timing circuitry and
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Figure 2.9. Typical point cloud file structure. In this ASCII (text) format example, each
record (row) represents a single point in the point cloud. Coordinates (x,y,z) are in units
of millimeters, intensity is a relative brightness value ranging from -2000 to 2000 repre-
senting the albedo of the surface, and the RGB values define the red, green, and blue color
components of the surface at that point.
will not vary with distance. On the other hand, the positional error in directions orthogonal
to the beam orientation is totally dependent on the accuracy of the horizontal and vertical
encoders, and this error will increase proportionately with distance.
The relative accuracy is typically better than the absolute accuracy. For example,
with the Leica ScanStation-2, the distance precision specification is 2 mm, compared to
the absolute distance specification of 4 mm (Leica, 2007). In a scan of a perfectly flat
surface orthogonal to the beam direction, this slight 2 mm ripple can be seen in the surface
representation (Figure 2.12).
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Figure 2.10. Accuracy specifications for Leica ScanStation-2 terrestrial scanner (Leica,
2007).
Figure 2.11. Accuracy specifications for Faro Focus 3D terrestrial scanner (Faro, 2015).
2.4.2. Data Structuring. The first step required in data structuring is to convert the
point cloud representation to a solid 2D surface using one of a number of choices for surface
representation. One such choice is to form triangulated irregular networks (TINs). This
vector-oriented surface representation has the advantage of being extremely compact, which
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Figure 2.12. Surface ripple in a TLS scan of a perfectly flat surface. The plate was
orthogonal to the beam direction, and the magnitude of the surface ripple is approximately
2 mm.
allows it to represent a complex surface with a variable-resolution triangulated network.
One disadvantage of the TIN representation is the computational complexity of comparing
one surface with another, since the triangular facets will not necessarily coincide between
the two surfaces. This can be mitigated by the use of multiresolution indexing mechanisms
(Bartholdi and Goldsman, 2004).
Another common 2D surface is a raster format, where a regular grid mesh is
established with each ‘cell’ holding information from the lidar scan. This format is similar
to a common raster image format, but instead of storing a brightness or color value for each
pixel, the ‘cell’ contains distance (depth) information (El-Ashmawy and Shaker, 2014).
Digital elevation models (DEMs) use this raster format, where each ‘pixel’ or ‘cell’ contains
the elevation at that grid location (Guo et al., 2010). Usually, DEMs represent the top surface
of the landscape which, for forested areas, would equate to the top of the tree canopy. If
the DEM is processed to remove the forest cover and other features such as buildings, the
resulting ‘bare earth’ surface is termed a digital terrain model (DTM) (Raber et al., 2002).
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2.5. NEAR-FIELD OBSTRUCTIONS
Near-field obstructions are caused by any object obstructing the lidar laser during
the scanning process, and are particularly troublesome with lidars having only first-return
capability. For example, when scanning a road cut, it is often necessary to set up the lidar
across the road from the cut surface. If a vehicle passes in front of the lidar during the
scan, it will capture many of the laser pulses, and will result in large radial "spikes" in the
resultant point cloud (Figure 2.13). Any object that invades the scanning space during a
scan (a falling leaf, flying insects, a bicyclist, etc) will cause these types of anomalies.
Figure 2.13. Near field obstructions cause radial spikes in the lidar point cloud. Any
intermediate object such as a falling leave or a flying moth which is hit by the laser beam
during the scanning operation will create these radial spikes in the raw point cloud data.
When far removed from the background, these artifacts can be manually removed by using
editing tools such as the cutting plane available in the commercial data acquisition software.
Fortunately, near-field obstructions can be easily eliminated by employing a crop-
ping tool commonly available in most of the commercial data acquisition software suites.
Cropping tools can be simple cutting planes, where points are eliminated on one side of
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the plane, or cropping volumes, where all points either inside or outside of a user-defined
cropping volume are eliminated (AG, 2016). This technique only works if the obstructions
are in the near-field, far from the complex rock surface being scanned. If the obstructions
are close to the rock surface, it is not possible to isolate and eliminate them with simple
cropping tools.
2.6. THE EXPRESSION OF VEGETATION IN LIDAR DATA
Vegetation poses a more difficult challenge because of its close proximity to the
irregular rock surface. Often, the vegetation is attached to the rock and presents a significant
"first return" surface. Even thin stems and root masses can generate spike anomalies that can
falsely contribute to the apparent rock volume. Vegetation results in radial spikes directed
toward the lidar instrument (Figure 2.14).
Figure 2.14. Vegetation results in spikes radiating toward the lidar. Because of their close
proximity to the rock surface, it is not possible to manually edit these artifacts with simple
cropping tools.
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The spikes caused by vegetation (Figure 2.15) can, in aggregate, contain a significant
fictitious volume. In addition, the changing nature of vegetation, either from seasonal
growth or decline, or simply by the reconfiguration of the vegetation due to wind, can create
challenges for high precision change detection. The magnitude of fictitious volume change
due to vegetation can easily exceed the true volume change resulting from natural processes.
Such issues were the impetus for development of an improved method for detection
and elimination of vegetation from rock surfaces. A filter was needed which not only
eliminated vegetation, but did not alter the underlying rock surface. The following section
details the literature reviewwhichwas conducted in search of related techniques, algorithms,
or ideas that could contribute to this research.
Figure 2.15. Visual expression of vegetation spikes on a rock surface. In this 3D rendering
of the exterior of an intensity lidar surface, vegetation appears as thin radial spikes. In





The vast majority of research conducted for the identification and elimination of
vegetation from lidar point cloud data has focused on ALS data. When considering the
use of TLS for this purpose, several critical differences between ALS and TLS must be
recognized:
• ALS typically operates, at a minimum, in a multi-return mode. In most cases, ALS
operates in a full waveform mode, which has a much higher sampling density than
the discrete multi-return mode. Therefore, one easy way to eliminate vegetation is
to simply use the last return to represent the bare earth. TLS, on the other hand,
primarily operates on a ‘first-return’ basis. TLS essentially acquires a convex hull of
the surface being scanned. In graphic terms, a convex hull is the surface represented
by a thin fabric stretched over a complex (convex and concave) surface being scanned,
resulting in a surface with only convex curvature. Vegetation elimination algorithms
based on using the last return will not work with TLS data, because there is no ‘last
return’.
• Vegetative surfaces with complex geometry have a high spatial frequency. With ALS,
the underlying surface (the ground) is relatively flat and smooth and has a much lower
spatial frequency than the overlying vegetation. In contrast, the underlying surface for
terrestrial lidar is often a vertical rock face. Rock faces containmany sharp block edges
and joints and, like the overlying vegetation, also have a high spatial frequency similar
in both frequency and amplitude to the vegetative cover. Vegetation elimination
algorithms based on exploiting the differences in spatial frequency or depth range
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between the vegetation and the underlying surface will not work with TLS because
there often is no difference in spatial frequency or depth range between the vegetation
and the underlying surface.
• If an attempt is made to use an ALS vegetation elimination algorithm on TLS acquired
data, the vegetation will most likely be properly detected and eliminated, but the sharp
edges of the underlying rock surface will also be interpreted as vegetation, and will
be digitally eroded. This can significantly alter the measured volume of rock, and
will invalidate any results of a high-precision change detection study.
Research into vegetation elimination from lidar point cloud data covered several
overlapping areas. Some research was focused on extracting useful information about the
vegetation itself, while other research examined various ways to identify any non-ground
object on or occluding the underlying surface. Other areas of related research included reg-
istration methods, specialized techniques for assessing landslides, general change detection,
surface representation models, and multi-sensor approaches to identifying vegetation.
To address each of these related topics in a coherent fashion, the following areas
were explored in depth:
• Vegetation elimination techniques in general
• Vegetation effects in deformation and general change detection studies
• Vegetation effects in landslide studies
• Vegetation characterization
• Bare earth and rock surface characterization
• Non-ground object detection, characterization, and elimination
• Vegetation influence on registration methods
• Models and representations for vegetation and underlying surfaces
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3.2. VEGETATION ELIMINATION TECHNIQUES IN GENERAL
Because vegetation can be difficult to deal with, one approach is to carefully pick
study sites where vegetation is either not present or to schedule the data acquisition during
a season when the effects of vegetation are minimized (Alba et al., 2005). Brach and
Chormański (2014) physically removed vegetation prior to scanning, but report that this may
not be feasible in all cases. For circumstanceswhere the vegetation is sparse and too complex
to be automatically filtered out, manual digital editingmethods can be employed. Sadarviana
et al. (2016) used the Fence function within Leica’s Cyclone software to eliminate trees and
scrubs and the Cut by Intensity function to further delineate smaller patches of vegetation.
Day et al. (2013) used manual methods to rotate the displayed data causing the slope under
study to appear edge-on and making visual identification of the vegetative points to be
manually deleted more obvious. Abellán et al. (2014) acknowledged that many automated
filters workwell on trees, but are not as effective in identifying low-lying vegetation. In these
cases, manual editing was necessary. In a study of soil erosion occurring within relatively
flat plots with emerging soybeans and residual corn stubble, the return lidar pulses reflected
from vegetation resulted in artificially high estimates of soil elevation (Meijer et al., 2013).
Zhan and Lai (2015) noted that vegetative effects must be considered in any high precision
change detection study, as the volume introduced by the growing vegetation changes greatly
between measuring dates. Even for short time intervals, the apparent volume change due to
wind blowing the vegetation into different configurations can be a significant factor.
The most predominant method for identification and elimination of vegetation is
based on Full Waveform Analysis, also known as the lowest point method (Hancock et al.,
2015). This method requires a lidar device which captures multiple return signals for
each laser pulse issued. Almost all ALS devices have this capability, but only a few TLS
devices support this function, and of those, the number of return signals can be limited. As
illustrated in Figure 3.1, the last return represents the ground surface.
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Figure 3.1. Full waveform return signal. Analysis of the entire return waveform reveals
information about the top of canopy, density distribution of intermediate branches, and the
ground elevation.
Using this technique, the nature of the surface being scanned can be revealed
by examining the full waveform generated by the multiple returns (Figure 3.2). In these
distributions, the Y axis represents the intensity, and the X axis represents the range from the
lidar to the surface being scanned. Full waveform analysis not only permits identification
of the ground surface, but also reveals much information about the overlying vegetation
such as canopy height, as indicated by the first return, and intermediate vegetation density
variation, as indicated by the distribution of intensities and ranges for all the return signals
between the first and last returns. In addition to the set of return values for a single pulse,
additional information that can be derived from the local neighborhood of points, such as
slope and the distance from a point to a locally fit plane, can be used to identify the true
ground surface (Perroy et al., 2010). Anderson et al. (2016) cautioned that under certain
circumstances, last return signals appear to represent a point below the true ground surface.
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This is primarily the result of multiple scatterings of the laser beam within the vegetative
canopy, but can also be exacerbated by automatic instrument settings at the time of data
acquisition.
Figure 3.2. Return waveforms for various surfaces. Y axis is digital number (DN),
representing a relative intensity of the return for that distance (Hancock et al., 2015).
If the lidar device does not have multiple-return capability, a similar technique can
be employed by moving a small kernel (for example, a 5 X 5 window) across the data and,
for each position, examining the range and lowest point (Fan et al., 2014a). To reduce errors
introduced when employing this technique on sloped surfaces, a local plane can be fitted to
the moving window, and the points can be examined for distances to that fitted plane. This
technique works reasonably well for thin vegetation over flat ground, but results in a loss
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of spatial resolution, depending on the dimensions of the moving kernel. Guarnieri et al.
(2009a) used a similar approach with supplemental differential GPS points to calibrate the
TLS-derived ground surface. Alba et al. (2009) also used a similar technique, but included
an iterative step to converge on a vegetation free surface. Pirotti et al. (2013c) used this
same technique but, in addition, applied a custom morphological filter consisting of erosion
and dilation operators to eliminate residual vegetation. Guarnieri et al. (2012) used only
single or first and last returns, then applied a filter based on intensity to differentiate ground
from non-ground objects. Manually built training sets were used to calibrate this approach.
Feagin et al. (2012) used Quick Terrain Modeler from Applied Imagery to find the lowest Z
return points using the Above Ground Level tool. This tool determined the lowest Z within
a user-defined sample area.
A number of researchers used supplemental information such as GPS and near-
infrared (NIR) cameras to assist with the identification of vegetation. Coveney and Stew-
art Fotheringham (2011) used GPS points on the ground surface to assist in filtering veg-
etation from flat grassland and marshland and to isolate errors in the registration process.
Guarnieri et al. (2009b) also used GPS points in salt-marsh areas to aid in the discrimination
between low dense vegetation and the bare soil surface. Enayati et al. (2015) used color to
discriminate vegetation from the ground surface. This technique is only applicable where
sufficient contrast exists between the two surfaces (Figure 3.3). Using this technique to dis-
criminate trees from underlying grassland would be less successful due to their similarity
in color and texture.
As applied to the terrestrial lidar application, use of color creates additional diffi-
culties. The color information in terrestrial lidar is provided by an auxiliary color camera
that is physically separate from the internal lidar device. Although an attempt is made
to optically align the color camera with the lidar, a displacement of up to 2 cm can exist
between the color image and the geometry captured by the lidar. This makes the color
information less useful for terrestrial applications due to its inherent misregistration unless
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Figure 3.3. Segmentation based on color. Original color image (left), trees identified by
spectral signature (right) (Enayati et al., 2015).
extra steps are taken to refine the lidar/camera registration. Using this approach, Alba and
Scaioni (2010) used a three-band NIR camera precisely aligned with the lidar to classify
vegetation. Vegetation was isolated from the inorganic background surface by using its
unique NIR spectral signature. In a follow-up study, Alba et al. (2011) added the use of
an iterative octree filtering method with the NIR camera data to separate vegetation from
the underlying rock surface. Similarly, Giussani and Scaioni (2004) discussed the use of a
digital camera mounted on the TLS equipment to provide color and texture information.
Several researchers used geometric properties of the scene (height distribution,
vertical point density, and slope) to help identify and segregate vegetation. Müller et al.
(2012) constructed histograms representing vertical point densities for identification of non-
natural features such as plants and man-made structures. Rodríguez-Caballero et al. (2016)
used many techniques from the field of image processing to develop a robust filtering
mechanism for vegetation. Their method consisted of performing an unsupervised K-
means classification based on intensity to classify vegetation and ground surfaces. A local
roughness surface was generated and combined with the spectral classification to generate a
vegetation-freeDigital TerrainModel (DTM). Sharma et al. (2010) used slope as the primary
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indicator for the presence of vegetation on TLS scanned surfaces. A test plot containing
both vegetation and rocks was scanned (Figure 3.4) to determine the effectiveness of the
method. Slope thresholds were used to separate the vegetation from the underlying surface.
Figure 3.4. Slope based approach. On the left, a test plot with no vegetation and rocks
having high slope. On the right, the same test plot with vegetation added for testing slope-
based filter. Slope-based filter eliminated all vegetation, but also eliminated some of the
rocks (Sharma et al., 2010).
While this technique was largely successful, the relative height differences of the
vegetation versus the rocks also aided the identification of vegetation. After processing,
all of the vegetation was identified but some of the rocks were also flagged for elimination
(Figure 3.5). This indicated that slope alone is not sufficient to discriminate between
vegetation and the underlying rock surface, especially when the relative heights of the
vegetation and the micro-topography of the rock surface approach the same magnitude.
Gould et al. (2013) used a set of tools developed by the Boise Center Aerospace Center
optimized for shrub-steppe vegetation. Their method requires the selection of a canopy
spacing where the lowest return signals are accumulated for an initial approximation of
the ground surface. This surface is refined by iteration using one of many interpolation
algorithms provided.
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Figure 3.5. Slope thresholds also eliminated many small rocks. Slope-based classification
(left) and deleted patches (dark blue areas on right). Many of the small rockswere eliminated
because they shared the same slope characteristics as the vegetation (Sharma et al., 2010).
3.3. VEGETATION EFFECTS IN DEFORMATION AND GENERAL CHANGE
DETECTION STUDIES
Any study involving change detection necessarily has to include the effect of veg-
etation. In their study of seasonal slope deformation measurement using TLS, Fan et al.
(2014b) physically trimmed vegetation from part of the deformation study area. For the
remaining vegetated area, the study was limited to characterizing the vegetation instead of
attempting to eliminate it. While most non-ground features can be removed by using the
last return in a multi-return lidar system (Hsiao et al., 2004), care must be taken to prevent
automated approaches from removing valid data (Young et al., 2010).
Vegetative effects on large scale studies can reasonably ignore the effects of vegeta-
tion if the area is mostly devoid of vegetation and the scanning resolution is coarse. Abellán
et al. (2009) used an effective point spacing of 70 mm for a study of a columnar basalt cliff
with no additional filtering required for vegetation. Tsakiri and Anagnostopoulos (2015)
also conducted a study without vegetation but focused on evaluating various cloud-to-cloud
registration methods. In one variant of the Iterative Closest Point (ICP) algorithm, point-
to-point correspondence was established by searching for the nearest neighbor, then refined
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by iteratively determining even-spacing of corresponding points (Figure 3.6). Barnhart
and Crosby (2013) also used the ICP method, but refined it by constructing a cylinder
perpendicular to the surface normal to find the closest corresponding point (Figure 3.7).
Figure 3.6. Initial and final point-to-point correspondence in the ICP algorithm. Black
arrows indicate the initial correspondence based on the closest point. On a later iteration, a
refined correspondence is indicated by the gray arrow (Tsakiri and Anagnostopoulos, 2015).
Figure 3.7. Cloud-to-mesh and multi-scale model to model cloud correspondence. Cloud-
to-mesh (C2M on left) correspondence is based on the closest point. Multi-scale model to
model cloud correspondence (M3C2 on right) is based on fitting a plane to a small local
region, computing the surface normal to that plane, and finding the closest point to that
surface normal (Barnhart and Crosby, 2013).
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Stewart et al. (2009) found that misidentification of vegetation can contribute sig-
nificantly to the overall error budget, and that specific plant species or patterns may require
treatment on a case by case basis. Foerst and Rüther (2013) added that the selection of filter
settings is highly subjective and must be adapted for different sites. One factor that causes
problems when vegetation filters designed for ALS use are used for TLS applications is the
relative angle between the lidar Line Of Sight (LOS) and the orientation of the vegetation.
With ALS, these two angles are relatively aligned, but with TLS, there is a significant
angular difference between the LOS and the vegetation orientation (Scaioni et al., 2013).
This issue is further complicated when vegetation appears on steeply sloped surfaces, such
as cliffs. Gigli et al. (2014) found that fitting a local plane to steep areas improves the ability
to properly identify vegetation for elimination.
3.4. VEGETATION EFFECTS IN LANDSLIDE STUDIES
For large scale studies, Wang et al. (2011) found that the top of the tree canopy
(first return) can be used as an indicator of general ground deformation. A similar result
was obtained by Bertacchini et al. (2012) in a long range study of a rock slide in a heavily
forested area. In this case, retro-reflectors and artificial targets were used with GPS and
a total station to aid in the registration of the data acquired at different epochs. Several
researchers noted the necessity and difficulty of eliminating vegetation. Barbarella and
Fiani (2012) reported that this step requires a large effort but is absolutely necessary for
precise quantitative work. Even when automatedmethods are employed, residual vegetation
can be seen in shaded relief representations of the processed data (Ghuffar et al., 2013).
In densely vegetated areas, the surface after processing is often no better than a standard
low-resolution digital elevation model (Jaboyedoff et al., 2012).
Vegetation can be eliminated using commercially available filters but, often, the
internal algorithms employed are proprietary and not well documented, leaving the user to
experiment with various operational strategies and parameter settings to achieve the desired
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result. Some packages such as RiscanPro (Barbarella and Fiani, 2013), provide multiple
filters, such as the octree and a modified ICP method that can be tailor-fit for particular
circumstances. Ruggles et al. (2016) used CloudCompare, an open-source package to
compare photogrammetric surface models acquired with consumer-grade UAVs to surface
models acquired by TLS. Prokop and Panholzer (2009) found the use of RiscanPro to be
slow and time-consuming, but the capabilities of ESRI’s ArcGIS 9.2 to be much more
automated. Kasperski et al. (2010) used TerraScan for vegetative filtering, but found that
the result was somewhat dependent on the height of the grass. Shilpakar et al. (2016) used
TerraScan to segregate point cloud data into separate units, such as vegetative, ground, and
spurious classes by carefully selecting algorithm thresholds.
3.5. VEGETATION CHARACTERIZATION
While most of the research on vegetation effects is focused on detecting and elimi-
nating vegetation to reveal the underlying ground or rock surface, some research is focused
on characterizing geometric properties of the vegetation itself. An understanding of the
micro-structure of vegetation as it appears in lidar point cloud data is necessary to provide
insight into what unique spatial characteristics of vegetation could be utilized to segregate
vegetation from surfaces having similar geometric properties. Pirotti et al. (2013a) defined
a vegetation density index, which is essentially the number of ‘hits’ within a defined lower
resolution cell to serve as an indicator of the presence of vegetation. Goepfert et al. (2008)
examined intensity and echo distributions as they relate to vegetation density and varia-
tion in cross section. Tymkow et al. (2010) built 2D and 3D micro and macro models of
individual plant structures based on high resolution TLS scans (Figure 3.8).
Harman et al. (2014) used 3D cubic voxels to accumulate the number of returns
within each voxel to compute a 3D density map. (Jalonen et al., 2015) expanded on this
approach by using manual sampling and height-difference information to extract vegetation
from TLS scans. A 3D data structure described as voxelization was employed (Figure 3.9)
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Figure 3.8. Macro 3D convex hull and micro 3D model of individual plant structures. The
macro 3D convex hull (left) represents the overall space occupied by the object if a thin
fabric were stretched over its exterior form. The micro 3D model (right) represents a higher
resolution depiction of the individual plant sub-structures (Tymkow et al., 2010).
to represent vegetation at a micro-scale. This approach used extensive manual classification
to initiate the identification. While this technique demonstrated the usefulness of TLS data,
the lidar data was used mainly to define the spatial extent of the plant structures. The
identification of the vegetation was largely dependent on manual classification.
Figure 3.9. 3D voxelization for characterization. Voxels are the 3D version of pixels.
Where pixels contain information within a 2D area, voxels contain information within a 3D
volume. The 3D voxel data structure (a on left) is used to derived the structure of vegetation
(b in middle). The original vegetation is shown in c on right (Jalonen et al., 2015).
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Anderson et al. (2018) identified a number of vegetativemetrics that can bemeasured
by TLS. These include the distribution, kurtosis, skewness, and variance of heights as well
as canopy relief ratios, and ratios of vegetative and ground returns to total returns. Zhang
et al. (2016) described amethod for extractingDiameter at Breast Height (DBH) information
from a stand of trees, an important silvicultural measurement used to estimate the volume
of marketable timber. On a similar vein, Burt et al. (2013) proposed a process to define at
a micro-scale the trunk and branch structure and branch volume distribution. Schilling and
Maas (2014) proposed a strategy to create skeletal structures from TLS data (Figure 3.10).
Skeletal structure reveals information on the spatial distribution of total biomass, and on
the ratio of marketable timber (ratio of main trunk log volume to total volume). Murgoitio
et al. (2014) used TLS in support of horizontal visibility models, and found that scanning
from multiple locations can mitigate obstruction problems.
Figure 3.10. Segmented 3D point cloud and derived skeletal structure. The 3D point cloud
is first segmented based on dendritic branch pattern (left). Each color represents a separate
branch. Next, each branch is skeletonized to create a 3D vector representation of the branch
centerline (right) (Schilling and Maas, 2014).
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Dandois (2014) used ALS and TLS with a wide variety of computer vision methods
to characterize forest canopy structure, and for estimating aboveground biomass and carbon.
3.6. BARE EARTH AND ROCK SURFACE CHARACTERIZATION
Since the objective of this research is to differentiate between vegetation and the
underlying surface, research on rock surface and bare soil characterization was conducted.
In a study of tidal flats, Populus et al. (2001) found a high degree of correlation between
vegetation height and density, but also found that the shape of the canopy affected the
returned intensity. Schickler and Thorpe (2001) demonstrated that the last return doesn’t
always correspond to the ground surface and may represent non-natural solid objects or the
top of dense vegetation. To differentiate between these types of surfaces, they introduced
mass-points, break-lines, curvature constraints, and slope constraints to the classification.
Tang et al. (2008) found a significant proportion of lowest points that represented branches
or leaves instead of the true ground surface (Figure 3.11). Subsequent smoothing operations
were required to eliminate these artifacts.
Figure 3.11. Last return points do not always represent the true ground surface. In dense
areas where the beam never penetrates all the way to the ground, many of the last return
points (shown in green) represent branches. In this case, a local area filter must be run to
eliminate these false ground points (Tang et al., 2008).
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For characterizing rock surfaces having no vegetative cover, Penasa et al. (2014)
used the spatial patterns of intensity variations to classify rock constituents. TLS intensity
is based on reflectance using a single frequency. This limits the use of traditional spectral-
based classification methods. Characteristic shapes (local flat planes for chert and irregular
fractures for limestone) were used by a Support VectorMachine classifier. Otoo et al. (2011)
used cluster analysis to detect planar surfaces and joints from TLS scans of a bare rock
face. Brown and Hugenholtz (2013) developed techniques to measure micro-level surface
roughness, and the relationship between point spacing, number of TLS vantage points, and
the relative orientation of the scanner to the plane of the surface being tested. Hodgetts
(2013) found that point spacing needs to be normalized to remove any point-density induced
bias. He also suggested the use of tensor analysis to determine surface characteristics as
fractures and bedding planes. In a similar approach, Poluga et al. (2018) used Split-FX
software tomeasure the orientation of discontinuities on large stone sculptures. This allowed
stereonet analysis of the principal joint sets. In a large scale study of a steep rock outcrop,
García-Sellés et al. (2011) calculated a metric based on a ratio of eigenvalues to indicate a
point’s fit to a plane, and used that information to classify points as trees or bushes.
3.7. NON-GROUND OBJECT DETECTION, CHARACTERIZATION, AND SEG-
MENTATION
Besides recognition of vegetation and various underlying surfaces, methods have
been developed to characterize other non-ground objects such as man-made structures,
roads, buildings, and other non-natural features. Many of the techniques used to discriminate
between these types of non-ground objects have application in the problem of eliminating
vegetation from rock face surfaces.
Arefi et al. (2003) used a process analogous to the Normalized Difference Veg-
etative Index (NDVI) used to characterize vegetation in multi-band images. In place of
the NIR and red bands used for NDVI, the ranges for the first return and last return sig-
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nals are used. Following the application of normal image processing functions such as
edge enhancement, smoothing, and morphological operations, non-ground features, such
as vegetation or structures, can be identified. In follow-up research, Arefi and Hahn (2005)
demonstrated that the advantage of geodesic morphology is that prior knowledge of the size
of the objects (to select optimal kernel dimensions) is not required. Meng et al. (2010) used
a number of properties of ground surfaces (relatively smooth and continuous, mild slopes)
to differentiate from non-ground objects such as buildings and vegetation.
Li et al. (2016) employed spin images to aid in feature recognition. Spin images are
geometric representations of features that are scale and orientation independent. Guarnieri
et al. (2011) also used spin images to facilitate feature matching and found them useful
when attempting to match features which appear different due to the viewing angle that
was used during their acquisition. Chiabrando and Spanò (2013) employed a similar tech-
nique involving Scale-Invarient Feature Transforms (SIFT) for area-based feature matching.
Weinmann and Jutzi (2011) also used a SIFT approach, followed by a two step coarse-to-
fine registration process to improve the 3D-to-3D correspondence. In follow-up work,
Weinmann and Jutzi (2013) optimized this implementation by using Inverse Cumulative
Histograms to assign weighting factors.
Che and Olsen (2017) proposed that different filtering techniques be employed
for different types of scenes (for example, urban versus natural areas). A two-step process
consisting of scanline density analysis and region growing was suggested as implementation
can be performed directly on the scanner hardware. Korzeniowska and Ła˛cka (2011)
evaluated a number of commercially available filters designed to generate ground surface
digital elevation models (DEMs) including Terrascan, TLID (now known an E3De from
ENVI), SAGA GIS, and Canopy Fuel Estimator (CFE). Their evaluations compared the
effectiveness of the filters in detecting and eliminating vegetation and man-made structures
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from ALS data. While their analysis included recommended values for various tuning
parameters and shaded-relief graphics illustrating the types of residual artifacts left by each
of the filters, details on the internal algorithms employed were not provided.
Corso Sarmiento and Roca Cladera (2012) used different approaches for low and
high vegetation. Vegetation under 3 m was subjected to a supervised minimum distance
classifier, while vegetation above 3 m was modeled as two distinct parts: the main trunk and
the upper canopy. Bandyopadhyay et al. (2013) used shape as a discriminating characteristic
to segment buildings and vegetation from the underlying ground surface (Figure 3.12). The
main characteristic of the ground surface making this possible was its relative flatness. This
was a viable approach because of the extreme contrast in the spatial frequency of the two
surfaces.
Figure 3.12. Segmentation based on shape. Segmented and classified buildings (left) and
vegetation regions (right). Colors represent relative elevation (Bandyopadhyay et al., 2013).
Zhang et al. (2003) used morphological filters which progressively increased the
window size between each iteration. This allowed objects (trees, buildings) of different sizes
to be removed without the need for size-specific tuning parameters. In a follow-up study,
Zhang and Whitman (2005) compared the Elevation Threshold with Expanding Window
filter, the Maximum Slope filter, and their previously developed Progressive Morphological
filter, and found that the Maximum Slope filter was the best approach to use for low
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vegetation. Using the assumption that the ground surface is relatively flat and that vegetation
can appear as spikes in the ground surface, Haugerud and Harding (2001) developed a
despike algorithm to remove points which define sharp vertical peaks. When run iteratively,
this algorithm was effective in eliminating isolated spike features and retained real features
such as breaklines. For points located slightly below themean ground surface, the algorithm
was less effective, and frequently created ‘conical pits’ from these types of data artifacts.
Several researchers used various types of clustering to identify non-ground objects
in the point cloud. Shirowzhan et al. (2015) used an autocorrelation-based method to
confirm ground (lowest) points within a defined cluster, then refined the surface by using
slope thresholds. Aue et al. (2011) performed a 3D segmentation using the center-of-gravity
of initial segments to form larger clusters. Lim and Suter (2009) used a similar approach in
building 3D ‘super voxels’, which are overlapping clusters of points with similar color and
geometric properties.
3.8. VEGETATION INFLUENCE ON REGISTRATION METHODS
Co-registration of lidar point cloud data is performed to support a number of dif-
ferent applications. For static applications, lidar data acquired from a number of different
viewpoints must be merged to build a complete model of a complex scene, as data acquired
from a single perspective will have hidden surfaces and shadow zones. For dynamic appli-
cations where change detection is the objective, multiple scans taken at different times must
be registered in order to identify change between representations. The procedures used to
register lidar data depend on the type of application (static or dynamic), the nature of the
scene or objects being scanned (complex ground scene or a building facade), the type of
lidar technology used (aerial, mobile, or terrestrial), the resolution requirements, and how
much information (3D position and angle orientation) is known about each scanner setup.
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Vegetation detection and elimination can occur either before or after the registration
process. Due to the temporally changing nature of vegetation, eliminating vegetation prior to
registration can provide cleaner, more consistent data sets to register. However, if sufficient
non-vegetated areas exist within the scenes, vegetation can be eliminated after registration.
For cases where the underlying surface is non-changing, one approach is to register two sets
of data containing vegetation, and let the changed representation of the vegetation serve as
an indicator of where the vegetation is. This technique, naturally, is only valid if no other
change is occurring on the underlying surface.
A common registration process uses fixed natural or artificial targets that are rep-
resented in both data sets. Scaioni (2012) used a 6-parameter conformal transformation,
which has the advantage of generating residual statistics if the number of observations
exceeds the number of unknowns. For a typical case of using 4 control points, each having
three observations (x, y, and z values), the number of observations would be 12, which
results in an overdetermined solution. The more a solution is overdetermined, the easier
it is to identify suspect observations, as their individual residual values will indicate the
direction andmagnitude of the stress induced by the errant observation. Theiler et al. (2015)
proposed a coarse-to-fine approach where first a lower resolution resampled point cloud
was used to establish an approximate correspondence. Subsequently, a fine registration
process was initiated to further refine the solution. Fey and Wichmann (2017) and Hilker
et al. (2012) employed the use of surveyed spherical targets to serve as static control points.
Spherical targets have the property of omnidirectional similarity. That is, they provide a
homogeneous reference surface regardless of the viewing angle (Brazeal, 2013).
When discrete control points are not available, a process known as the Iterative
Closest Point (ICP) can be used (Barrile et al., 2014). With this process, essentially
every point in the cloud serves as a control point. A rigid transformation is sought which
minimizes the Euclidean distances between corresponding points. Al-Manasir and Fraser
(2006) discussed variants of this process including a least squares approachwhichminimizes
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the sum of the squares of the distances between conjugate points. Wang (2013) compared
ICP implementations using different types of conformal transformations: a 6-parameter
transformation which included 3D translation and rotation and a 7-parameter transformation
which added a scale factor. Grant et al. (2012) described a point-to-tangent-plane method
which resulted in better matching than point-to-point methods. Gressin et al. (2012)
suggested a weighting process to select tie points based on having a high variation in
neighborhood intensity or distribution of surface normals. Gressin et al. (2013) advanced
this idea to consider ‘features of interest’ such as simple planar patches, corners, or other
neighborhoods having unique geometries.
Thapa et al. (2009) also used a feature approach for facade modeling by predefining
semantic architectural feature types such as windows, roofs, and doors. Geometric prop-
erties of individual instances of these features, such as area and orientation were used for
feature matching. Yang and Zang (2014) took this concept one step further in using features
like crestline curves. Matching was performed by minimizing the bending, torsion, and
stretching strain energy required when force-fitting one 3D curve to its conjugate. Mon-
serrat et al. (2008) used a similar curve-matching approach, but generated the curves by
contouring the objects of interest. Perhaps the most creative approach to feature matching
was undertaken by Yan et al. (2017) in the use of a genetic algorithm. Their method em-
ployed a biological model involving natural selection, trait mixing, and random mutation
which converged to an optimal solution after approximately 150 ‘generations’.
3.9. MODELS AND REPRESENTATIONS FOR VEGETATION AND UNDERLY-
ING SURFACES
Costantino and Angelini (2013) contrasted two lidar representation models: Trian-
gulated Irregular Networks (TINs) and Digital Terrain Models (DTMs). TINs offer a more
compact representation, as co-planar areas are represented by triangular facets of varying
sizes. However, from a processing point of view, TINs are not optimal, as neighborhood
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analysis is not directly supported. Some TIN implementations use some form of 2D facet
indexing to address this issue. DTMs use a simple raster structure, similar to that employed
by images. This representation tends to be more redundant, as large co-planar areas require
a large number of individual cells to store elevation values. DTMs offer greater efficiency
for processing due to the explicit definition of neighboring cells.
Bellian et al. (2005) discussed the use of Virtual Reality Modeling Language
(VRML) for representing stratigraphy of rock faces. VRML uses explicit definitions for
adjacent points, lines, and areas, and is optimized for interactive display of complex 3D
surfaces. Buckley et al. (2008) described in detail the workflow and time required for each
major step in building a virtual outcrop model by integrating geometric information with
texture, color, and imagery from other sources. They noted that mesh editing for vegetation
and other artifacts requires a major investment in time.
3.10. SUMMARY AND GAPS IN THE STATE OF THE ART
The ability to differentiate between two surfaces when both have high spatial fre-
quency requires additional information describing the geometric properties of each surface.
Slope alone is not sufficient to distinguish between the two surfaces. Other geometric
properties, such as depth range and contiguity can be used to supplement the differentiation
process. Thus far, there has been no research focused on the problem of eliminating vege-
tative cover over rock surfaces when both surfaces have similar depth amplitude and high
spatial frequency characteristics.
With aerial lidar, high spatial frequency vegetation overlays relatively low spatial
frequency ground. This difference in spatial frequencies of the two surfaces is exploited in
many ALS vegetation detection and elimination methods. With terrestrial lidar, however,
the contrast between the spatial frequencies of the overlying vegetation and the underlying
rock surface is much less pronounced. For the terrestrial case, spatial frequency alone is
not sufficient to discriminate between the two surfaces.
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While the initial impetus for this research arose from a real need to eliminate
vegetation in support of the raveling failure research being conducted at the Missouri
University of Science and Technology, this was not the only driver. Subsequent research
into slope stability studies using lidar revealed a publication produced by the Federal
Highway Administration (Kemeny and Turner, 2008) which detailed the technical aspects
of using lidar for these types of applications (Figure 3.13). Specifically, the report called
for the development of advanced filters to automatically remove vegetation from lidar point
cloud data.
Figure 3.13. Call for development of filters for elimination of vegetation on rock slopes.
In a comprehensive report detailing processes and challenges in rock slope assessment, the
Federal Highway Administration acknowledged the lack of filters specifically designed to
remove vegetation from rock slopes and called for their development (Kemeny and Turner,
2008).
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4. THE VIRTUAL ARTICULATING CONICAL PROBE ALGORITHM
The concept of a Virtual Articulating Conical Probe (VACP) emerged as the result
of countless hours spent studying numerous waveform examples showing how vegetation
expresses itself in front of highly weathered vertical rock faces. From a human perspective,
the patterns were easy to separate. Themore difficult stepwas to reverse-engineer the human
interpretation process to identify the specific clues that were being used to discriminate
between these two similar, but very different surfaces.
4.1. ANALYSIS OF THE SURFACEWAVEFORM
Since the vegetative surface has a high spatial frequency, the first inclination was
to use a low-pass spatial filter to eliminate the vegetation. One complication of taking this
approach is that the rock surface also has high-frequency spatial characteristics that need to
be preserved. Sharp edges of joints and blocks have extremely high spatial frequency, with
amplitudes that approach those of the overlying vegetation.
One characteristic that could be exploited for differentiation would be the property of
contiguity. While rock edges have sharp corners, the blocky surface of the rock limits how
close the high spatial frequency features are to each other, laterally. In other words, whereas
the spikes associated with vegetation have high edge discontinuities in close proximity to
one another, the sharp edges of rock tend to be farther apart (Figure 4.1). This characteristic
can be used to discriminate between the high spatial frequency surface to eliminate (the
vegetation) and the high spatial frequency surface to preserve (the rock). In the following
series of illustrations, (Figures 4.1 through 4.6), the brown mass represents a horizontal
slice of the lidar surface. The lidar is situated below the figure, and the sharp downward
facing spikes (pointing toward the lidar) are caused by vegetation situated in front of the
rock surface. Except for the sharp spikes, the brown mass is rock material.
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Figure 4.1. Raw lidar surface with vegetation and sharp rock joints. This is a top-down view
with the lidar located below the figure. The thin sharp spikes (facing downward toward the
lidar) are caused by vegetation in front of the rock surface.
4.2. GENESIS AND ACTION OF THE VIRTUAL ARTICULATING CONICAL
PROBE
Once it was concluded that both slope and contiguity should be used as discrimina-
tors, the next step was to create a mechanism to enable the simultaneous measurement of
these two characteristics for every cell in the lidar representation surface. The evaluation
of every cell equated to a binary judgment; the mechanism would need to decide if the
cell were either rock or vegetative material. The binary measurement process invoked the
concept of “go / no go “ gauges commonly used in industry. This was the genesis of the
concept of the conical probe: a simple mechanical process to make a binary decision based
on whether or not a specially designed gauge can fit into a cavity with no interference. The
Virtual Articulating Conical Probe can be thought of as serving the role of a gauge, and the
inside surface of the lidar representation serves as the cavity. The pointed end of the probe
is always in contact with the inside of the lidar surface, with the point facing towards the
lidar. If the probe can reach a cell without intersecting the lidar surface, that cell is judged
to be rock material (Figure 4.2). The following series of figures illustrate the action of the
probe in more detail.
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Figure 4.2. Virtual articulating conical probe on cell determined to be rock. Since the
sharp end of the probe can reach the cell without intersecting the lidar surface, the cell is
determined to be rock.
If the virtual probe cannot reach a cell without intersecting any other part of the
surface (Figure 4.3), it starts to wobble in an ever-increasing spiral in search of some 3D
angle which will allow it to reach the cell without incurring any intersections. As shown
in Figure 4.4, an angle is eventually found which results in no intersections, therefore, that
cell is also determined to be rock.
Figure 4.3. Virtual probe cannot initially reach rock corner without intersection. In this
case, the probe begins to wobble in spiral fashion seeking any 3D angle that will permit it
to reach the rock corner without intersecting the lidar surface.
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Figure 4.4. Angle is found where probe can reach rock corner without intersection. In this
case, the cell is determined to be rock, and the probe advances to the next cell to check.
If the virtual conical probe reaches the maximum wobble without finding an angle
that results in no intersections, then the cell under consideration is considered vegetation
(Figure 4.5).
Figure 4.5. Virtual probe cannot reach vegetation. In this case, the spiral wobbling begins,
but no angle is found that allows the probe to reach the vegetation without intersecting the
lidar surface. Therefore, the cell is determined to be vegetation.
After every cell in the lidar surface is examined, the cells identified as vegetation
are eliminated from the surface and only the rock surfaces remain (Figure 4.6). The spatial
characteristics of the rock edges are not altered by this algorithm. The joint edges remain
sharp, and no volume of rock is lost due to artificial rounding of rock edges as occurs when
a simpler algorithm based on slope alone is applied.
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Figure 4.6. Vegetation spikes are eliminated from lidar surface. After all the cells deter-
mined to be vegetation are marked for deletion, the adjacent cells are used to fill in any void
areas generated by the vegetation elimination process. Sharp rock edges remain and are not
digitally eroded away.
The screen shot images shown in Figures 4.9 and 4.10 are compound illustrations
portraying both a front-on view, and a top-down view (Figure 4.7).
In Figures 4.9 and 4.10, the front-on view includes two items: a grayscale depth
image of a vertical rock face (foreground features are lighter, background features are darker)
and a green line which represents a horizontal plane cutting into the vertical rock surface
(Figure 4.8).
The top-down view in Figures 4.9 and 4.10 includes three items: a red line which
represents the exterior profile of the lidar surface at the elevation of the green cutting plane,
a bright yellow triangle which represents the virtual conical probe located behind the rock
surface (with its sharp tip in contact with the surface), and a dark yellow triangle which
represents the limits of articulation. For orientation, the lidar device is located some distance
below the red profile, and the solid rock is located above the red profile. The downward-
facing spikes in the red profile are caused by vegetation in front of the rock surface. The
user can define the length, width (solid angle), and articulation limits (maximum wobble)
of the virtual conical probe using interactive sliders provided in the application.
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Figure 4.7. Combination image shows face-on and top-down views. The face-on view is a
depth image where foreground objects appear lighter and background objects appear darker.
The green line represents the location of a horizontal plane cutting into the vertical rock
face. On the top-down view, the red line represents the actual profile of the lidar surface at
the elevation of the horizontal green plane. The red profile line separates the rock material
(above) from the air (below). The lidar instrument is located below the top-down view.
In Figure 4.9, the probe is positioned on a rock surface. The point of the probe can
reach the surface without any part of the probe intersecting the lidar surface, therefore, that
cell is determined to be rock.
In Figure 4.10, the probe is positioned on a small piece of vegetation which is repre-
sented by a sharp downward-facing (towards the lidar) red spike. In this initial orthogonal
orientation, the the probe intersects the lidar surface. This triggers the search for some
3D angle which will result in no intersection. The probe begins to precess (wobble) in an
ever-increasing spiral pattern searching for an intersection-free orientation. If, during this
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Figure 4.8. Horizontal plane cutting into a vertical rock face. At the intersection of this
green horizontal plane with the rock surface, a red depth profile is generated.
search, an angle is found that results in no intersection, that cell is determined to be rock,
and the algorithm moves on to examine the next cell. If, however, the limits of articulation
are reached without finding an intersection-free orientation, the cell is determined to be
vegetation and flagged for elimination. Eliminated cells are filled in using the same process
used for filling in empty cells described in Section 5.4.1.
4.3. DETERMINING INTERSECTION BY RAY TRACING
Determining if two sparse mathematical surfaces intersect is not a trivial process.
The lidar surface is represented by a raster mesh of points in 3D space. While frequently
illustrated as a connected grid (Figure 4.11, left), the mathematical representation is, in
reality, a collection of non-connected points floating in space and merely arranged in a
grid pattern (Figure 4.11, center) by virtue of their position within a raster data structure.
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Figure 4.9. Virtual probe on rock surface. The background depth image and the green line
represent a face-on view of the vertical rock face. The green line represents a horizontal
plane cutting into the rock surface. The red line is a view from above showing the profile
generated as the green plane intersects the rock surface. The yellow conical probe, also
being viewed from above, is located inside the rock, with the tip touching the rock surface
from the inside.
In order for the intersection process to work, the nonexistent connecting vectors must be
instantiated and explicitly densified by creating real points along each connecting vector
(Figure 4.11, right).
After densification of the local lidar surface representation is completed, ray tracing
is used to detect intersection of the lidar and conical probe surfaces. Ray tracing involves
projection of a 3D surface onto a 2D plane. This projection can be illustrated by imagining
a flashlight pointing into the pointed end of the conical probe and casting a shadow of
any object ‘inside the probe’ onto the far flat end of the conical probe. For the VACP
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Figure 4.10. Virtual probe on vegetation spike. Note that the conical probe intersects the
lidar surface. No matter how the angle changes, there will always be some intersection with
the lidar surface.
Figure 4.11. Three representations of a mesh grid: perceived, actual, and densified.
Common perception of a mesh grid (left) illustrates points connected by a grid of lines. In
reality, only the points exist in the data structure (center). In order for surface intersection
to work correctly, the imaginary grid of lines must be instantiated and densified with real
points (right).
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implementation, the projection plane (the flat end of the conical probe) is kept parallel to
the spherical reference surface for computing efficiency. Time-consuming trigonometric
functions can thus be avoided with this optimization.
As illustrated in Figure 4.12, when the conical probe is positioned on vegetation,
shadows are cast on the top plane of the probe. This indicates that the lidar surface intersects
the conical probe. No matter what the angle of the probe orientation, shadows will be cast.
Therefore, the cell being examined is determined to be vegetation. If the probe is positioned
on a rock cell, no shadows are generated. This indicates that no intersections occurred.
Figure 4.12. Conical probe on vegetation and rock. Left: initial orientation of probe on
vegetation results in intersections (shown as projection of lidar grid on top of conical probe).
This situation triggers the search for some 3D angle which results in no intersections. In
this case, even at extreme angles (center), intersections still occur, therefore, the cell being
examined is determined to be vegetation. Right: no intersections are generated, therefore,
the cell being examined is determined to be rock.
For rock edges, the initial orthogonal orientation of the probe usually results in
shadows being cast (Figure 4.13) which indicates that the conical probe and the lidar
surface are intersecting. This triggers the start of the articulation process. Eventually, a
shadow-free orientation is found and the cell can be classified as rock material.
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Figure 4.13. Edge of rock case. The initial orthogonal angle (left) results in intersections.
This triggers the search for some (any) intersection-free angle. When an intersection-free
angle is found (right), the cell is determined to be rock, and the probe can proceed to
examine the next cell in the surface.
4.4. ARTICULATION
As previously described, if the initial probe orientation results in intersections
between the lidar surface and the probe geometry, the probe begins to precess in an increasing
spiral. The point of the probe remains fixed on the cell being examined, but the large end
of the conical probe moves in a spiral pattern (Figure 4.14) within the articulation limit
defined by the user.
4.5. ROOF FILTER AS A PREPROCESSOR
The VACP algorithm provides for good discrimination between high spatial fre-
quency surfaces such as vegetation and similar high spatial frequency surfaces such as rock,
but due to the CPU-intensive nature of performing millions of ray traces, the method can
be time consuming. Optimization methods for the VACP algorithm itself are discussed in
Section 9.2, however, from an operational perspective, another approach to decrease the
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Figure 4.14. Spiral precession path when seeking an intersection-free orientation. The 3D
precession (wobble) of the conical probe continues along this increasing radius path until
some angle is found where no intersections occur. The limits of articulation are set by the
user by use of slider controls during the interactive VACP parameter tuning process.
processing time is to use a simpler but less rigorous filter to pre-identify cells that might
be vegetation, then process just that subset of cells through the more discriminating VACP
filter for a final determination. This is, in fact, the strategy used.
The Roof filter is a TLS implementation of the ALS ‘last return’ algorithm. TLS
operates in a single-return mode, but multiple-return behavior can be simulated by scanning
at a high resolution, then overlaying a sampling kernel on the surface to accumulate a set of
measurements within the kernel area (Figure 4.15). The central pixel in the kernel area can
then be reassigned a value representing various derived surfaces. Using the last return is
similar to the ALS bare earth filter. Similarly, using the first return is similar to the ALS top
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of forest canopy filter. Finally, using the average return equates to running a low-pass filter
over the TLS data. Since the Roof filter is emulating the ALS bare earth filter, it uses the
last return (highest value) to establish a value for center cell of the kernel sample area. It is
called the ‘Roof’ filter because it uses the roof (highest) value, as depicted in Figure 4.15.
Figure 4.15. Roof filter simulates the ALS last return method. A kernel is used to sample
multiple returns from a small area. The radius of the sample area can be set by the user.
The set of distances within the sample area are sorted by distance and are used to create a
simulated full waveform return. The simulated intensity values are derived by clustering
similar distance values. In the example above, there are three instances of the distance ‘83’,
therefore, the intensity of the ‘83’ return is given a relative value of three in the simulated
full waveform curve.
The Roof filter does an excellent job identifying all the vegetation but, as previously
discussed, it also picks up all the other high spatial frequency features, such as rock edges.
On the plus side, however, it is extremely fast. Therefore, it is used as a preprocessor for
the VACP algorithm. The Roof filter identifies all the potential vegetation which includes
both real vegetation and rock edges. The kernel size and depth thresholds are adjusted to
ensure that all the vegetation is identified. No attention is paid to the rock edges which will
also be identified at this point. Normally, the settings required to identify all the vegetation
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will select approximately 15% of the cells. Using this strategy, instead of running the
VACP algorithm on all the cells in a dataset (which may contain millions of cells), the more
rigorous but slower VACP method will only be required on 15% of the cells.
Figure 4.16 illustrates how the Roof filter identifies both vegetation and other
sharp edged features as rock edges. When the Roof filter is executed, the features are not
eliminated, but merely flagged as potential vegetation, to be confirmed by the VACP filter
in a later step.
Figure 4.16. Roof filter on vegetation and rock edge. The roof filter operates by replacing
the value within the center cell with the highest (farthest) distance within the sample area.
On the left, the value of the center cell (56) is replaced with value of farthest distance within
the sample area (84). On the right, the same operation takes place, resulting in digital
erosion of the rock edge.
The next series of figures illustrates how the Roof filter thresholds are set. In
Figure 4.17, the green line represents the horizontal cutting plane, and the red line represents
the actual lidar surface profile as previously described. In this example, the user set the kernel
size to equate to the width of the largest clump of vegetation. The yellow line represents the
Roof filter results at the elevation of the green cutting plane. Where vegetation is covering
relatively flat rock (as seen with the center lump of red spikes), the yellow line represents
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the rock surface. On the left side of the image, the green cutting plane crosses a rock face
that is steeply angled from top to bottom - this is the reason the red and yellow profiles
separate in this zone. The white line represents a fixed user-set threshold placed on the Roof
surface. As the user advances a real-time slider control to decrease the difference between
the Roof filter and threshold (white profile moving up), more and more potential vegetation
is highlighted in green.
Figure 4.17. With the roof filter, as threshold is decreased, more vegetation is highlighted.
On this combination image, three profiles are presented in a top-down view. The red profile
represents the lidar surface with vegetation spikes pointing down toward the lidar. The
yellow profile is the resultant roof-filtered surface using the kernel sampling area radius of
23 mm (set by the ‘kernel’ slider control). The white profile is the threshold (an offset from
the roof profile) set by the ‘dist’ slider control. On the left, the threshold is set to outside
the vegetation range. On the right, as the threshold is decreased, more and more potential
vegetation is highlighted in green. At the same time, rock edges will also be highlighted as
potential vegetation.
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Figure 4.18 shows the threshold being decreased to the point where all the vegetation
is identified. At this point, the number of cells representing rock edge has also increased.
When these cells are subjected to the VACP filter, they will be confirmed as rock and will
not be eliminated.
Figure 4.18. Decreasing the threshold highlights more vegetation and rock edges. On
the left, decreasing the threshold (white line) picks up more vegetation, but also starts to
identify rock edges. At this point, some vegetation (circled in red) is still not identified. On
the right, the threshold is further decreased to the point where all vegetation is identified.
At this point, considerably more rock edges are also identified.
Close examination of the upper left corner of Figure 4.18 (right) also illustrates the
loss of rock material resulting from the application of the Roof filter. The yellow profile
represents the Roof surface and the white profile represents a threshold in front of that
surface. Any material in front of (below) the threshold profile will be eliminated. In other
words, any time the white line (threshold) is above the red line (lidar surface), the material
between these two profiles will be eliminated. Figure 4.19 illustrates this point.
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Figure 4.19. Potential vegetation is identified when the threshold is close to roof surface.
When the threshold (white profile) is above the actual lidar surface (red profile), the area
in-between will be marked as potential vegetation (pink area on right).
The kernel size has an impact on how much the rock edges will be digitally eroded
for a given threshold. If the kernel is relatively small, the Roof surface will be close to the
actual lidar surface, resulting in minimal edge erosion (Figure 4.20).
Figure 4.20. Decreasing the threshold with a small 30 mm kernel. When a small kernel is
used, the rate at which rock edges are picked up is also small. The threshold is decreasing
from 313 mm on the left to 26 mm on the right.
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If the kernel is larger, bigger clumps of vegetation will be detected, but the Roof
surface will be further from the actual lidar surface, resulting in increased edge erosion
(Figure 4.21).
Figure 4.21. Decreasing the threshold with a medium 76 mm kernel. As the kernel size
is increased, the rate of picking up rock edges also increases. The threshold is decreasing
from 198 mm on the left to 27 mm on the right.
If the kernel is larger still, the rate of rock edge erosion will be high (Figure 4.22).
Figure 4.22. Decreasing the threshold with a large 99 mm kernel. When a large kernel is
used, the amount of rock edges picked up is also high, for the same threshold being used.
The threshold is decreasing from 344 mm on the left to 27 mm on the right.
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For a given threshold, as the kernel size increases, the volume of digitally eroded
rockmaterial increases. As illustrated in Figure 4.23, the threshold was held between 26mm
and 27 mm. The effect of using kernel sizes of 30, 76, and 99 can be seen in the increased
amount of rock edge erosion. In general, the best overall performance was demonstrated
when the kernel was set no larger than the biggest cluster of vegetation. Too small of a
kernel fails to sample the background surface. Too large of a kernel increases the rate of
rock erosion for a given distance threshold.
Figure 4.23. As kernel size increases, the rate of rock edge erosion increases. With the
threshold set to around the 26 mm level, the resultant rock edge erosion for kernel settings
of 30 mm (left), 76 mm (center) and 99 mm (right) is illustrated. For any given distance
threshold, the degree of rock edge erosion will increase as the kernel size is increased.
Figure 4.24 illustrates the two-step process used. First, the Roof filter is tuned to
pick up all the potential vegetation (yellow) cells. After the Roof filter, sharp rock edges are
not separated from the vegetation. Second, the VACP filter is run on all the cells identified
as potential vegetation. Confirmed vegetation is shown in green. Here, the discrimination
between the two types of high spatial frequency features is clearly evident. Sharp rock
edges are now separated from the vegetation.
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Figure 4.24. Potential vegetation tagged by the Roof filter and confirmed by the VACP
filter. On the left, the potential vegetation identified by the Roof filter is shown in yellow.
On the right, all the potential vegetation cells are examined by the VACP filter, and only the
confirmed vegetation cells are highlighted in green. Note that all the cells misclassified as
vegetation by the Roof filter are now correctly classified as rock by the VACP filter (yellow
cells on right).
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5. PRELIMINARY APPLICATION OF THE VACP FILTER
5.1. ORIGINAL IMPETUS FOR DEVELOPMENT OF A TERRESTRIAL VEGE-
TATION FILTER
In 2011,Missouri S&T’sRockMechanics andExplosivesResearchCenter (RMERC)
was engaged in several projects using TLS technology for rock characterization and change
detection. One project, in particular, studied raveling failure on a highly weathered vertical
rock face (Kassebaum, 2012). The objective of this project was to determine if there was a
correlation between environmental factors (temperature, precipitation, freeze-thaw cycles,
wind, seismic activity from the adjacent quarry, etc.) and the rate of raveling.
There was a challenge dealing with the vegetation present on the rock face because
it was either inaccessible or inter-twined with the loose rock. The vegetation configuration
changed rapidly during the growing season, which introduced fictitious volume to the rock
surface. During thewintermonths, the dormant vegetationwould be subject to configuration
changes due to the wind. Any attempt to physically remove such vegetation would dislodge
the rock and disrupt the natural raveling process which was being precisely monitored.
Many strategies were investigated to digitally identify and eliminate the vegetation
from the lidar point cloud data. Manual editing methods were too labor intensive, as the
tools available could only delete points that could be isolated with a simple cropping plane.
In many cases, the vegetation was too close to the undulating rock surface to define a clean
cropping boundary. Attempts were also made to rotate the point cloud and eliminate points
based on a fenced polygon approach, but this method was also too slow and labor intensive.
Application of simple low-pass filters and techniques comparable to the ALS last
returnmethod were attempted, but these techniques resulted in unacceptable digital erosion
of the rock surface. The magnitude of the digital erosion in many cases actually exceeded
the natural rate of raveling which was being monitored.
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It was this project that spurned the initial research into a new approach to detect
and eliminate vegetation without affecting the spatial properties of the underlying rock
surface. It was apparent from early on that vegetation detection and elimination from
vertical complex rock surfaces using TLS technology presented a completely different set
of issues compared to vegetation detection and elimination from relatively flat ground using
ALS technology.
5.2. CHARACTERISTICS OF THE TEST SITES
Two sites were used for the preliminary phases of this research. The first was a
highly weathered road cut on Old Highway 63 approximately three miles north of Rolla,
Missouri (Figure 5.1).
Figure 5.1. Sites used for VACP testing. Site 1 (vertical rock face east of old Hwy 63) and
site 2 (east high wall of quarry) were used for early VACP testing. Quantitative tests were
conducted on a vertical rock face west of old Hwy 63.
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Since the raveling study took place over 14months, the effects of seasonal vegetation
growth and decline needed to be addressed. The pattern and density of the vegetation varied
greatly between the dormant winter season (Figure 5.2) and the growing summer season
(Figure 5.3).
Figure 5.2. Site 1 during the winter. Thin root tendrils and dormant grass leaves remained
intertwined within rock face structure.
At this site, thin vegetation was intermixed within the micro-topographic surface of
the weathered rock (Figure 5.4).
For the raveling failure study, it was preferable to explore a method to digitally
remove the vegetation from the lidar surface due to the fragile nature of the physical rock
surface (Figure 5.5).
The second site used for testing was the eastern high wall of a commercial quarry,
also three miles north of Rolla, Missouri. None of the thin vegetation was accessible at this
site, as the high wall was approximately 35 meters in height and separated from the lidar
scanning location by a deep internal moat (Figures 5.6, 5.7, 5.8).
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Figure 5.3. Site 1 during the summer. Vegetation changed weekly as growth occurred and
wind repositioned thin vegetation.
5.3. OBSERVED CHARACTERISTICS OF POINT CLOUD DATA
Several unexpected characteristics of point cloud data were discovered during the
early stages of this research. For some of these characteristics, procedures were developed
to handle these peculiarities.
5.3.1. Point Ordering. One might assume that since the data acquisition proceeds
in an orderly fashion, the order of the points in the point cloud file would be similarly
spatially ordered. Unfortunately, this is not the case. As shown in Figure 5.9 (top), if a
plot were constructed of the points in the order they appear in the export file, a somewhat
random spatial ordering is observed. This micro-scrambling of the points may be caused by
multi-threading in either the lidar device or during the export process. In any event, in order
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Figure 5.4. Thin vegetation embedded in rock joints. Any attempt to remove this type of
vegetation would have disturbed the natural raveling process being monitored.
for the point cloud data to be used for any analytical purposes beyond making graphics,
the data must by spatially sorted and organized into a form that will support analytical
applications, such as the regular mesh-grid data structure illustrated in Figure 5.9 (bottom).
5.3.2. Point Spacing. In addition to the points being spatially unordered, they also
exhibited uneven spacing. Prior to initiating a scan, the scanner can be configured to
acquire data at a specified horizontal and vertical spacing, at some distance. The scanner
uses these set-up parameters to define the horizontal and vertical step-over. However, due
to inaccuracies in the scanner servo drives and/or encoders, the actual point spacing is not
always uniform. Figure 5.10 illustrates a scan of a 100 mm polystyrene ball at a nominal
point spacing of 2 mm. Even though the total number of points per surface area roughly
equates to the expected number of points at a macro-scale, the actual point spacing at a
micro-scale varies in both the horizontal and vertical directions. Figure 5.11 shows the
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Figure 5.5. Loose rock being held in place by dormant vines. The vertical rock face was
highly weathered with evidence of recent spalling. The joint structure was irregular with
moderately open separation and bedding-plane parting.
same object from the side. Here, the variation in sensed depth is illustrated. During the
data structuring process, the irregular spacing of raw lidar points is corrected as the points
are loaded into a regular mesh-grid data structure.
5.3.3. Vertical Interlace Anomaly. It has been observed that when sharp horizon-
tal edges are scanned with both the Leica and Faro lidars using similar scanning settings,
a noticeable vertical interlace offset anomaly is apparent with the Leica data (Figure 5.12,
left). This is most likely related to the oscillating mirror design of the Leica scanner. If the
encoder and laser are not perfectly synchronized, the laser beam could be at one vertical
angle while the encoder is reporting a slightly different vertical angle. In addition, the verti-
cal angle discrepancy may have different amplitudes on the upstroke versus the downstroke.
The effect is more noticeable on horizontal edges but, in reality, this subtle interlace offset
error is present in the whole scan.
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Figure 5.6. Site 2: quarry high wall and moat. Vegetation at this site was completely
inaccessible.
With the constant-speed rotating vertical mirror design of the Faro Focus 3D lidar,
there is no need for constantly decelerating and accelerating the vertical mirror. The
resulting data shows no indication of the vertical interlace pattern on Faro-generated data
(Figure 5.12, right).
5.4. HIGH PRECISION CHANGE DETECTION
In general, change is detected by examining the differences between two digital
representations. In image processing, change detection can be accomplished by simply
subtracting two images from each other. Naturally, this assumes that both images have
been preprocessed to have the same spatial resolution, height, width, format, radiometric
resolution, and other factors. Most importantly, the images must be precisely registered
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Figure 5.7. Site 2 during the winter. Vegetation at this site during the winter months
consisted mainly of hanging root masses and dormant vine stems embedded in rock joints.
to each other. Likewise, before lidar data can be used for change detection, a number
of technical steps must be taken to ready the data for such a subtraction process. These
steps include data structuring, registration, clipping to a common domain, and elimination
of artifacts caused by residual registration errors, parallax errors, and spikes caused by
near-field obstructions and vegetation.
5.4.1. Structuring theData using aRasterCell Structure. In order to convert the
random and unevenly spaced raw point cloud data into a form more suitable for processing,
the software developed for this research uses a spherical raster 2Dgrid structure to reorganize
the lidar data. The equirectangular projection is used to map each Cartesian lidar point to
the appropriate spherical cell. Each cell in this spherical data structure represents an area
having equal horizontal and vertical angular dimensions.
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Figure 5.8. Site 2 during the summer. During the growing season, small-leafed vegetation
appeared hanging from both horizontal and vertical joints. Vines, dormant in the winter,
developed shoots and leaves that covered up to 50 percent of the rock surface in some areas.
The first step in this reorganization is to examine the spatial extents (minimum and
maximum X, Y, and Z coordinates) to define the overall size of the point cloud data. Next,
a grid structure is established with a cell spacing that approximates the scanning resolution
used (Figure 5.13, left). Every one of the (x,y,z) points in the point cloud is examined to
determine into which cell it maps. This process is similar to the 2D sorting process used
when mail is sorted into a fixed structure of address boxes (Figure 5.13, middle). As each
point is added to the appropriate cell, a count is maintained for howmany points are mapped
to each cell (Figure 5.13, right).
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Figure 5.9. Initial and processed spatial order of point cloud data. A plot of raw points in
the order they appear in the export file from the scanner results in a zig-zag pattern (top) and
reveals the lack of any initial spatial order. The loading and structuring process re-organizes
the point cloud data into a regular raster grid structure (bottom).
After all points have been mapped to the cell structure, the software examines each
cell for the number of points that mapped to that cell. If the grid resolution matched the
scanning resolution, the vast majority of cells will have a single point. In that case, the
properties of that point (distance from lidar, intensity value, and RGB color components)
become properties of that cell. If a cell contains more than one point, the individual
properties of all points in that cell are averaged to determine the properties of the cell
(Figure 5.14).
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Figure 5.10. Face-on view illustrating uneven spacing of lidar points on a ball. In this scan,
the lidar was set to acquire points every 2 mm in both the horizontal and vertical directions.
On a macro-scale, the correct number of points were acquired, but on a micro-scale, the
uneven spacing is evident.
For empty cells receiving no lidar points, adjacent populated cells surrounding the
empty cell are used to compute interpolated values for the empty cell’s properties. At
the conclusion of this process, all cells have a representative distance, intensity, and color
information (Figure 5.15).
If the scanning resolution is slightly less than the cell structure resolution, a signifi-
cant portion of the cells will be empty (black pixels in Figure 5.16).
During the load program, statistics on the distribution of points per cell are reported
(Figure 5.17). Normally, if the software mesh resolution matches the scanning resolution,
the percentage of cells with one hit will be the high. These statistics can be used to verify if
a surplus or deficiency of points were acquired for a given mesh resolution. For this scan,
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Figure 5.11. Side view of lidar points on a ball showing depth variation. In this view, the
lidar is situated well above the figure. The depth variation of approximately 2 mm is typical
for high-end terrestrial lidar instruments.
Figure 5.12. Vertical interlace anomaly with the Leica ScanStation2 data. On the left, the
vertical interlace anomaly expresses itself as alternating vertically offset cells on horizontal
edges. On the right, the same edge scanned with the Faro Focus 3D lidar shows no similar
pattern. The fact that this anomaly only occurs on horizontal edges suggests that the anomaly
may be related to the oscillating vertical mirror employed on the Leica lidar.
the ratio of points to cells was 0.96. Therefore, one would expect that 96% of the cells
would have one lidar point, and the remaining 4% would be empty. Instead, only 72% of
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Figure 5.13. Lidar points assigned to a grid mesh with hit counts. Initially, an empty
grid mesh is established (left). Next, each raw lidar point is assigned to the proper cell by
converting its 3D coordinate location (x,y,z) to a cell location (middle). As cells are loaded
into the grid mesh structure, counts are accumulated (right).
Figure 5.14. Cell attributes assigned to populated cells. Cells having one or more lidar
points are assigned depth, intensity, and RGB color values based on the average values of
all lidar points within the cell.
the cells had one point, and a substantial number of cells were either empty (16%) or had
two or more points (12%). Due to the irregular spacing of points, if full coverage is desired,
the scanning resolution should be slightly finer than the final intended mesh resolution.
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Figure 5.15. Cell structure after all holes are filled in. Status of artificially filled cells
(shown in red) is retained.
Figure 5.16. Scan exhibiting periodic pattern of empty cells. If the effective scanning
resolution is less than the grid mesh resolution, a period pattern of empty cells will emerge.
To prevent this, the scanning resolution can be set to slightly finer than the grid mesh
resolution, guaranteeing that every cell will have at least one lidar point mapped to it.
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Figure 5.17. Statistics for the scan illustrated in Figure 5.16. During the load process,
statistics detailing the number of raw lidar points, size of the cell structure utilized, and the
distribution of ‘hits per cell’ are reported. This information is useful in determining the
optimal grid mesh resolution for a given scanning resolution.
As long as the empty cells are relatively isolated, the process used to fill empty cells
results in a smooth surface. Figure 5.18 illustrates the method used. For every empty cell
in the grid mesh, a number of opposing pairs of populated cells are examined. Values for
empty cells are assigned using a proportional weighting technique based on the distances
to the closest two opposing pairs of populated cells. Artificially filled cells are not used as
sources to populate empty cells, only originally populated cells are used for this purpose.
5.4.2. Registration. When each lidar point cloud is acquired, the data is generated
in a lidar-centric Cartesian coordinate system, typically with the origin (0,0,0) at the lidar
position, the +Y axis situated toward the object being scanned, the +X axis directed to the
right, and the +Z axis directed upward. Each coordinate system is specific to the setup;
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Figure 5.18. Assigning depth, intensity, and RGB color information to an empty cell. In this
example, the light green cell is being filled using information from the closest two opposing
populated (black) cells. The fill function examines all opposing pairs of populated cells by
sweeping 360 degrees (orange sample lines) around the cell being filled and identifying the
two opposing cells that are closest to each other (dark green cells). Next, attribute values
from these two populated cells are used to populate the empty cell by interpolation based
on their respective distances from the cell being filled.
the lidar is typically leveled using an integrated circular level bubble, but this orientation
is only approximate. Similarly, the azimuth of the +Y axis is somewhat arbitrary, and can
easily vary by tens of degrees between each set-up.
Even if a ground location is marked and care is taken to locate the lidar instrument
directly over the reference mark at the same height, the coordinate systems used for each
setup will be sufficiently different to preclude direct comparison between two successive
scans without performing some sort of high precision registration between the two data sets.
For change detection, all data must be brought to the same datum and coordinate system,
although that coordinate system need not be tied to any existing system on the ground.
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Given a choice between a rubber-sheeting technique and a more rigid conformal
type of transformation, the conformal transformation offers many advantages. With rubber-
sheeting techniques, the 3D positions of the control points are accepted as valid, regardless
of their actual veracity. Errors in identifying control points will be absorbed into the
solution, and no statistics can be generated defining the quality of the transformation.
A better choice is to use a rigid conformal transformation. For this research, a 7-
parameter conformal transformation was used. This transformation is capable of translation
in the X, Y, or Z direction, rotation about the X, Y, or Z axis, and applying a universal scale
factor. The transformation will not allow any differential scaling, twisting, stretching, or
folding.
Because there are 7 parameters, at least 7 observations are required. Typically,
four relative control points are used, each having X, Y, and Z observed values. Therefore,
with a total of 12 (4 * 3) observations and 7 unknowns, the solution is over-constrained,
and it is possible to take a least-squares approach in solving the system of equations. For
over-constrained solutions, residual errors for the x, y, and z components of each individual
control point can be generated, as well as an overall root mean square error (RMSE)
indicating the relative fit between the two surfaces (Figure 5.19). The overall RMSE
indicates any stress in the solution introduced by errors in the control points. If the relative
3D shape of the configuration of control points is similar, the RMSE will be small. A large
RMSE indicates a shape change, and is usually caused by non-matching control points. For
this research, a limit of 1.5 times the cell resolution was used as an upper limit for the overall
RMSE. The road-cut used for the preliminary assessments (site 1) was processed using a 3
mm scan and cell resolution, therefore, the upper limit for the overall RMSE was 4.5 mm.
Another factor in obtaining a good solution is the spatial distribution of the control
points. Control points should never be collinear, as this weak spatial configuration intro-
duces an axis of uncertainty. In addition, control points should be widely distributed to
minimize cantilevering any part of the surface beyond control.
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Figure 5.19. Residuals reported during the registration process. Two sets of residuals are
computed: one representing the results from the points selected manually, and another set
using points the software selected as best matching points using a topographic correlation
process. The best solution (smallest overall root mean square error (RMSE) is used for the
transformation.
5.4.3. Difference Surface. After two lidar surfaces are registered to the same datum
and coordinate system, and the anomalies caused by near-field obstructions and vegetation
are eliminated, the two surfaces can be subtracted from each other (cell by cell) to produce
a difference surface. The difference surface is similar in structure to a vertical rock face
surface, but instead of each cell containing depth information, each cell now contains depth
difference information. In other words, in the case of a difference surface being generated
by subtracting a later date surface from the base date of a surface, a positive value for a cell
represents material lost and a negative value represents material gained for that cell area.
An image of the difference surface can be generated by assigning a color table to scaled
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values from the difference surface. The color table is constructed to render areas with no
change as green, areas having lost material as blue, and areas having gained material as red
(Figure 5.20).
Figure 5.20. False-color rendition of a difference surface. Green signifies no change, blue
patches represent lost material (rocks that have fallen out of the rock face), and red patches
represent gained material. Most of the red areas represent vegetation which has grown
between the initial and subsequent scans. In this case, the VACP vegetation filter was not
run on the data.
5.4.4. Parallax Anomalies. Parallax anomalies are caused by small displacements
in the setup position of the lidar over successive scan dates. For rock features that are
nearly parallel to the direction of the lidar, as occurs in horizontal or vertical joints, there
can be a difference in how much of the parallel surface is captured by successive scans. As
shown in Figure 5.21, during the initial scan, the entire near parallel surface is visible to the
lidar. However, on a subsequent scan due to a displacement in the setup of the lidar, that
same edge is now hidden from the lidar. After registration, the missing geometry from that
surface is interpolated to be a linear plane.
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Figure 5.21. Parallax errors arising from small setup displacements. On the left, the edge
of a rock block is visible. On the subsequent scan, due to a displacement in the lidar set-up
position, that same edge is no longer visible. Even though the registration process will
bring both datasets to the same coordinate system, it cannot make up for missing data. The
missing sliver of material (thin blue triangle) will show up as a parallax anomaly in the
difference surface.
After the difference surface is generated, this parallel surface will exhibit a parallax
anomaly, represented by the blue triangle in Figure 5.21. These anomalies appear as lines
overlaying obvious horizontal or vertical rock joints.
5.4.5. Computation of Real Rock Volume. After the difference surface is gener-
ated, there are a few remaining anomalies to identify and eliminate. Parallax errors can
be identified by applying filters sensitive to regions having high area-to-perimeter-squared
ratios. Small random anomalies can be eliminated by using threshold filters. The features
that remain can be interpreted as real rocks that have either fallen out of the surface, or have
come to rest on a bench after being dislodged from some higher elevation.
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Figure 5.22 illustrates the extraction of real rocks (right) from the somewhat noisy
difference surface (left). The total volume of fallen rock can be estimated by applying a
common cropping mask to the difference surface and extracting the total change in volume
by summing the volumes of the cells identified as lost (blue) or gained (red) material.
Figure 5.22. Difference surface and fallen rocks after anomaly elimination. Left: Difference
surface and fallen rocks (blue) after anomaly elimination. Right: binary mask representing
the real rocks that have fallen away. All the other minor artifacts shown in the difference
surface have been eliminated by applying various depth thresholds and spatial operators
such as the erode and dilate functions.
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6. QUALITATIVE RESULTS
During its development, the VACP algorithm was tested in a variety of different
environments. Kassebaum (2012) used an early version of the method in support of his
master’s thesis work which dealt with long termmonitoring of vertical rock faces for rates of
rockfall and raveling failure. In his study, two types of rock surfaceswere examined: a highly
weathered road cut and a quarry high wall. The two sites were monitored for 16 months,
providing an opportunity to test the method under all seasons and climatic conditions. A
few years later, Al-Otaibi (2015) used a refined version of the method for his study of
rockfalls along several sites in southwestern Saudi Arabia. In this work, the vegetation was
sparse and inaccessible (Figure 6.1). The study required high precision, as the volume of
shifting rock material, while large in aggregate, consisted of many small groups of rocks.
If vegetation had remained in the data, the resulting volumetric computations would have
been less than satisfactory, due to the effect the vegetation has on the apparent change in
rock volume.
The following sections illustrate the performance of the VACP filter on a number of
different vegetation types and densities, and the impact of using various tuning parameters
which control the behavior of both the Roof and VACP filters.
6.1. THIN GRASS VEGETATION
In Figure 6.2, the VACP filter was tuned to identify the thin tendril of vegetative
root hanging within highly weathered and blocky rock material. Only the middle third of
the image was processed through the VACP filter in order to illustrate the density of the
vegetation in other parts of the image. In this test, all of the vegetation in the middle third of
the display was detected, and the sharp edges of the background rock blocks were preserved.
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Figure 6.1. Sparse vegetation on a steep slope in southwestern Saudi Arabia. The vegetation
is detected and eliminated by the VACP filter, yet the sharp edges of rock around the
vegetation are not eroded.
Figure 6.2. Thin tendril of vegetation is detected. During the VACP parameter tuning
process, only the middle third of the display is run through the VACP filter to save time.
This is why the thin tendrils of vegetation visible in other parts of the image are not
highlighted. Note that the rock edges in the middle third of the image are not eroded.
Figure 6.3 illustrates detection and removal of thin vegetation, while preserving the
sharp edges of the underlying rock surface. In this test, all of the vegetation was detected
and eliminated from the lidar surface.
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Figure 6.3. Medium density vegetation eliminated with the VACP filter. The surrounding
rocks have retained their sharp edges.
Figure 6.4 illustrates the difference between the Roof and VACP filters. Both filters
detected and eliminated the vegetation to an equal degree. However, the rounding of the
rock edges is very apparent in the ‘after Roof’ image. In these images, the erosion of rock
edges is indicated by the increase in fuzziness of the rock joints (red circled areas). In the
‘after VACP’ image, no erosion of rock edges is indicated.
6.2. LEAFY VEGETATION
In Figure 6.5, the virtual probe was tuned to identify thicker vegetation and leaves.
The geometric properties of the vegetation (leaf width, stem diameter, distance from back-
ground rock, etc.) were used to influence the parameters for tuning the algorithm. Physical
measurement of the vegetation, however, is not required. Operationally, the user selected
several areas in the scene to test various tuning parameter settings and to examine their effect
on the results. Parameters, such as the threshold for the Roof preprocessor, can be adjusted
in real-time providing instant feedback to the user on their effect. Other parameters may
take a few seconds to generate an updated display of the results for analysis. Once the user
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Figure 6.4. Comparison of Roof and VACP filters on grass and thin-stemmed vegetation.
While both the Roof and VACP filters are equally effective in detecting and eliminating
vegetation, the Roof filter digitally erodes away rock material. The digital erosion occurs
throughout the rock surface, but is more apparent at rock edges. The circled areas show
how the rock edges are rounded with the Roof filter, but remain sharp with the VACP filter.
is satisfied that a certain set of tuning parameters works well for the type of vegetation in
the scene, the whole file can be processed with those settings. The settings are also saved,
enabling the batch processing of subsequent scenes having the same type and density of
vegetation.
Figure 6.6 illustrates the difference between the Roof and VACP filters when applied
to vegetation with small leaves. Even though residual vegetative artifacts remained in this
image, the preservation of sharp rock edges is again evident. In both after images, artifacts
of incomplete vegetation removal are evident, indicating that the kernel used during the
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Figure 6.5. Leafy vegetation is detected. VACP tuning parameters can be set to recognize
different types of vegetation. The primary distinguishing characteristics are leaf width,
stem diameter, and the average distance to the underlying rock surface.
Figure 6.6. Comparison of Roof and VACP filters on leafy vegetation. In this example, the
Roof sampling kernel was set too small, resulting in incomplete detection and elimination
of the vegetation.
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Roof process was too small. Normally, liberal use of the roof parameters (large kernels
and small distance thresholds) are recommended to ensure that all vegetation is identified.
Since the Roof filter is used as a pre-process, any vegetation that is not pre-flagged by the
Roof filter will not be examined by the VACP filter.
Figure 6.7. Thick root mass detected. For this example, the VACP tuning parameters
were set to detect wider vegetative plant material. This screen shot was acquired during an
interactive VACP parameter tuning session, where only the middle third of the display is
subjected to the VACP filter.
6.3. THICK VEGETATION
A thick root mass was properly detected in Figure 6.7. Note that while the vegetation
was identified, the sharp edges of the rocks within the middle third detection zone were not
eroded. This illustrates the ability of the VACP algorithm to properly discriminate between
high spatial frequency surfaces having different contiguity properties. While vegetation
tends to have very thin or small extents of contiguity, rock blocks tend to have wider spans
of contiguous material.
In Figure 6.8, a small stem remnant can be seen floating in the ‘after’ image. Even
if thick remnants remain, they will not affect volume computations since the representation
of stable vegetative stems will be present in both lidar datasets and will disappear when the
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difference surface is created. It is the instability of vegetation (different positions within
different scans due to wind and/or growth) that causes problems in high precision change
detection. Stable vegetation that is in the same position in both scans will simply drop out,
and will have no effect on volume computations.
Figure 6.8. Thick vegetation remnant remains, but will not affect volume computations.
Before VACP filter (left) and after VACP filter (right). A small thick vegetation remnant
remains, but will not affect volume computations, because it will be present in both the
‘before’ and ‘after’ lidar surfaces. When these two lidar surfaces are subtracted from each
other to form a difference surface, the remnant will disappear, since it was present in both
surfaces.
Figure 6.9 illustrates the difference between the Roof and VACP filters when applied
to high density vegetation that almost completely covers the rock surface. The VACP is
effective with thin or medium vegetation, but dense vegetation appears, geometrically,
very similar to a rock surface. Therefore, the algorithm cannot differentiate between thick
vegetation and rock. In this example, the thinner parts of the vegetation are more or less
eliminated, but small patches of residual vegetation remain. The thicker areas are classified
as rock, therefore, they do not get eliminated. The zone between the retained thick vegetation
and the thin vegetation takes on a characteristic crystallized pattern. In this zone, the thin
vegetation was eliminated, leaving empty cells in the lidar surface. After all the filtering is
completed, the software looks for empty cells and fills them using the process described in
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Section 5.4.1. In this case, however, since the retained vegetation is located some distance
in front of the background rock, the artificially filled cells are assigned intermediate depth
values that locate them between the rock and retained vegetative surfaces.
Figure 6.9. Comparison of Roof and VACP filters on dense vegetation. Both the Roof
and the VACP filters have difficulty eliminating heavy vegetation that almost completely
obscures the underlying surface.
Figure 6.10 illustrates how the profile of dense vegetation appears to be similar to
a rock surface. Although the edges of the zone have a sharp slope, the wide contiguity
of the outer surface results in a no-intersection case when examined by the conical probe.
Therefore, it is mis-classified as rock.
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Figure 6.10. Dense vegetation has a profile which is similar to rock. When the conical
probe is on the surface of thick vegetation, no shadows are cast, therefore, it misclassifies
the surface to be rock. With thick vegetation, narrow spikes are not generated as with thin
vegetation. Thick vegetation resembles a solid rock surface from a spatial frequency point
of view.
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7. METHODOLOGY FOR QUANTITATIVE TESTS
7.1. EXPERIMENT DESIGN
As previously discussed, the basic strategy used for change detection is to acquire
two scans of the same area on different epochs, process each into a surface representation,
register them to the same coordinate system, subtract the surfaces from each other to
generate a difference surface, then analyze the difference surface cell by cell (pixel by pixel)
to determine which cells either lost or gained material. Aggregate statistics and resultant
graphics can be generated from the difference surface. This is the strategy that was used for
the quantitative tests.
7.1.1. Experiment Objectives. The quantitative tests were designed to satisfy four
primary objectives:
1. To evaluate the effectiveness of the VACP algorithm in detecting and eliminating
vegetation by comparing elimination using the VACP digital filter with physical
vegetation removal.
2. To compare the VACP algorithm with the approach typically used for vegetation
removal with ALS data. The Roof filter was used to replicate the ALS last return
method.
3. To determine the influence of independent factors such as vegetation type and density,
scanning resolution, and type of lidar scanner on the results.
4. To determine the uncertainty level associated with the testing methodology.
7.1.2. Detailed Design. To satisfy these objectives, a series of scene sets were
acquired (Figure 7.1). Each scene set consisted of four scans (S1 - S4) covering the same
rock face area. The first scan in the set (S1) covered an area having sharp rock joints, but
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no vegetation. The second scan (S2) included real vegetation physically placed within the
scene. The third scan (S3) included that same vegetation, but shifted to a different position
to simulate repositioning due to the wind. For the fourth scan (S4), the vegetation was
removed, exposing the same bare rock present in the first scan (S1).
Figure 7.1. Each scene set consisted of four scans. The scenes used for the quantitative
tests measured approximately one meter square, and contained many sharp horizontal and
vertical joints. Scenes 1 and 4 had no vegetation and were used establish the ‘no vegetation’
surface. Vegetation was inserted into the upper horizontal joint for scenes 2 and 3. The
difference between scene 1 and either scene 2 or 3 revealed the amount of fictitious volume
generated by the presence of vegetation. The difference between scene 1 and scene 4 was
used to establish the uncertainty of the measurement process.
Scans 2-4 in each scene setwere registered to scan 1 of that set. The apparent increase
in volume due to the vegetation for S2 could be derived by examining the difference between
S1 and S2 (Figure 7.2). Likewise, the volume of vegetation in S3 could be determined by
examining the difference between S1 and S3.
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Figure 7.2. Determining actual volume of vegetation in S2 and S3 scenes. The actual
amount of fictitious volume generated by the presence of vegetation in S2 and S3 was
determined by separately subtracting these two surfaces from S1. The resulting difference
surfaces were processed by the program VegVol to determine the volume of the vegetation.
Finally, by examining the difference between S1 and S4 (both covering the same area
with no vegetation), an estimate of the uncertainty inherent in the measuring process can be
derived (Figure 7.3). Ideally, the difference between S1 and S4 should be zero. However,
due to random errors in the scanning process, finite precision characteristics of each lidar
scanner, and residual registration error, there will always be some small difference between
these two surfaces. It is important to know the level of uncertainty for the entire measuring
process in order to judge if small differences reported in later stages of the analysis are
inside or outside the margin of error.
To evaluate the effectiveness of the Roof and VACP filters, both the S2 and S3 scans
(containing vegetation) were separately processed through each filter, resulting in surfaces
where the vegetation is digitally removed (Figure 7.4).
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Figure 7.3. Determining the uncertainty of the experimental process. Since both S1 and S4
had no vegetation, the difference between these two surfaces should be zero. The resulting
difference, which was close to zero, was used as an indicator of the uncertainty inherent in
the measurement process.
Figure 7.4. Roof and VACP filters removing vegetation from the S2 and S3 scenes. The
S2 and S3 scenes were separately processed with both the Roof and VACP filters to allow
comparisons to be made on the effectiveness of these two vegetation elimination methods.
The resultant files were then subtracted from the S1 surface to determine the amount of
vegetation remaining for each method.
To determine the completeness of vegetation removal, the Roof andVACP-processed
S2 and S3 surfaces were compared to the S1 surface (Figure 7.5). If the filters were
100% effective, the resultant surface would be identical to the S1 surface. Any difference
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between the VACP-processed S2 surface (vegetation digitally removed) and the original
S1 surface (vegetation physically removed) can be interpreted as the residual error of the
VACP algorithm. Naturally, the uncertainty inherent in the measurement process needs to
be taken into account.
Figure 7.5. Determining the effectiveness of the Roof and VACP methods. After the S2
and S3 surfaces were processed with both the Roof and VACP filters, they were subtracted
from the S1 (no vegetation) surface to determine the amount of vegetation remaining. This
allowed a comparison between physical vegetation removal and each of the two digital
vegetation elimination methods and also provided for a direct comparison between the Roof
and VACP algorithms.
To determine the effect of various vegetation types and densities, scene sets were
acquired using the following vegetation types:
• Low density grass-like vegetation
• Medium density small leafed vegetation
• High density cedar branch vegetation
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To determine the effect of various scanning and processing resolutions, scene sets




Finally, to determine the effect of different lidar scanning instruments, scene sets
were acquired using the following lidar scanners:
• Leica ScanStation-2
• Faro Focus 3D
Part of the measuring process uncertainty can be determined by examining the dif-
ference between the S1 and S4 scans for each scene set. Another aspect to measure is the
variability observed when all other factors are identical. Therefore, for each vegetation-
resolution-lidar combination, three scans (identical repetitions) were acquired. The combi-
nation of three vegetation types, three resolutions, two lidars, and three repetitions resulted
in the acquisition of 54 scene sets. With each scene set comprised of four scans, a total of
216 scans were acquired to support the quantitative analysis.
7.2. EXPERIMENT EXECUTION
Scanning for the quantitative tests was scheduled to allow sufficient time for all
the scans involving a particular vegetation type to be acquired in a single 4-hour scanning
session. This strategy minimized differences which could have affected results if the
scanning were spread-out over several days. For each vegetation type, 72 scans were
required; the result of scanning four scenes with two lidar scanners, each using three
different resolutions for three repetitions (4 * 2 * 3 * 3 = 72).
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7.2.1. Test Site. The quantitative tests were conducted on a vertical rock face
in close proximity to the other two sites used during early development of the VACP
method. The two lidar scanners were set up approximately 5 m from the vertical rock face
(Figure 7.6). The rock material was semi-weathered limestone with horizontal joint spacing
approximately 1 m and vertical joints approximately 1.5 m apart.
Figure 7.6. Test site for the quantitative tests. Scans for each scene set were acquired by
both a Faro Focus 3D (left) and a Leica ScanStation-2 lidar (right).
With a total of 216 scans required for the quantitative tests, meticulous notes were
kept (Figure 7.7) to maintain the correspondence between the test being conducted (the
vegetation type, scanning resolution, scene number, and repetition number) and the file
names being used on both the Faro and Leica scanner systems.
Care was taken to ensure that vegetation samples were firmly secured in the hori-
zontal joint (Figure 7.8) so they remained in the same position during all 18 scans required
for that scene (three repetitions of three different resolutions for each of the two scanners).
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Figure 7.7. Checking notes and making scene configuration changes on the rock face. Due
to the number of scans required for the quantitative tests, meticulous notes were kept to
maintain the relationship between the test being conducted and the scan files being produced.
On the left, the author is double checking the notes prior to a scan. On the right, a scene
configuration change is being made on the rock face.
Figure 7.8. Placing grass vegetation in a horizontal joint in preparation for scanning. Care
was taken to ensure that the vegetation was firmly embedded in the joint so it does not
accidentally drop out between any of the planned repetition scans.
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7.2.2. Scanning Order and Rationale. The order of data acquisition was orga-
nized to:
• Maximize operational efficiency
• Minimize movement between each repetition of the same lidar-vegetation-resolution
combination
• Complete the acquisition of scans for any given vegetation type within one scanning
session (a complete set of 18 scene sets (72 scans) required approximately 4 hours of
field time)
• Acquire scan data from both the Leica and Faro lidar scanners simultaneously
Following these principles, for each vegetation class, the following scanning order
was performed (The resolution and repetition order was the same for all four scenes):














2. Scene 2 (vegetation in position 1) - 9 scans (same sequence as Scene 1)
3. Scene 3 (vegetation in position 2) - 9 scans (same sequence as Scene 1)
4. Scene 4 (no vegetation) - 9 scans (same sequence as Scene 1)
Thus, for each vegetation class, 36 scans were conducted using both the Leica and
Faro lidars, resulting in 72 scans per vegetation class. With three vegetation classes, a total
of 216 scans were acquired.
7.3. DATA PROCESSING
The quantitative tests involved processing 216 scans through a number of programs.
Intermediate results were retained between each processing step to facilitate analysis and
debugging. To maintain order for such an undertaking, the following organizing principles
were used:
• Afile name defined the lidar scanner, vegetation type, scene, resolution, and repetition
factor by using an established naming convention
• A directory defined the level of processing for a file (raw point cloud data, meshed,
registered, vegetation eliminated,etc.)
• An extension defined the type of information in the file (data, picture, text)
7.3.1. Directory Structure. A directory structure was established to hold data files
at each stage of processing (Figure 7.9). The directory name defined the type of data, or the
stage of processing for the files in that directory. All data collected with a given resolution
was treated as a unique ‘site’, and contained the full set of sub-directories.
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Figure 7.9. Directory structure used for processing quantitative tests. For each resolution
(1 mm, 2 mm, 4 mm), an identical set of folders was established to hold the outputs from
every program process. Log files were also captured for each process to support debugging
and post-analysis functions.
• diffSurfaces: Binary files of difference surfaces
• diffveglogs: Log files for each run of the Diff program
• elimveglogs: Log files for each run of the ElimVeg program
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• meshed: Binary surface file produced by the Load program
• meshedUnfilled: Binary surface file produced by the Load program before empty
cells are filled in
• metadata: Parameters which control the mapping of raw point cloud data into the
internal spherical data structure
• novegroof : Binary surface files produced by the Roof filter within the Elimveg
program
• novegvacp: Binary surface file produced by the VACP filter within the ElimVeg
program
• pixAfterVegElim: Graphic files showing result of Roof and VACP filters within the
ElimVeg program
• pixColorAfterLoad: Color image files produced by the Load program using the RBG
information
• pixColorBeforeFilll: Color image files produced by the Load program (before infill-
ing) using the RBG information
• pixDiff : Color images of the difference surface
• pixIntensityAfterLoad: Grayscale images produced by the Load program using the
intensity information
• pixTopoColorHist: Color gradient depth images
• pointFiles: The raw ASCII point cloud data in PTS format produced from either the
Leica or Faro export process
• registered: Binary surface file produced by either the Register or QReg programs
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• vegvollogs: Log files for each run of the VegVol program
• volCropMasks: Binary masks used to clip to a common region within the VegVol
program to facilitate comparison
• volReports: Volume statistics of a difference surface produced by the VegVol program
7.3.2. File Naming Convention. A strict file naming convention was created (Fig-
ure 7.10) to organize the hundreds of files involved with the quantitative tests.
Figure 7.10. File naming convention encoded definition of each test scan. With over
1,400 processes invoked for the quantitative tests, a strict file naming convention and a
process-oriented directory structure was established to facilitate automated processing.
7.3.3. Process Flow. A suite of C++ programs developed for this research was used
for all processing (see Appendices C and D). As illustrated in Figure 7.11, the output of one
program often became the input to the next program in the process flow. In addition, most
of the programs produced log files and diagnostic images which were used for debugging
and evaluating algorithm effectiveness and performance.
7.3.4. Batch Scripts. A number of batch scripts were developed to automate much
of the processing. The quantitative tests performed for this research involved the processing
of 216 point cloud data sets through seven programs, each of which generated a processed
version of the data, a log file, and optionally, several diagnostics graphic files for each
program run. The large number of subsequent program processes resulted in 234 GB of
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Figure 7.11. Process flow for the quantitative tests. All of the 216 scans were processed
through seven programs (light blue program boxes), with intermediate results stored in
separate folders for each process (green directories).
data involving 61 folders and 5814 individual files. This level of processing necessitated a
directory structure and file naming conventions to enable the automation of the processing
load. Manual processes were required for the scene set registration, setting tuning param-
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eters for the Roof and VACP vegetation filters, and the setting of parameters to separate
random system noise from meaningful volumetric change detected in the VegVol program.
Other than those instances, the remainder of all processing was accomplished using batch
scripts to initiate over 1400 processes as detailed in Table 7.1. Examples of the batch scripts
used are included in Appendix B.
Table 7.1. Processes invoked by batch scripts
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8. QUANTITATIVE TEST RESULTS
8.1. HIGH LEVEL SUMMARY
The quantitative tests acquired data from two lidars, with three different scanning
resolutions, using three types of vegetation in two positions, and repeating each scan three
times. The product of these factors (2 * 3 * 3 * 2 * 3) resulted in 108 sets of observations. For
each of the following summary tables, the product of the number of rows (36 in Table 8.1)
and the number of repetitions (3 in Table 8.1) will always equate to 108; the number of
unique result sets generated.
For each summary table, the following outputs were computed and summarized:
• The increase in apparent volume due to vegetation in the scene
• The uncertainty of the measurement process for apparent gained and lost material
• The measured change in vegetation and rock after applying the Roof filter
• The measured change in vegetation and rock after applying the VACP filter
• The percentage of vegetation removed after applying the Roof filter
• The percentage of vegetation removed after applying the VACP filter
The volumes listed in each of the following summary tables have been normalized
to units of liters per square meter to eliminate any effects resulting from slight variations in
the cropping masks used.
In Table 8.1, the ‘Reps’ column refers to the aggregation of all three repetitions
(repetitions A, B, and C).
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Table 8.1. Breakout summary for all vegetation types, positions, resolutions, and lidars.
A number of observations can be made at this level of aggregation. Broadly speak-
ing, the thinner the vegetation, the higher the percentage of eliminated vegetation. Across
the board, the percentage of vegetation removed by the Roof and VACP filters was nearly
identical; however, in every case, the VACP filter outperformed the Roof filter in terms of
preserving the rock edges.
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Curiously, within any single vegetation type or position, as the resolution is de-
creased, the percentage of vegetation eliminated actually goes down slightly. This somewhat
non-intuitive observation may be the result of wider clumps of vegetation looking more like
a rock profile as the cell size is reduced. With a coarser resolution, the same sized clump of
vegetation will appear narrower relative to the cell resolution used. Given this observation,
the resulting recommendation is to use a scanning and processing resolution that reflects
the average width of the vegetation components. Increasing the resolution has no benefit
and would actually be detrimental in terms of the effectiveness of vegetation detection and
the extra time required for data acquisition and processing.
Another observation concerns the relative effectiveness of the Leica and Faro lidars.
It was observed that as the vegetation gets thinner, and as the resolution gets finer, the
differences between the Faro and Leica lidar scanners became more pronounced. This was
most likely due to differences in fidelity, clarity, and noise levels between the two scanners.
Artifacts such as the Leica interlace error no doubt contributed to this difference.
In Table 8.2, the ‘Reps’ column refers to the aggregation of two lidars, three res-
olutions, three vegetation types, two scenes, and three repetitions (2 * 3 * 3 * 2 * 3 =
108).
Table 8.2. Summary of all vegetation types, positions, resolutions, lidars, and repetitions.
Units are liters per square meter.
At this high level of aggregation, several observations were made. The noise level,
determined by examining the difference in volume density between the two ‘no vegetation’
scenes (S1 and S4) was less than 2% of the amount of vegetation introduced into the
scene. The algebraic sum of the two noise measurements (gains and losses) was nearly
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zero. The fact that the positive and negative noise levels balanced each other indicated
that the measurement process did not have excessive biasing. The percentage of vegetation
eliminated was nearly identical for both the Roof and VACP filters, but the Roof filter
digitally eroded more than four times the volume of rock edge material than did the VACP
filter (Figure 8.1).
Figure 8.1. Vegetation and rock eliminated from all scene sets combined. Note that the
vegetation remaining after running the Roof and VACP filters is nearly identical, but the
amount of digital rock erosion with the Roof filter is over four times that of the VACP filter.
The following sections analyze the results by isolating each of the following inde-
pendent variables:
• The two lidar scanners used
• The three scanning resolutions used
• The three vegetation types and densities used
• The two vegetation positions used
• The three repetitions used
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8.2. EFFECT OF LIDAR INSTRUMENT
In Table 8.3, the ‘Reps’ column refers to the aggregation of three vegetation types,
three resolutions, two scenes, and three repetitions (3 * 3 * 2 * 3 = 54).
Table 8.3. Summary comparison for the two lidars tested. Units are liters per square meter.
It appeared that the Faro lidar data had considerably less noise than the Leica lidar
data. This most likely resulted from two factors:
First, to control the laser beam in the vertical direction, the Faro employs a contin-
uously rotating mirror instead of the oscillating mirror design employed by the Leica. As
previously discussed in Section 5.3.3, the Leica oscillating mirror contributed to a vertical
interlace anomaly which tended to make lidar surfaces slightly more noisy.
Second, the process used to set the scanning resolution differed between the two
lidar scanners. With the Leica, the user can directly set the horizontal and vertical resolution
at the distance of the target. For all Leica scans, the resolution was set to one of the three
nominal resolutions being tested (1 mm, 2 mm, or 4 mm). With the Faro, a more indirect
process was used. The user can select both a quality setting (medium was used), and a
resolution, but the resolution is specified for a fixed distance of 10m. Therefore, if the
target is actually 5m away, a manual correction must be made. Due to limited choices in the
resolution settings, the equivalent resolutions used for Faro actually computed to 1.5 mm,
3 mm, and 3.8 mm.
The reported difference in amount of detected vegetation was most likely related to
the difference in effective resolution and noise levels between the two lidars (Figure 8.2).
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Figure 8.2. Vegetation and rock eliminated for Leica versus Faro. Other than the differ-
ence in volume of original vegetation detected, the remaining performance statistics were
remarkably similar.
8.3. EFFECT OF SCANNING RESOLUTION
In Table 8.4, the ‘Reps’ column refers to the aggregation of two lidars, three vege-
tation types, two scenes, and three repetitions (2 * 3 * 2 * 3 = 36).
Table 8.4. Summary comparison for the three scanning resolutions used. Units are liters
per square meter.
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Analysis of the effect of scanning resolution indicates that, for the most part, resolu-
tion had little impact on most of the other factors (Figure 8.3). In a few cases, the resolution
was found to not have a linear relationship with the level of detected vegetation; however,
this difference was relatively minor. Had the range of tested resolutions been greater (1
mm, 6mm, 15mm), more impacts might have been observed.
Figure 8.3. Vegetation and rock eliminated for various scanning resolutions. Surprisingly,
the higher scanning resolution did not necessarily result in better performance. This is
most likely a case of diminishing returns. Given the dimensions of the vegetation tested,
degradation in performance would probably not be evident until the scanning resolution
exceeded the smallest vegetation dimension (in the range of 4-6 mm).
8.4. EFFECT OF VEGETATION TYPE AND DENSITY
In Table 8.5, the ‘Reps’ column refers to the aggregation of two lidars, three resolu-
tions, two scenes, and three repetitions (2 * 3 * 2 * 3 = 36).
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Table 8.5. Summary comparison for the three vegetation types tested. Units are liters per
square meter.
More fictitious volume was generated by the thin grass vegetation than the slightly
more dense leafy vegetation. This was due to the amount of vegetation, not the difference
in density. As the density of the vegetation increased, the effectiveness of both the Roof and
VACP filters decreased (Figure 8.4). In the case of extremely high density, as exhibited by
the cedar branch vegetation, large portions of the underlying rock surface were completely
occluded by the vegetation. As a result, the exterior profile began to assume the properties
of a blocky rock surface; it had large patches of equal-depth areas with sharp slopes only
occurring at the edges of the contiguous zone.
Figure 8.4. Vegetation and rock eliminated for various vegetation types. The largest
reduction in vegetation volume occurs with thin, low-density vegetation.
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8.5. EFFECT OF VEGETATION POSITION
In Table 8.6, the ‘Reps’ column refers to the aggregation of two lidars, three vege-
tation types, three resolutions, and three repetitions (2 * 3 * 3 * 3 = 54).
Table 8.6. Summary comparison for the two vegetation scenes tested. Units are liters per
square meter.
Between the S2 and S3 scenes, the vegetation was slightly shifted to simulate a
reconfiguration due to the wind. Care was taken to ensure that no vegetation was removed
during this process; the idea was to simply change the spatial configuration. The shifts were
also completely random and the degree of flattening against the rock was not appreciably
changed.
Figure 8.5. Vegetation and rock eliminated for scenes S2 and S3. The same amount
of vegetation was used for both S2 an S3 scenes, but the orientation relative to the lidar
was altered. Even though the amount of fictitious volume varied between S2 and S3, the
percentage of vegetation removed was similar.
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For the most part, many of the measurements, such as noise levels and percentage of
vegetation removed, were very similar between the S2 and S3 measurements (Figure 8.5).
The difference in the detected volume of original vegetation was inconsequential andmerely
a result of the random positional shift applied to the vegetation.
8.6. ANALYSIS OF SYSTEM UNCERTAINTY
There were two aspects of uncertainty the experiment was designed to measure.
The first aspect dealt with the system-wide capability to measure volumetric change. In
reviewing the summary of all observations (Table 8.7), the algebraic sum of the noise
levels (+ 0.13 and -0.12) was nearly zero. Recalling that these values were determined by
subtracting the S4 scene from the S1 scene (both having no vegetation), this extremely low
residual means there was no bias introduced within the measuring process. The difference
between the S1 and S4 surfaces should have been zero, and the measurements confirmed
that expectation.
Table 8.7. Summary of all vegetation types, positions, resolutions, lidars, and repetitions.
Units are liters per square meter. Note aggregate noise levels.
The second aspect of uncertainty concerns repeatability. All things being equal,
the aggregation of all ‘repetition A’ measurements should closely track with the aggregate
values for ‘repetition B’ and ‘repetition C’. In Table 8.8, the ‘Reps’ column refers to the
aggregation of two lidars, three vegetation types, three resolutions, and two scenes (2 * 3 *
3 * 2 = 36). Here, again, the aggregate measurements for the three independent repetitions
track each other to a remarkable degree (Figure 8.6). From this set of measurements, the
conclusion can be drawn that the measurement process had a high degree of repeatability.
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Table 8.8. Summary comparison for the three repetitions tested. Units are liters per square
meter.
Figure 8.6. Vegetation and rock eliminated for all three repetitions. The fact that all three
repetitions showed remarkable similarity indicates that the experiment design and execution
was tight. No external factors were introduced that would introduce variability between the
repetitions.
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9. RELATED RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
9.1. SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS OF VACP TUNING PARAMETERS
A number of tests were conducted to determine the sensitivity of tuning parameters
for both the Roof and VACP filters. In general, it was found that as long as the parameters
were set roughly within a range defined by rules of thumb for each parameter, very little
change in the effectiveness or behavior of the filters was observed. Execution time may
increase, but the degree of vegetation detection did not vary greatly as long as the parameter
values stayed within the rules of thumb range.
The following rules of thumb were observed:
• Roof filter kernel size: Should approximate the width of the largest vegetative element
(stem or leaf).
• Roof filter distance: Should approximate the maximum distance between the vegeta-
tion and the underlying rock surface.
• VACP probe solid angle: Should be at least twice the largest angle of the profile
surface observed in the interactive viewer.
• VACP probe length: Should approximate the maximum distance between the vegeta-
tion and the underlying rock surface.
• VACP wobble (articulation limit): Should be no less than half the probe solid angle..
In summary, the primary vegetative characteristics that most influence the effective-
ness of both the Roof and VACP filters are the leaf or stem diameter, the maximum width of
blocking vegetation (where the underlying surface is completely occluded), and the average
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distance from the vegetation to the underlying surface. If these characteristics could be
derived from the lidar surface itself, it may be possible to eliminate the subjective manual
tuning process altogether.
9.2. OPTIMIZATION OF VACP ALGORITHM
The C++ implementation of VACP was thoroughly examined to identify any poten-
tial areas that could lend themselves to optimization. This review identified four design
areas that had the possibility of offering gains in performance or effectiveness:
• The geometric representation of the conical probe.
• The precision of the data type used for numeric representation of float (real) numbers.
• The sequence of trial angles used during articulation.
• The opportunity to parallelize the algorithm, given its ray-tracing design.
9.2.1. Geometric Representation of the Conical Probe. The original conical
probe was defined to be a set of approximately 800 vectors having an effective circumference
of 100 facets (Figure 9.1). When determining if the probe intersected any part of the local
lidar surface, each vector had to be projected onto the lidar cell structure. By reducing the
angular resolution of the probe, considerable computation time was saved. If the number
of facets was too small (as in the case of an elongated pyramid having only 4 facets), the
orientation of the facets could introduce a directional bias in the intersection computation;
edges aligned with the facets would be treated differently than edges not aligned. The
value of 100 facets was arrived at by experimentation - balancing the directional bias issue
(favoring a large number of facets) with computational efficiency (intersection computation
time is proportional to the square of the number of facets). The absolute minimum number
of facets would be three, which would turn the conical probe into a tetrahedron.
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Figure 9.1. Vectors comprising the virtual conical probe. For the original implementation,
100 facets were used to define the probe to reduce the tendency to introduce preferential
orientations between the probe and rock joints. For the tests designed to optimize the ray
tracing efficiency, the number of facets was reduced to three, essentially turning the probe
into a tetrahedron.
9.2.2. Precision of Real Number Representations. In older computing technol-
ogy, the use of double precision variables required twice the memory and additional clock
cycles for any mathematical operation. However, in X86 architecture, support for double
precision representation is built into the hardware. In fact, double precision math is actually
faster than single precision, because the single precision operation must be emulated. The
original version of the VACP was developed using all double precision representations for
any variable involved in a mathematical computation. Integers were used for counting, and
single precision floats were only used to store final results.
9.2.3. Sequence of Trial Angles used During Articulation. The VACP algorithm
tests each candidate cell to determine if the conical probe can reach it without intersecting the
lidar surface. The initial test is performed with the conical probe orthogonal to that surface.
If that initial orientation results in an intersection, the conical probe begins precessing in
an increasing spiral to find an orientation resulting in no intersection. Depending on the
articulation limit set by the user, up to 500 unique 3D angles are tested.
As soon as an angle is found that results in no intersection, the cell can be classified
as rock, and the VACP algorithm can proceed on to the next candidate cell to examine.
The current sequence used for this spiral precession pattern is very orderly, starting in the
orthogonal direction and slowing precessing out, checking for intersections at each discrete
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angular interval. If the goal is to find at least one 3D angle where no intersection is detected
in the least amount of time, then another strategy would be to randomly test different 3D
angles, instead of proceeding in an orderly outward-bound spiral. It has been demonstrated
that a random approach, or an outward-to-inward stepped-interval spiral resulted in finding
the no-intersection angle faster than the original outward single-step spiral implementation.
9.2.4. Parallelization of the VACP Algorithm. The VACP algorithm was origi-
nally developed as a single-threaded application. This means that, even if the computer
had more than one core (a quad-core for example), the application would still only run on
a single core. Since most modern computers have at least 4 cores, it is possible to write an
application that is multi-threaded; that is, able to take advantage of all the cores available.
In theory, an application optimized to run on a quad-core machine will execute nearly four
times faster than if run on a single core machine.
Many modern computers also have Graphical Processing Units (GPUs) which were
originally designed to accelerate graphical display functions. Within the past decade,
however, programmers have discovered how to use GPUs for non-graphical applications. A
GPU has hundreds of cores, each operating as a reduced instruction set computer (RISC).
Since GPUswere originally designed for gaming applications, they specialize in ray-tracing.
This is the basis for most computer games where millions of ray-tracing operations take
place to paint dynamic 3D scenes on the computer monitor. An application that depends
heavily on ray-tracing could in theory, take advantage of the hardware that GPUs offer.
Since the VACP algorithm is based on ray-tracing, it lends itself to this type of hardware
implementation.
Early in the VACP development process, an experiment was conducted to determine
what gains in performance could be realized if aGPU implementationwere pursued. For this
experiment, the goal was maximum performance, so minor items such as slightly decreased
mathematical precision and conical probe facet / edge alignment bias were purposely set
aside in favor of pure performance. A custom computer having eight CPU cores and four
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Nvidia GeForce 560 (fermi) GPUs (each having 384 RISC cores) was assembled, providing
a hardware platform having 1536 GPU cores (Figure 9.2). The VACP algorithm was
re-implemented on this machine using CUDA, Nvidia’s parallel development platform.
Figure 9.2. Four Nvidia GeForce 560 GPUs installed in a custom parallel PC. The PC was
also equipped with a 1300 watt power supply and five fans to provide for adequate cooling.
Custom software was developed to assist with load balancing and thermal management.
The code was transformed to a parallel implementation by essentially ‘unwrapping’
the FOR loops which were responsible for stepping through the entire lidar surface and
testing each candidate cell. The function which determined if a cell were vegetation or rock
was re-implemented as a CUDA ‘kernel’, and a single CUDA command was launched to
run the kernel on all cells in the lidar surface. The following optimizing changes were made
for the test:
• Single precision floats were used instead of double precision number representations.
GPUs are optimized for single precision floats.
• The number of facets on the conical probe was reduced to the absolute minimum,
which was three facets.
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• The sequence of trial angles was modified to operate in a non-repeating random order.
The same number of trial angles was used, but their sequence was altered.
• All 7.2 million cells in the lidar surface were examined. In the normal case, the Roof
filter would be run first, identifying approximately 15% of the cells as candidates
for the more time-consuming VACP filter. In the parallel implementation, the Roof
filter was skipped, and the VACP filter was run on all cells. Had the Roof filter
been included in the parallelization test, the execution time would have been further
decreased by a factor of six.
In a test of a lidar scene containing 7.2 million cells, the original single-threaded
version of the VACP algorithm running on a 2 MHz Dell laptop required 45 minutes to
execute. The same dataset running on the custom-built PC with four GPUs, completed
execution in less than one second. A cell-by-cell comparison of the respective results
showed that all the vegetation detected and eliminated with the single-threaded version
were also eliminated on the parallel version.
This test demonstrated that the VACP implementation could be dramatically im-
proved by taking advantage of parallel architecture. The 2700X decrease in execution time
was achieved by increasing the number of cores from 1 to 1536, and by making the other
optimizing changes previously noted. Improvements of this magnitude are normally not
realized, but the fact that the VACP algorithm was already heavily dependent on ray-tracing
made the GPU implementation a natural fit.
9.3. DETERMINATION OF OPERATIONAL ENVELOPE
The VACP filter worked best in situations where the vegetation was thin and the rock
surface was highly weathered, jointed, or blocky. Under these conditions, the first return
lidar surface exhibited a significant gain in apparent volume due to the radial spikes caused
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by the presence of vegetation. As long as the vegetation did not completely occlude the
rock surface, the VACP filter was capable of detecting and eliminating the vegetation while
preserving the high spatial frequency components of the underlying rock surface.
The VACP filter was tested on a wide range of vegetation types and sizes, ranging
from thin stems and root tendrils measuring under 2mm to small diameter tree saplings
measuring over 25 mm in diameter. The effect of thicker vegetation, especially if it is
not growing or susceptible to reconfiguration by the wind, was minimal for precise change
detection since its configuration is nearly identical in both the ‘before’ and ‘after’ lidar
representations. Fast growing or thinner wind-blown vegetation caused problems because
it was likely to assume different configurations over time.
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10. CONCLUSIONS
10.1. EFFECTIVENESS OF VACP ALGORITHM
The VACP algorithm was effective in detecting and eliminating vegetation from
rock faces. It was tested on several real-world projects and subjected to carefully designed
quantitative tests during this research, successfully eliminating between 34% and 88% of
the targeted vegetation, depending on the vegetation density. Software was developed to
enable the user to test various tuning parameters on different parts of a scene to select the
optimum settings for that landscape. It was found that as long as the tuning parameters were
within rough rules of thumb, the algorithm effectively detected and eliminated the overlying
vegetation.
The expression and impact of vegetation on rock surfaces was examined in detail.
The presence of vegetation adds from 4 to 14 liters per square meter of fictitious (apparent)
volume to a rock surface, depending on the vegetative density. If not physically or digitally
eliminated, this amount of fictitious additional volume will invalidate the results of any
high precision study of rock erosion or raveling failure. Vegetation not only adds fictitious
volume to a rock surface, but the fact that this added volume can change dramatically based
on seasonal growth, seasonal decline, or reconfiguration due to the wind adds additional
challenges to precision change detection studies.
10.2. PERFORMANCE RELATED TO AERIAL METHODS
The VACP was as effective as ALS methods in detecting and eliminating vegetation
from rock surfaces. The Roof filter, a TLS implementation of the ALS last return algorithm,
was used for comparison testing. The most critical advantage that the VACP method
offered over ALS techniques was the preservation of high spatial frequency information on
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the underlying rock surface. Quantitative tests demonstrated that over a wide variety of
vegetation types, resolutions, vegetation positions, and TLS devices, the ALS last return
method digitally eroded rock edges at over four times the rate demonstrated with the VACP
method.
10.3. FUTURE POTENTIAL RESEARCH
During this research, investigations were conducted on various optimization tech-
niques. The positive experience with parallelization of the algorithm showed promise.
Today’s GPUs have many times more computing power than the the GPUs used for the
parallelization exploration that was conducted in collaboration with this research. In ad-
dition, the functions of the CUDA environment have dramatically matured. When the
parallelization exploration was conducted for this research, considerable effort was spent
developing code to keep all CPU and GPU resources balanced and synchronized. At that
time, specialized custom software was required for administering semaphore mechanisms
to ensure that distributed pieces of parallel work packets were properly tracked as they
were assigned to and returned from the GPU environment. In today’s GPU application
development environment, much of this resource management is now automated.
Future potential improvements also include:
• Pre-assessment of the vegetated surface to derive operational parameters such as the
average depth and density of vegetative mass
• Lidar-based measurement of vegetative dimensions (stem and leaf width) and the
distance between the vegetation and the rock surface
• Examining time-series scans for indicators of vegetation stability
• Iterative and coarse-to-fine approaches in the application of the Roof and VACP filters
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10.4. COMMERCIALIZATION POTENTIAL
Current commercial lidar processing packages focus on such common issues as
multi-cloud registration, feature segmentation, ALS-based vegetation filtering, model cre-
ation, and industrial metrology applications. While the ability to eliminate vegetation from
rock surfaces without altering the underlying surface is a specialized application, there
have been calls for this capability, most notably from the Federal Highway Administration
(FHWA) (Kemeny and Turner, 2008).
In cooperation with S&Ts Office of Technology Transfer and Economic Devel-





This appendix contains the results of all 108 scene sets. For each vegetation type
(grass, leafy, and cedar), the measurements from two lidar instruments (Faro and Leica),
two scenes (S2 and S3), three scanning resolutions (1 mm, 2 mm, and 4 mm), and three
repetitions (A, B, and C) are provided. Table 1 summarizes the results for grass vegetation,
Table 2 summarizes the results for leafy vegetation, and Table 3 summarizes the results for
thick cedar vegetation
Each row in the following tables represents the results from a single scene set. The
value of the Reps column (always one in these tables) signifies that no averaging took place,
as each row represents a single set of observations from a given combination of vegetation
type, lidar instrument, scene, resolution, and repetition.
The Original Veg column lists the density of vegetation from the scene determined
by subtracting S1 from that scene.
TheNoise Level columns are determined by subtracting S4 fromS1. Gainedmaterial
is shown in the Veg column and lost material is shown in the Rock column.
The After Roof Filter columns are determined by subtracting S1 from the Roof
processed scene. Residual vegetation is shown in the Veg column and lost rock material is
shown in the Rock column.
The After VACP Filter columns are determined by subtracting S1 from the VACP
processed scene. Residual vegetation is shown in the Veg column and lost rock material is
shown in the Rock column.
The Percentage of Vegetation Removed columns are determined by comparing the
original vegetation with the vegetation remaining after processing by either the Roof or
VACP filters.
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Table 1. Processed data for all scans involving grass vegetation.
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Table 2. Processed data for all scans involving leafy vegetation.
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Batch scripts were developed to run all the programs required for the quantitative
tests. For each program, the batch scripts are listed and a single example from the first
script in each list is illustrated.
1. BATCH SCRIPTS TO RUN FINDMINMAX AND LOAD
Figure 1. Batch scripts to run findminmax and load programs.
Figure 2. Example script to run findminmax and load for all Faro cedar 1 mm scans.
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2. BATCH SCRIPTS TO RUN ELIMVEG
Figure 3. Batch scripts to run ElimVeg program.
Figure 4. Example script to run ElimVeg for all Faro 1mm scans.
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3. BATCH SCRIPTS TO RUN DIFF
Figure 5. Batch scripts to run diff program.
Figure 6. Example script to run diff for all Faro 1mm datasets.
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4. BATCH SCRIPTS TO RUN VEGVOL
Figure 7. Batch scripts to run vegVol program.
Figure 8. Example script to run vegVol for all Faro cedar 1 mm datasets.
APPENDIX C.
SOURCE CODE AND C++ CLASSES
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A suite of over two dozen C++ programswas developed by the author to support high
precision change detection applications using terrestrial lidar point cloud data. Collectively,
this suite of software is termed S&T Lidar Software. From this suite, nine modules (Table 1)
were used for this research. In addition, seven C++ classes (Table 2) were developed and
were used by multiple programs to perform specific tasks. A summary of the source code
developed for all programs and classes is listed in Table 3.
Classes are a fundamental construct used in Object-Oriented Programming (OOP).
Classes contain public and private functions and variables, and are designed to encapsulate
all operations required to support an object, which is an instance of a class. For example,
the class Surf supports all operations related to the internal spherical data structure used to
represent a meshed 2D lidar surface, and is used by all S&T Lidar Software programs. In
the register program, it is necessary to operate on two separate lidar data sets. In this case,
two objects of the class Surf are instantiated within the program to support simultaneous
manipulation of the two datasets. The use of classes reduces redundancy in code, and
provides for a modular approach to software engineering.
All software used for this research was developed by the author with the exception
of the transform7ls code, which was written by Chris McGlone and the matrix code, which
was written by Mike Dinolfo (Mikhail et al., 2001). The author converted these FORTRAN
programs to C++, and encapsulated both packages as C++ classes.
The software does not use any non-standard system-level functions, and is operating
system agnostic. It was originally developed under Linux using the GNU GCC compiler,
and has since been migrated to the Windows environment using Microsoft’s Visual C++
2010 Express development environment. The only external library used within the software
is OpenCV, an open-source suite of software which supports computer vision applications.
OpenCV is licensed under a three clause BSD license. Within the S&T Lidar Software
suite of software, OpenCV is used for real-time graphic display, interactive functions, and
for the production of graphic image files.
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Table 1. Summary of C++ programs developed for this research.
Table 2. Summary of C++ classes developed for this research
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1. MISSOURI S&T LIDAR SOFTWARE
1.1. FOCUS OF MISSOURI S&T LIDAR SOFTWARE
Change detection is the focus of theMissouri S&T lidar software, henceforth referred
to as lidarsw. Applications which require static measurement of large complex objects can
be fulfilled usingCyclone, the software package provided by Leica to control their lidar unit.
However, if quantitative measurements of change (volume determination) are required, the
specialized functions developed within the lidarsw may be of greater value.
1.2. OVERVIEW OF MISSOURI S&T LIDAR SOFTWARE
The basic approach used in change detection is to acquire a high-resolution lidar
scan on two different dates, subtract them from one another to create a ’difference’ surface,
and analyze that difference surface for the changes which occurred over time. While simple
in concept, there are several processing steps required to accomplish this task.
First of all, when lidar data is acquired, it represents the object being scanned with
millions of (x,y,z) triplets based on a local coordinate system that physically depends on
how the lidar unit was set up. In other words, every time the lidar unit is set up for a scan, it
will be in a slightly different position and orientation relative to the object being scanned,
and a slightly different coordinate system will be used for object representation. Therefore,
before the two lidar datasets can be subtracted from each other, they must be brought to the
same coordinate system. This process is called registration, and is accomplished by one of
two methods within the lidarsw.
Secondly, the raw point-cloud data exported from Cyclone, at least in the xxx.pts
format, is highly unstructured. It can be viewed as a random bucket of (x,y,z) triplets in
no particular order. It would be meaningless to attempt to subtract one unordered bucket
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of points from another; some degree of structure must be created before the data can be
manipulated by higher-order functions such as surface subtraction. The findMinMax and
load programs are responsible for providing the required structure to the lidar data to support
further processing.
Finally, there are many data artifacts that must be dealt with if accurate change
volume is desired. For example, vegetationwithin the scenemay introduce false changes due
tomovement (blowing in thewind) both during the scanning operation and between scanning
dates. Or the vegetation may be growing in volume, which will introduce significant error if
not corrected. Other artifacts result from vehicles, insects, falling leaves, birds, etc. passing
between the lidar and the object being scanned. Such events cause large spikes in the lidar
surface which must be removed prior to determining the change in volume.
While some artifacts can be easily removed manually within Cyclone using the
basic fencing functions provided, the more complex artifacts are difficult to remove. For
example, small tufts of vegetation embedded within rock coves are very difficult or require
toomuch time to removemanually. Further, the inconsistency ofmanual removal introduces
additional error in the surfaces. The lidarsw provides some automated approaches to deal
with many of these practical processing issues.
1.3. LINUX DEVELOPMENT ENVIRONMENT
The lidarsw was developed primarily within the Linux operating system, due to
the several advantages that Linux offers for research-oriented software. The transparency
that Linux offers (no hidden functions and explicit definitions) facilitates debugging and
compliance testing. The software was developed as a single-threaded application and
is operating system agnostic in that no system-level functions are relied on for memory
management, display, or interactive functions. Only freely available libraries, such as
OpenCV and OpenGL, were used in the suite. No commercial libraries were used.
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The software is written in C++, using the GNU GCC compiler. Everything in
the entire software suite is platform-independent, meaning that while the development is
primarily conducted within Linux, there is nothing preventing the porting of the software to
other operating systems. Recently, a port of the entire suite of lidar softwarewas successfully
implemented on Windows for operational use.
Some of the more computation-intensive software is in the process of being con-
verted from the original single-thread, single-CPU implementation to a parallel environment
involving several CPUs and GPUs. These parallel ports are research in nature and in some
cases, have resulted in improvements in performance over two orders of magnitude. Due
to the specialized hardware (Nvidia GPU cards) and software (CUDA development envi-
ronment), the parallel versions of selected software modules will most likely remain in a
research environment. The primary operational environment for most of the lidar applica-
tions will continue to be within the Windows environment simply because this is the most
common environment used by the Missouri S&T Lidar Applications Team.
1.4. WINDOWS PORT OF SOFTWARE
A Windows port of the Linux research code was created during the spring of 2013
using the latest Linux version of the lidar software. It was created using Visual Studio
Express 2010 development environment and currently runs on Windows 7, Windows 8, and
Windows 10 operating systems.
Being a research-oriented code, the port was mainly focused on providing similar
functionality to the Windows environment as that which currently exists within the Linux
version. Since most of the Linux software operates in the terminal environment, the
Windows version currently operates similarly – as a console application. The nextWindows
port will most likely be wrapped in a Graphical User Interface (GUI), making it appear




It is important to stress that the lidarsw, at this stage, is still primarily research-
oriented code. The following table highlights some differences between research-oriented
software and consumer-oriented software:
Figure 1.1. Research Versus Consumer Software
The Windows port was created to make this research-oriented software accessible
to other research-oriented individuals and organizations. The Windows port does not
represent any intent, at this point, to move the state of this software towards a consumer
orientation. That may occur in the future, but the current state of both the Linux and
Windows implementations of this software is still primarily research-oriented.
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1.6. SOFTWARE LICENSE
The entire suite of lidarsw was developed by the author while employed by the
Rock Mechanics and Explosives Research Center at the Missouri University of Science and
Technology. As such, the software is owned and managed by the University; access can be
obtained by contacting the Director, Rock Mechanics and Explosives Research Center.
The software has been been released (executables only) to the Saudi Geological
Survey (SGS) and representatives of the China Geological Survey for research and/or
academic use only. The software is not licensed for any commercial applications. The
software executables may be copied to any authorized computer system as long as the terms
of the license release are honored.
The software has undergone basic technical testing of the algorithms, but has not
been certified for applications involving assessment of risk to human health, life, or property.
The Missouri University of Science and Technology assumes no liability for use of this
software outside its intended research-oriented purpose. In addition, theMissouriUniversity
of Science and Technology reserves the right to pursue commercialization through the
University’s Office of Technology Transfer and Economic Development.
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2. CHARACTERISTICS OF LIDAR DATA
2.1. POINT CLOUD DATA
A terrestrial lidar scanner, such as the Leica ScanStation-2 is a surveying instrument
which creates highly accurate ’point cloud’ data of an object. When in scanning mode, the
lidar sends out pulses of laser light, and for each pulse, keeps track of the time it takes the
pulse to leave the lidar, reflect off some object, and return to the lidar. This is known as
time-of-flight. Knowing the speed of light in air, the lidar calculates the distance from the
lidar to the object. The lidar also keeps track of the horizontal and vertical angles of the
laser beam. These two angles, together with the time-of-flight determined distance, allows
the lidar to compute a precise (x,y,z) coordinate of where the pulse hit on that object.
The lidar sends out approximately 50,000 pulses per second. While the pulses are
being sent out, an oscillating mirror pivoting on a horizontal axis directs the pulse train
up and down. In addition, while the vertical mirror is oscillating, the whole unit slowly
revolves in a horizontal plane. This results in a relatively equal-spaced pattern of points
being established on the surface of the object being scanned. The point cloud density can be
controlled by the user, and usually represents a point density of 1-20 mm spacing between
the points in both the horizontal and vertical directions. The collection of points collected
during a scanning operation is known as a point cloud.
In just a few minutes, the lidar is capable of collecting millions of points describing
the outside surface of an object. For each point, the data collected includes its 3D coordinate
(x,y,z) in some local coordinate system, the intensity return (a number indicating how much
energy was detected on the return path), and the color of the object hit as represented by
three additive primary color values for red, green and blue (RGB).
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The spatial coordinates (x,y,z) use a local coordinate system initialized when the
lidar is powered up. The lidar device itself is always at position (0,0,0). The positive Y
axis is in the direction the lidar was pointing when it was powered up. The positive X axis
is aligned to the right of the lidar (normal right-hand coordinate system). The X-Y plane is
defined by the level plane of the lidar tribrach, and the positive Z axis is ’up’, relative to that
plane. If care is taken to level the lidar unit, the positive Z axis points up. If the lidar unit is
not level, the Z axis may not represent a vertical direction. The user can select any units for
the spatial coordinates but, normally, the units are defined to be in millimeters. The spatial
coordinates are represented by floating point numbers usually to at least 3-4 decimal places.
The accuracy of these points depends on their distance from the lidar, but are usually within
a few millimeters for distances under 30 meters.
The intensity return is an integer that ranges from approximately -2000 to +2000,
and represents the relative brightness of the object at the point where the laser beam hit. In
reality, it can be thought of as the albedo (reflectivity) of the object at the wavelength of the
laser (green laser light). The intensity return is a relative reflectivity value. Highly specular
(mirror) flat surfaces reflect the laser pulse off in some other direction, so no energy is ever
returned to the lidar unit. These points tend to have very low (dark) intensity. Flat white, or
retro-reflective materials, such as reflective tape, tend to have very high (bright) intensity
return values since much of the original pulse energy is returned.
The color information (RGB values) are derived from a separate lower-resolution
color camera used to acquire preview images prior to scanning. While these images are
useful for planning the actual scan, they are less useful for analytical use because of a
slight misregistration between the RGB image, the 3D geometric (x,y,z) coordinates, and
the intensity information acquired by the lidar. Up to 1-2 cm of image shift have been
observed in the RGB image. Therefore, the RGB images should never be used for analytical
purposes; they are mainly used for setting up the scanning session and for generation of
color images of the scene as seen from the lidar’s perspective.
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The RGB values are unsigned positive integers with 8-bit domains (values vary from
0 to 255). Colors are represented by the relative value of these three numbers. For example,
red would have RGB values of (255,0,0). RGB values for common colors are as follows:
Figure 2.1. Colors for various values of Red, Green, and Blue
The points in a lidar point cloud represent the ’first return’ for each pulse of laser
energy sent out. More sophisticated lidar systems employed in aerial acquisition platforms
typically record multiple returns per laser pulse. Having the whole ’return waveform’
enables analysis of the texture and transparency of the object being scanned. For example,
when forested areas are being scanned with a multi-return lidar, some indication of the
forest structure (height of canopy, density of undergrowth, forest floor) can be ascertained
from the multiple returns. Since the ScanStation-II lidar is a single-return device, each
point represents the spatial and reflective properties of the first object hit by each pulse.
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When a lidar pulse hits the edge of an object, part of the energy returns and the
remainder of the energy continues on to eventually hit some more distant object. When this
occurs, two return pulses are generated. Since the lidar is a ‘single return’ device, it must
resolve these two return pulses. Typically, it resolves this situation by creating a ‘phantom
point’ which is located at some intermediate position between the edge object and the more
distant object. The location of this point is determined by considering the relative intensity
of the two return pulses (Figure 2.2).
Figure 2.2. Phantom point created when two return pulses are received by lidar
If some other object drifts in front of the laser beam during a scanning operation,
there will be anomalous points within the point cloud data. These points, floating in space
between the object being scanned and the lidar unit, are most often caused by small insects,
falling leaves, or other objects that happen to drift into the field during an active scan.
Frequently when scanning rock cuts along a road, the lidar unit is set up across the
road to obtain a good view of the whole area under study. With this set-up, it is common
for vehicles to pass in front of the lidar during the scanning operation, especially if a very
fine resolution is being used, and the scan takes several minutes to complete.
All of these types of data artifacts must be removed prior to quantitative analysis
because they introduce large spikes in the data. Many of the simple artifacts, such as those
caused by passing vehicles or flying insects, can be easily removed using the ’polygon fence’
and ’delete outside’ functions available within Cyclone. However, more complex artifacts,
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such as those caused by wind-driven moving vegetation or insects flying within a rock cove,
cannot be easily removed with the basic edit tools available within Cyclone. To detect and
remove these types of artifacts, the lidarsw program elimVeg is used.
2.2. RANDOM SPATIAL ORDERING IN POINT CLOUD DATA
Since the points are collected in sequence, one might expect that the individual
points in a point cloud file would be in some regular order related to the sequence in which
they were collected. With Leica ScanStation-II data in the xxx.pts format, this is not the
case. While the points seem to follow large-scale ordering on a micro-scale, the point order
in the file is not related to the point’s spatial position or sequence of acquisition. This makes
it necessary to spatially order the points into a regular mesh. Figure 2.3 illustrates the
unstructured nature of raw point cloud data (top) versus the structured nature of a regular
raster grid (bottom). The spatial ordering of raw points into a complete mesh is the function
of the programs findMinMax and load.
Figure 2.3. Unstructured Data (top) versus Structured Data (bottom)
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2.3. MIRROR SWING INERTIA ERROR
On sharp horizontal edges, a small timing error relating to the position of the
vertically oscillating mirror results in adjacent columns in the point cloud being slightly
offset from each other, appearing as a vertical interlace offset. This effect is minor, and
results in points vertically out of position by as much as one or two cell units, where the
cell unit is equivalent to the scanning resolution. This error cannot be accurately modeled;
it is only mentioned as a reminder that the raw point cloud data has a few natural visible
anomalies, this being one of them. The interlace error occurs on horizontal edges only, and
does not affect vertical edges, as shown in Figure 2.4.
Figure 2.4. Vertical Interlace Anomaly along Horizontal Edge
2.4. LIDAR EXPORT DATA FORMAT
TheMissouri S&T lidar software uses lidar data exported from Cyclone in the Leica
PTS format. This is a simple ASCII text format where each point in the point cloud is
represented by a single line in the file. For each point, seven data elements are presented:
the (x,y,z) coordinates of the point, the intensity return, and the (R,G,B) color of the point.
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The xxx.pts files can be rather large: a point cloud dataset consisting of 4 million
points is typically 250MB in size. These files can be viewed in a simple text editor such
as NotePad++ but, because of their size, the NotePad++ application either runs slowly or
hangs up. If the user wishes to cancel a hung-up application, the Windows Task Manager
can be used to halt and end the NotePad++ application.
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3. LIDAR SOFTWARE OPERATION
3.1. DIRECTORY STRUCTURE
The directory structure for lidar data processing is as follows:
C:
Users











OutcropData is the highest level directory for all lidar data. Each site represents a
geographic location under study. Site names are constructed by appending an alphanumeric
string to the prefix ‘Site.’ Site names can reflect the Cyclone scan world number (Site203,
Site204, etc), or reflect some more meaningful name such as SiteRedRocks or SiteRol-
laQuarry. To maintain portability between the Linux and Windows implementations, no
spaces should be included in any of the file or directory (folder) names.
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Sample Directory Structure:
Figure 3.1. Directory Structure
Each site has a fixed number of directories for representing the lidar data at different
phases of processing. For example, when the xxx.pts files are first exported from Cyclone,
they are copied into the ’pointFiles’ directory. After the findMinMax and load programs
are run, the meshed lidar data is written to the ’meshed’ directory. The ’registered’ directory
contains lidar data that has been run through the registration process. After vegetation is
eliminated, the resultant lidar data is written to the noVeg directory. The ’pix.....’ directories
are used to store pictures generated at various points in the processing.
In addition to the directories established for each site, there are three configuration
files – resolution.config, elimVegConfig.txt, and calvVolConfig.txt. These are set-up files
which control the behavior of the load, elimVeg, and calcVol programs.
The resolution configuration file contains user-set options to define how the lidar
data is to be loaded. Important data elements such as mesh resolution, mapping options,
and offsets are defined in this file.
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The elimVegConfig.txt file contains user-set parameters that define how the vege-
tation elimination program is to operate. This file is automatically generated after the first
time elimVeg is run on any dated dataset in a site, and contains a saved copy of all the slider
settings established by the user during the interactive elimVeg session. When elimVeg is
subsequently run on all the other dated datasets in the site, this file is used to apply the same
saved slider settings to those datasets.
The calcVolConfig.txt file contains parameters which define the noise-elimination
functions within the calcVol program. These include thresholds for noise levels for lost and
gained material, a number of erode and dilate morphological operations to further clean up
minor data artifacts, and definitions of spatial masks to define the sub-area being analyzed.
These parameters are described more fully in the CALCVOL section.
The ’Sitexxxx’ directory can be used as an empty template to copy and rename if
additional sites are desired. For example, if the user wishes to create a new site numbered
243, the following steps can be taken:
1. Copy Sitexxxx directory
2. Paste to OutcropData directory
3. Rename ’Copy of Sitexxxx’ to ’Site243’
Now Site243 is established with a fresh set of empty directories. Make sure that the
file resolution.config is updated to reflect the processing parameters desired for this new
site.
Each site represents a single geographic area under study. The spatial domain (scan-
ning boundaries) and scanning resolution will always be the same for all scans conducted
on a site. Any number of dated scans can be inserted into a site. For example, if site 267
was scanned each week for one year, the pointFiles directory for site 267 would contain 52
xxx.pts files (exported from Cyclone). Each .pts file would have a name which encodes the
date and site in the following format:
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yyyy-mm-dd-s.pts
For example, the scan from April 23, 2013 would be named: 2013-04-23-267.pts
3.2. INTERNAL DATA STRUCTURE - THE XXX.BIN FILES
Files with a ‘bin’ extension in directories - such as meshed, registered, and noVeg -
are compact binary representations of lidar data. These files can only be opened or viewed
with the lidarsw.
Warning: Some computers may misinterpret the ’.bin’ extension which might
lead the user to believe these files are video files which can be viewed in a video viewer.
Of course, this is not the case, and any attempt to open these files risks damaging them if
an application attempts to write to them. Therefore, the ’.bin’ files should not be opened
by any other application – they are only to be used internally by the lidarsw.
3.3. MAPPING OPTIONS
The two options which define how the coordinate system of the .pts file are mapped
to the internal cell-based data structure are spherical mapping and ground plane mapping.
The internal cell-based data structure can be thought of as a grid or raster structure (similar
to an image format) having 4300 columns and 3400 rows. Each cell within this structure
stores information about an idealized ’point’ within the lidar point cloud.
With the spherical mapping option, a grid is laid out on an imaginary spherical
surface with the lidar unit at the center of the sphere and the sphere radius being equal to
the probe distance used during the scan. The grid is laid out with the wide dimension (4300
cells wide) aligned with the horizontal direction (X-axis of the .pts coordinate system) and
the shorter dimension (3400 cells high) aligned with the vertical direction (Z-axis of the
.pts coordinate system). Since the grid is projected on a spherical surface, each cell is
defined using angular units. This representation model most closely reflects how the lidar
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data was actually collected and is the option most often used. The spherical mapping option
essentially uses the ‘Plate Carree’ projection (also known as the equirectangular equidistant
cylindrical projection) to map the 3D point cloud data onto a spherical surface.
With the ground plane mapping option, the grid is laid out using a normal Cartesian
coordinate system with the width (4300 cells wide) aligned with the Y-axis of the .pts
coordinate system (+Y facing right) and the height (3400 cells high) aligned with the X-axis
of the .pts coordinate system (+X facing down). Since the grid is planar, each cell is defined
using linear units.
For projects involving change-detection and volume calculation for slopes ranging
from 40 degrees to vertical faces, the spherical mapping option should be used. For projects
involving relatively flat areas (subsidence studies), the ground plane mapping option should
be used.
3.4. CELL STRUCTURE
The internal cell structure used for all the lidarsw programs utilizes statically allo-
cated fixed-size arrays for storage of all cell attributes such as depth, intensity, color, status,
and hit counts. Dynamically allocated arrays (vectors) provide operational advantages, but
given the research-orientation of the software, the statically allocated arrays offer significant
development and performance advantages. The arrays were sized to handle a wide variety
of research requirements, but do have limitations.
The horizontal extent is limited to 4300 cells, while the vertical extent is limited to
3400 cells. The maximum areal coverage for projects depends on the mesh resolution used
and these limits. For example, if a mesh resolution of 10mm is used, the software would
be capable of handling an area 43 meters in width and 34 meters in height. (4300 cells *
10mm/cell = 43000mm = 43 meters)
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The mesh resolution (in millimeters) multiplied by the number of cells (horizontal
and vertical) defines the largest area that can be processed. Alternatively, the actual project
width and height divided by the applicable cell limits (4300 horizontal and 3400 vertical)
would determine the smallest mesh resolution that could be used for that site. For example, if
a site had a width of 85 meters and a height of 75 meters, the smallest computed horizontal
mesh resolution would be 85000mm / 4300 cells = 19.76 mm per cell. The smallest
computed vertical mesh resolution would be 75000 mm / 3400 cells = 22.05 mm per cell.
Therefore, since the cell shape is always maintained to be ’square’ internally, the smallest
mesh resolution that could be used for this project would be 22.05 mm per cell (the larger
of the computed horizontal and vertical mesh resolutions)
It is important to note that the mesh resolution specified in the resolution.config file
is quite independent of the scanning resolution used during data acquisition. Normally,
the mesh resolution is set to the same resolution used for scanning, but this is not strictly
necessary.
If the scanning resolution is finer (smaller) than the mesh resolution, there will be,
on average, several lidar ’hits’ per cell and the software will assign the ’depth’ of the cell
using either the closest, farthest, or average of all hits for that cell (this option is set in the
resolution.config file). If the scanning resolution is coarser (larger) than themesh resolution,
some cells will receive no hits. During the load program, the software will detect cells
having no lidar ’hits’ and will determine a depth, intensity, and color for that cell using a
weighted average of the surrounding cells that did have point cloud data mapped to them.
When the scanning resolution is finer than the mesh resolution, the main result
is wasted scan time, since the preserved object detail can never by finer than the mesh
resolution. When the scanning resolution is coarser than the mesh resolution, empty cells
will be filled in, but the dataset will contain a large number of artificially created data for
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these filled cells. If it is important to preserve the maximum amount of original object
detail and minimize scanning time, it is best to use a mesh resolution that matches the scan
resolution used.
3.5. OVERALL FLOW
There are two overall production flows – one if registration is accomplished using
the lidarsw, the other if registration is accomplished using Cyclone. For most situations, the
registration method using lidarsw will be faster, easier, and just as accurate. The Cyclone-
based method is more manual, tedious, and time-consuming, but may have slight accuracy
advantages in certain circumstances. The Cyclone-based approach is only used in cases
where the control points are scanned separately at a higher resolution than that used for the
rest of the object under study.
3.6. LIDARSW-BASED REGISTRATION PROCESS
1. Crop lidar data in Cyclone for consistent left-right and top-bottom borders.
2. Export lidar data using .pts format and file naming convention (yyyy-mm-dd-s.pts).
3. Establish a new (empty) site in the OutcropData directory.
4. Copy exported .pts files to pointFiles directory within the new site just created.
5. Review resolution.config to ensure the right parameters are set.
6. Run findMinMax for every dated lidar dataset in the site.
7. Run load for every dated lidar dataset in the site.
8. Examine the pixColorAfterLoad directory to ensure all files were processed correctly.
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Figure 3.2. Directory structure for lidarsw registration
9. Manually copy the base-date (earliest date) lidar binary file from the ’meshed’ to the
’registered’ directory.
10. For each of the dated lidar datasets past the base-date, run register to transform the
coordinates to those of the base date.
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11. Run elimVeg on the base-date dataset. The first time elimVeg is run for a site,
the program will initiate an interactive session to allow the user to experiment with
various filter settings. After this interactive session is completed, all slider values
will be saved to the file sitexVegRemoval.config which will be used when running
elimVeg on all subsequent dated lidar datasets.
12. Run elimVeg on the remaining dated lidar datasets beyond the base-date. All of these
runs will be conducted in a batch-mode using the vegRemoval.config file to define
the operating parameters.
13. Run diff on all the non-base lidar datasets.
14. Examine the pixDiff directory to ensure the difference surfaces were built correctly.
15. Run calcVol on all the non-base lidar datasets.
16. Examine the volume results in the volume report sent to the site directory.
3.7. CYCLONE-BASED REGISTRATION PROCESS
1. Crop lidar data in Cyclone for consistent left-right and top-bottom borders.
2. Establish a new (empty) site in the OutcropData directory.
3. Manually read out control points in Cyclone and record the (x,y,z) coordinates for all
four control points from both before and after lidar datasets.
4. Using NotePad, record the four control points in the following format: before (x,y,z),
after (x,y,z), inserting a space between each number. Make sure to include all signs
and decimal values. Save this file to the properly named file in the regObservations
directory.
5. Run ckRMSE to verify that 3-D RMSE is under 1.5 times the mesh resolution.
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Figure 3.3. Directory structure for Cyclone-based registration
6. Export the base-date lidar data to the site pointFiles directory and use the normal .pts
extension.
7. Export the all the non-base-date lidar data to the site pointFiles directory, but instead
of using the .pts extension, use the .after extension.
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8. Run regPts on all the non-base-date lidar datasets. This will create .pts files that have
the same coordinate system as the base-date.
9. Review resolution.config to ensure the right parameters are set.
10. Run findMinMax for every dated lidar dataset in the site.
11. Run load for every dated lidar dataset in the site.
12. Examine the pixColorAfterLoad directory to ensure all files were processed correctly.
13. Manually copy all the lidar binary files from the ’meshed’ to the ’registered’ directory.
From this point on, the processing is identical to the lidarsw method of registration
described above. Pick up at step 11 (elimVeg) of that process.
3.8. CONSOLE OPERATION
For the current release of the lidarsw, all programs are run in a terminal console.
For future releases, all interactive functions will be implemented within a Graphical User
Interface (GUI), but for the current research orientation, console operation is preferable, as
it facilitates use of batch scripts. In Windows 7, the console can be invoked by: Start > All
Programs > Accessories > Command Prompt. Alternatively, the terminal console can be
sent to the desktop for easier retrieval. The terminal console window should be maximized
at this point to make it easier to read all the program messages.
When the terminal console is first invoked, the terminal will indicate the name of
the current user (C:/Users/Ken> ). In order to run the software, the directory needs to
be changed to ’lidarsw’ - this can be accomplished using the windows ’change directory’
command as follows:
cd lidarsw <enter>
Now the user will be in the software directory, ready to run any of the programs.
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Figure 3.4. Changing the Operating Directory to lidarsw
3.9. DIR COMMAND
Once the user is in the lidarsw directory, the ’directory’ command can be used to
remind the user of the actual names of the programs.
3.10. LOCATION OF DATA
The lidarsw expects all data to be located under the OutcropData directory, but this
folder can be located anywhere - on an internal C: or D: drive, or on an external drive which
the computer may know as F: or G:. The location of the OutcropData directory is defined
in the file externalDriveName.txt located in the lidarsw directory.
The contents of the externalDriveName.txt file should reflect the complete path
name up to, but not including, ‘OutcropData’ name. For example, if the OutcropData folder
were located on an external drive under the lidar/RedRocks folder, the drive name path
defined in the externalDriveName.txt file would be: ‘G:/lidar/RedRocks/.’
3.11. RUNNING AN APPLICATION
Programs have the extension ’.exe’ at the end of their name. To run any program
listed after the DIR command is run, enter the program name (just the first part – the ’.exe’
is not necessary), followed by the run-time parameters defined for that program. A single
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Figure 3.5. Obtaining a list of all the lidarsw program names
space should be inserted between the program name and each run-time parameter. If the
number or format of the run-time parameters is unknown, the user can either look that
information up in this software manual, or simply type in the name of the program with no
run-time parameters. The required run-time parameters for that program will be displayed.
For example, the run-time parameters for the program load can be determined by
typing in the name of that program:
Figure 3.6. Obtaining run-time parameters required for a program
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When a program finishes its processing with no errors, the message: ’orderly end
of program’ is displayed to the console. The user should always look for this message on
the console output. If the program stops without this message being displayed, it may be an
indication that the program encountered a fatal error, which would require some follow-up
investigation to determine the cause.
3.12. STOPPING AN ACTIVE PROCESS
To stop an active process, left click anywhere within the terminal console (if other
interactive windows are being displayed), hold down the ’ctrl’ key, and hit the ’c’ key. This
will abort any program being run in the console terminal. When a program is manually
stopped using this process, the normal ’orderly end of program’ message will not be
displayed.
When a program is halted in this fashion, the program may be restarted by hitting
the ’up’ arrow key, which displays the last command line from the command line buffer.
Hitting <enter> at this point will re-run the program. This feature uses the command line
history buffer feature of Windows.
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4. CKRMSE - CHECK ROOT-MEAN-SQUARE ERROR
4.1. PURPOSE
This program examines a manually built registration control-point file and computes
the root-mean-square error (RMSE). It also reports the individual control point residuals
which is useful for analyzing which control points may need to be replaced with better
readings. The program does not actually transform any data; it merely reports the residuals
of the transformation parameters if a transformation were to take place. It is useful as a
preprocess to regPts for determining the quality of manually selected registration points.
4.2. HOW TO RUN PROGRAM AND RUN-TIME PARAMETERS
ckrmse site control-point-file-name <enter>
• site: site number
• control-point-file-name : full path name of control point file in site directory
Example: ckrmse 3 july4.txt <enter>
4.3. INPUTS AND OUTPUTS
Input directory for lidar data: None – this program does not operate on lidar data
Other input sources: Control point file in site directory
Output directory for lidar Data: None – this program does not operate on lidar data
Other output destinations: All output is sent to the console
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4.4. CONTROL POINT FILE SETUP
The control point file is manually built using Notepad. It must be saved as a text
file, so there can be no special formatting characters in the file. Do not use Word or any
other higher-end word processor as they embed special control characters.
The file has four lines with each line representing a control point. The order of the
points does not matter, but defining a point order and using that order for all processing
will facilitate the analysis of errors. It is suggested that points be collected in the following
clock-wise order: 1 = upper left, 2 = upper right, 3 = lower right, 4 = lower left.
This file is built using xyz values obtained from Cyclone. Before the run, make a
diagram of the before and after rectangles on a piece of paper and record the xyz values for
both the before and after scans on each corner of the diagram. After the values for all the
control points are recorded in this way, type them into Notepad in the proper format.
For each control point, the ’before’ x,y,z coordinate values are listed, followed by
the ’after’ coordinate values (six numbers total, with a space between each number) . Be
careful to include all decimal values, and signs.
Format:
before-x before-y before-z after-x after-y after-z (all for control point 1)
before-x before-y before-z after-x after-y after-z (all for control point 2)
before-x before-y before-z after-x after-y after-z (all for control point 3)
before-x before-y before-z after-x after-y after-z (all for control point 4)
Example of control point file:
-2190.59 9311.63 949.83 -2493.02 9233.49 950.82
807.66 10099.25 1026.48 471.26 10133.49 1025.73
1070.08 6652.58 -1293.24 856.98 6684.68 -1292.51
-1831.54 6609.97 -680.88 -2024.04 6526.58 -684.20
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The first three numbers are the x,y,z of control point 1 on the ’before’ scan. The next three
numbers are the x,y,z values of that same control point on the ’after’ scan. The next three
lines follow the same format for the remaining control points.
This control point format is exactly the same as the ’sitex-yyyy-mm-dd-reg-obs.config’
file (in directory regObservations) generated when the program register is run.
4.5. EXPLANATION OF CONSOLE OUTPUT
Figure 4.1. Screen shot of ckRMSE process
In the above example, ckRMSE was run on file osp1.txt. The overall 3D RMSE
was 6.06mm. Verification of the transformation on a point-by-point basis and the dx, dy,
and dz residuals for the individual control points are shown last.
4.6. OPERATIONAL STRATEGY
The RMSE should be no higher than 1.5 times the mesh or scan resolution. For
example, if a site were scanned and meshed at 4 mm resolution, the 3D RMSE should not
be greater than 6 mm (4 * 1.5 = 6).
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If the RMSE is above this limit, the control point residuals should be examined.
Usually, if a read-out error occurred on just one point, that point will have a higher residual
error, and should be re-read. If the residual errors are high on all the points, all the points
should be re-read.
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5. REGPTS - REGISTER POINT FILE
5.1. PURPOSE
This program is used to transform the points in an ’after’ pointcloud file to the
coordinate system used in the ’before’ scan. It is only required if using the Cyclone-based
registration process. If the normal (lidarsw-based) registration process is used, regPts is
not run.
5.2. HOW TO RUN PROGRAM AND RUN-TIME PARAMETERS
regpts site before-date after-date control-point-option <enter>
• site: site number
• before-date: base (before) date for site in yyyy-mm-dd format
• after-date: later (after) date for site in yyyy-mm-dd format
• control-point-option (y or n): paints white dots over control points in image (usually
set to ’n’)
example: regpts 1 2013-05-15 2013-05-16 n <enter>
5.3. INPUTS AND OUTPUTS
Input directory for lidar data: pointFiles
Other input sources: Control-point file located in the Sitexx/regObservations directory
and renamed to ’sitexxlaterdate-reg-obs.config’
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example: site3-2013-05-16-reg-obs.config
Both the before and after lidar point files should be located in pointFiles directory.
The before file should be named beforedate-site.pts (example: 2013-05-15-3-1.pts)
The after file should be named afterdate-site.after (example: 2013-05-16-1.after)
Output directory for lidar data: pointFiles. After running regPts, the file
laterdate-site.pts will be created (example: 2013.05.16.1.pts). This file is basically the
’after’ point file transformed to the coordinate system of the ’before’ point file.
Other output destinations: Progress and status information is displayed on the console
during execution.
5.4. CONFIGURATION FILE SETUP
For control-point file setup, see ckRMSE documentation.
5.5. EXPLANATION OF CONSOLE OUTPUT
Figure 5.1. Screen shot of ckRMSE process - part 1
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The first part of the output echoes run-time parameters and the coordinates in the
control point file. It then computes the RMSE (2.03 mm in this case), and reports the
residuals for the individual control points (Figure 5.1). Next, the base date lidar data will
be examined to determine the ranges of x,y,and z coordinates.
Figure 5.2. Screen shot of ckRMSE process - part 2
After the ranges have been determined, the xxx.after file (which is the ’after’ point
file) is transformed to the coordinate system of the base date lidar data. The result is written
to the pointFiles directory.
The end result is an xxx.pts file that has the same minimums and coordinate system
as the base date .pts file. When both the base date and later date .pts files are processed
through findMinMax and load, they will be positioned in the same relative location in
the binary files – thus, they will be able to be subtracted from one another to produce a
“difference” surface.
5.6. OPERATIONAL STRATEGY
This program is only used for the Cyclone-based registration process.
1. Manually collect control points (4 from before and 4 from after) and format them as
described in the ckRMSE documentation.
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2. Copy the control point file to the regObservations directory for that site, and rename
the file to the proper name, encoding the later date and site within the file name.
3. Export the ’before’ and ’after’ point cloud data from Cyclone to the pointFiles direc-
tory for that site.
4. The ’before’ point cloud should be named the usual xxx.pts, while the ’after’ point
cloud should be named xxx.after
5. Run regPts and examine the console output to ensure the program operated suc-
cessfully. The RMSE error should be the same as that reported during running of
ckRMSE (ckRMSE should always be run prior to regPts to identify and control
point errors).
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6. FINDMINMAX - FIND THE MINIMUM ANDMAXIMUM COORDINATE
RANGES
6.1. PURPOSE
This program examines an xxx.pts file and determines the minimum and maximum
ranges of the x,y, and z coordinates. The program also determines the minimum and
maximum ranges of horizontal and vertical coordinates if a spherical mapping option is
chosen. This information, together with the user-selected mesh resolution, is used to
construct metadata which is used by the load program to properly position and orient the
lidar data within the binary data structure used for all the lidarsw.
6.2. HOW TO RUN PROGRAM AND RUN-TIME PARAMETERS
findminmax site date <return>
• site: site number
• date: date of scan in yyyy-mm-dd format
example: findminmax 1 2013-05-15 <enter>
6.3. INPUTS AND OUTPUTS
Input directory for lidar data: pointFiles
Other input sources: The file resolution.config in the site directory defines several
options which control how findMinMax operates. See configuration file setup below.
Output directory for lidar data: None
Other output destination: Metadata for the lidar is stored in a binary file called
yyyy-mm-dd-s.meta in the metadata directory.
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6.4. CONFIGURATION FILE SETUP
The file resolution.config defines how all dated scans in the site will be processed.
Use of a single file to define the set-up of all dated scans in a site ensures that all data is
collected to the standard (same resolution, same mapping option, etc.)
This file is usually built in NotePad, and contains 8 data elements, each separated by
a space. Frequently, this file is built by opening an example resolution.config from another
site, modifying certain fields if necessary, and saving it to the site needing a resolution.config
file.
The eight data elements are :
1. Mesh resolution: Mesh resolution is the cell size in mm at the probe distance. The
mesh resolution is usually set to the same scanning resolution set in Cyclone and
represents the average point spacing within the point cloud at the probe distance. The
mesh resolution is, in reality, independent of the resolution used during scanning. If
the mesh resolution is smaller than the scan resolution, some fraction of the cells will
never get a point ’hit.’ The load program will detect these ’holes’ and fill them using
values from adjacent cells. If the mesh resolution is larger than the scan resolution,
cells will, on average, be hit by more than one point. In this case, the value assigned
to the cell will depend on the multi-hit option selected.
2. Unit multiplier: The Unit Multiplier is used if the .pts file happens to use units other
than millimeters. If millimeters are used during scanning, then the Unit Multiplier
will be 1.0. If the scanning process was set up to use meters, the Unit Multiplier
should be set to 1000.0 (this will internally convert the coordinates of the points
from meters to millimeters). Users are encouraged to always use millimeters in the
scanning set-up to avoid confusion.
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3. Image Option: The image option exists to handle older Leica lidars which did not
have the capability to collect RGB information for every point. For scans collected
by the ScanStation-2, this element should always be set to ’c’ (color).
4. Mapping option: The mapping option describes how the point-cloud coordinate
system is mapped to the internal data structure used within the lidarsw. This option
is usually set to ’s’ (spherical mapping). Full discussion of the mapping option can
be found earlier in this document.
5. Number of point files: The number of point files option is normally set to ’1.’ This
option exists for the case where multiple .pts files are to be loaded into a single
internal data structure. Since Cyclone allows multiple scans to be collected within
a project, there is no reason to have multiple point files for most work. This option
was created to support some earlier unique research projects where it was necessary
to have multiple .pts files for the same scene.
6. Multi-hit option: In most cases, the multi-hit option is set to ’a.’ For the case of
multiple hits per cell, the values assigned to the cell will be determined by averaging
the values from all the points which ’hit’ that cell. The multi-hit option ’c’ uses only
the closest point (nearest to the lidar unit) to assign values to the cell. Similarly,
the ’f’ option uses only the farthest point (most distant from the lidar unit) to assign
values to the cell.
7. Probe distance: The Probe Distance is the distance from the lidar unit to the middle
of the study area, in millimeters. This distance is displayed during the probe operation
which is run just prior to scanning an area, and should be recorded. If this value is
not recorded, it can be recovered by invoking the Cyclone scene viewer and picking
a point near the center of the study area. The Y coordinate of the selected point can
be used as the probe distance.
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8. z-offset: The z-offset is used when TLS data is acquired with the altimeter not
disabled. Normally, the altimeter should be disabled which will result in the lidar
unit having a z-coordinate of 0.0. If the data is acquired with the altimeter enabled,
the lidar instrument will have a z-coordinate equal to the elevation of the instrument
above mean sea level. If a scan is accidentally acquired with the altimeter enabled,
the z-coordinates can be brought back to zero by applying the z-offset, which will be
the altimeter setting of the lidar at the time of data acquisition in mm. For example,
if the TLS altimeter read 459.345 m at the time of data acquisition (with the altimeter
enabled), all z coordinates in the xxx.pts file will have z-coordinates relative to this
instrument height. To bring these values down to zero, an offset of 459345.0 should
be used.
In the following example of a resolution.config file, the eight fields are listed on a
single line. A space separates each field:
4.0 1.0 c s 1 a 8300 0.0
6.5. EXPLANATION OF CONSOLE OUTPUT
Most of the console output involves echoing user input (from the resolution.config
file) and providing progress messages as the .pts file is being processed. Other information,
such as number of points processed; the ranges of x, y, and z coordinates; and the apparent
resolution, are useful for debugging purposes.
Themain item to look for is the number of cells in the horizontal and vertical direction
to ensure that processing limits will not be exceeded. These numbers are indicated by the
maxHur (1051 in this case) and the maxVur ( 745 in this case) values. These values should
be less than the processing limits of 4300 and 3400, respectively. If the projected number of
cells in the horizontal or vertical directions exceed the processing limits, the mesh resolution
defined in the resolution.config file can be increased to accommodate the angular size of the
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area covered by the scan. An estimate of the optimum mesh resolution can be determined
by linearly increasing the mesh resolution by the same factor the projected number of cells
exceeds the software limitations. This computation should be independently performed for
both the horizontal and vertical cases, and the largest of the two computed mesh resolutions
should be used.
Figure 6.1. Screen shot of findMinMax run
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7. LOAD - LOAD AN XXX.PTS FILE INTO THE BINARY DATA STRUCTURE
7.1. PURPOSE
The load program loads a .pts file into the internal binary data structure using the
set-up information contained in the metadata file produced by findMinMax. The spatial
sorting and binning process occurs here: as each point in the .pts file is read, the load
program determines the appropriate cell to load that point in, and loads the information
about that point (position, intensity value, and color) into that cell.
After all points are processed, the program examines the resultant surface for holes.
Holes are cells that were not ’hit’ by any points in the point cloud. All holes are filled using
values from surrounding adjacent cells on a weighted basis based on distance.
7.2. HOW TO RUN PROGRAM AND RUN-TIME PARAMETERS
load s date <enter>
• s: site number
• date: scan date in yyyy-mm-dd format
For example, to load the scan collected on April 23, 2013 for site 37:
load 37 2013-04-23 <enter>
7.3. INPUTS AND OUTPUTS
Input directory for lidar data: pointFiles
Other input sources: Metadata created by findMinMax
Output directory for lidar data: meshed
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Other output destinations:
• pixColorBeforeFill contains images of the surface before the fill operation within
load
• pixIntensityAfterLoad contains images of the intensity surface after the fill operation
• pixColorAfterLoad contains images of the RGB surface after the fill operation
7.4. CONFIGURATION FILE SETUP
See findMinMax documentation for details on how to set up the resolution.config
file.
7.5. EXPLANATION OF CONSOLE OUTPUT
Most of the messages echo user input and give progress messages on how many
points were processed, how many cells were used, the distribution of hits per cell, and other
general information.
7.6. OPERATIONAL STRATEGY
As long as the resolution.config file was properly built, no other interaction is
required.
When the load program is finished, the user should check the directory ’pixCol-
orAfterLoad’ to examine pictures of the study site. If the pictures look good, chances are the
load program performed its function properly. If the pictures are all black, or exhibit some
other peculiarity, the console output from findMinMax and/or load should be examined to
determine the cause.
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Figure 7.1. Screen shot of load run
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8. REGISTER - REGISTERS LATER-DATE LIDAR DATA TO THE BASE-DATE
DATA
8.1. PURPOSE
Before two lidar surfaces can be subtracted from one another, theymust be registered
to each other. Typically, a site will have been scanned several times at different dates. The
earliest scan is called the ’base date’, as it provides the base against which all future change
will be measured. The other scans are called ’later dates’, as they occur later in time. It is
the common practice to register all of the ’later dates’ to the ’base date.’ This results in all
the data being in the same coordinate system as the ’base date.’
The register program applies a 3D 7-parameters conformal transformation to the
later date lidar data to bring it to the same coordinate system as the base date. This conformal
transformation allows x,y, and z translation, x,y, and z rotations, and a universal scalar. It
is conformal in the sense that 3D shapes remain the same. The transformation cannot shear
or skew the model space. Nor will it allow differential scaling. No ’rubber sheeting’ takes
place.
The transformation parameters are determined by a least-squares method using at
least four control points. Up to 25 control points can be used; the more control points,
the tighter the solution. However, adding poorly defined control points just to increase the
number is not a good strategy. Each control point represents some surface feature which
is clearly visible on both the base and later surfaces. For each control point, the x,y,z
on the before surface and the x,y,z on the later surface is collected. Thus, a total of 12
observations are collected and used to solve a set of equations with seven unknowns. This
over-determined solution makes it possible to calculate residuals which indicate ’goodness
of fit’ for the set of observations. The program also employs an automatic correlation
function which attempts to find a ’matching’ point in the later surface based on its local
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topographic expression. The program keeps track of both the manual pointings and the
correlated pointings, calculates the RMSE for both, and uses the solution that has the lowest
RMSE if the user elects to accept the results of the registration.
8.2. HOW TO RUN PROGRAM AND RUN-TIME PARAMETERS
register site base date later-date <enter>
• site: site number
• base-date: earliest date for that site
• later-date: date of the scan being registered to the base date
For example, to register a scan taken on July 17, 2013 to the first scan taken for site 45
(base-date: February 19, 2013): register 45 2013-02-19 2013-07-17 <enter>
8.3. INPUTS AND OUTPUTS
Input directory for lidar data: meshed
Other input sources: None, other than interactive mouse clicks during the registration
session.
Output directory for lidar data: registered
Other output destinations: Progress and status messages are sent to the console. If the
user accepts the RMSE result, the pointings (xyz values of the control points from both the
base and later surfaces) are preserved in a file called sitex-y-reg-obs.config (x = site, y =
later date) in the regObservations directory. This permits re-running of the registration
using the same set of observations. If the user wishes to re-do the registration, the
xxx.config file must either be deleted or renamed. If it exists when the register program is
executed, the program will switch to a batch mode and use that file as input instead of
acquiring new interactive input from the user.
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8.4. OPERATIONAL STRATEGY
The left window (titled ’base registration’) is used for navigation. The surface
displayed on the right window will respond to all navigation initiated on the left window.
The initial alignment of the two surfaces will depend on how well the two scans match each
other in terms of trimmed boundaries. Surfaces that have matching trimmed boundaries
will be easier to register - thus it is important to ensure consistent boundaries of each site
scan either during lidar set-up, or by cropping in Cyclone prior to exporting the .pts files.
The following mouse-based navigation functions are provided (active on left win-
dow only):
Left button down while moving mouse: Panning (up, down, left, right)
Right button down while moving mouse down: Zoom in
Right button down while moving mouse up: Zoom out
Middle button (or wheel) click: Circular toggle of display image (color image, linear
depth-image, histogram- depth image, intensity image)
The display images can be switched at any time by toggling the middle button (or
wheel). The color image is useful for overall navigating, but should not be used for control
point selection because the source of this image is a separate overview camera which is not
precisely registered to the lidar data.
The linear and histogram depth images provide a dynamically adjusted grayscale
with brightness values assigned according to their relative depth (distance from lidar)
– lighter objects are closer and darker objects are farther. The histogram depth image
provides superior contrast and is the image best suited for final control point selection.
The intensity image represents the reflected energy of the lidar pulses. It is useful
for general navigation, but should not be used for final control point selection because it
does not reveal subtle topographic detail which is critical for control point identification.
The following screen dumps illustrate the four display options (color, linear depth,
histogram depth, and intensity).
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Figure 8.1. Color image display (from preview camera)
Figure 8.2. Linear Depth image display – gray shade determined by relative depth
Figure 8.3. Histogram-equalized image display – provides better contrast
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Figure 8.4. Intensity image display
8.5. COLLECTION OF CONTROL POINTS
Control points are stable identifiable features which have notmoved (and are unlikely
to move) during the duration of the study. Any feature can be used as a control point as
long as it is unique to the local area and clearly identifiable on both the ’before’ and ’after’
depth images.
The control points should be located close to the corners of the surface. This pattern
minimizes the area of the surface that would lie outside the control points. Cantilevering
beyond control results in less-accurate registration and volume determination. While is is
not always possible to obtain a good control point in the corner area, every effort should be
made to do so.
The best control points are stable rocks that have a pointy surface facing the lidar
unit. This type of object is easy to identify in the histogram-equalized depth image, and
easy to match in the right image display. When selecting control points, the user should
stay away from edges and large flat areas. Areas of high local topographic detail make the
best control points.
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To select a control point, left click the location on the left window display, then find
the same point on the right window display, and left-click that point on the right window
display. A small correlationwindowwill appear showing the results of the automatic feature-
matching correlation. A good correlation is indicated when the center of the correlation
image is small and bright compared to the surrounding area. Accept the point by hitting
<enter> after the correlation image is displayed.
After the fourth point is collected, the program calculates and displays the RMSE
resulting from both the manual and correlated set of observations, and asks the user if the
transformation is to be applied to the later surface.
Figure 8.5. Correlation image
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Figure 8.6. Registration residual results
As seen in the above example, the manual RMSE was 2.01 mm and the correlated
RMSE was 3.11 mm. The register program will use the better of these two (the manual in
this case) for the transformation if the user elects to proceed with the transformation.
The RMSE should be no greater than 1.5 times the cell mesh resolution. In the
example above, the mesh resolution was 4mm. Therefore, the RMSE limit would be 6 mm
(4 mm* 1.5 = 6mm).
For this example, since the best reported RMSE achieved during this registration
session was under that limit, the user would first make the console window active, then
would enter ’y’ and hit <enter>. The program would then proceed to create a transformed
version of the later surface, and write it to the ’registered’ directory.
If the reported RMSE was over this limit, the user should make the console window
active, enter ’n’ , and hit <enter>. This will terminate the program so the user can try
running register again.
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9. QREG - QUICK REGISTRATION
9.1. PURPOSE
The quantitative tests for evaluating the VACP and Roof filters require registration
for each of the 54 scene sets. It is not necessary for all 54 scene sets to be registered to the
same coordinate system, but it is necessary for each of the four scans within each scene set
to be precisely registered to each other. Each scene set was acquired under the following
conditions:
• Same lidar instrument was used
• Same data acquisition session
• Same resolution and quality settings
• Same scanning window definition
• No physical movement of the lidar instrument between the scans (no bumping, jarring,
or releveling)
• No power-off cycles between the scans
• Relatively little time between the scans (a few minutes, no more than an hour)
When multiple scans are acquired under these conditions, the resulting point clouds
will contain points defined using the same relative Cartesian coordinate system. However,
due to small random variability in the point spacing and positioning, the minimum bounding
cube for each scanwill probably not be identical. For each scan, theminimum andmaximum
X, Y, and Z coordinates will be close, but may differ from each other by several millimeters.
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When the load program is run, the point cloud will be loaded into the lidarsw cell
structure using the minimum X, Y, and Z coordinates of the xxx.pts file to position the data
within the cell structure. If there are slight differences in the minimum values of the (x,y,z)
points in each scan, features represented in the point cloud will map to slightly different
positions within the cell structure. Since the diff program uses the cell structure (not the
xxx.pts file) to create the difference surface, these slight shifts must be corrected before the
difference surfaces are generated.
Fortunately, the magnitudes of these shifts are very small and no scaling or rotation
is necessary. Given these factors, an abbreviated registration process can be used. The S1
scene is considered to be the base scan for each scene set. The qreg program shifts the S2,
S3, and S4 scenes to match the position of the S1 scene. Before running qreg, the image
of a sharp corner might have different (h,v) coordinates between the S1 representation and
the S2 representation. After running qreg, the image of that same sharp corner will have
identical (h,v) coordinates in both the S1 and S2 representations.
The H and V coordinates refer to the internal referencing system used within the
lidarsw spherical cell-based data structure. The H coordinate value equates to the cell ID
in the horizontal direction, and the V coordinate value equates to the cell ID in the vertical
direction. Every cell in the cell structure is identified by its (h,v) coordinates. Both H
and V values are integers, and represent indices for two-dimensional arrays which hold
information for each cell in the cellular data structure.
9.2. HOW TO RUN PROGRAM AND RUN-TIME PARAMETERS
qreg lidar vegetation resolution repetition <enter>
• lidar: L for Leica ScanStation-2, F for Faro focus 3D
• vegetation: G for grass, L for leafy, C for cedar
• resolution: 1, 2, or 4 (mm)
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• repetition: A, B, or C
For example, to run qreg on a scene set acquired with the Faro lidar set for 1 mm
resolution, using grass for repetition A:
qreg F G 1 A <enter>
9.3. INPUTS AND OUTPUTS
Input directory for lidar data: meshed
Other input sources:
Mouse-based navigation functions:
Left button down while moving mouse: Panning (up, down, left, right)
Right button down while moving mouse down: Zoom in
Right button down while moving mouse up: Zoom out
Middle button (or wheel) click: Circular toggle of display image (color image, linear depth
image, histogram equalized depth image, intensity image)
Hot keys:
1: Switch ‘other’ alternating display to S1
2: Switch ‘other’ alternating display to S2
3: Switch ‘other’ alternating display to S3
4: Switch ‘other’ alternating display to S4
i (key above ‘k’): Shifts the ‘other’ scene up
, (key below ‘k’): Shifts the ‘other’ scene down
j (key to the left of ‘k’): Shifts the ‘other’ scene left
l (key to the right of ‘k’): Shifts the ‘other’ scene right
s: Apply shifts to scenes S2 through S4, writes registered scenes S1 through S4 to
‘registered’ directory, and exits program
<Escape>: Quits program without applying any shifts
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Output directory for lidar data: registered
Other output destinations: Progress and status messages are sent to the console.
9.4. OPERATIONAL STRATEGY
The display images can be switched at any time by toggling the middle button
(or wheel). The color image is useful for overall navigating, but should not be used for
registration because the source of this image is a separate overview camera which is not
precisely registered to the lidar data.
The linear and histogram-equalized depth images provide a dynamically adjusted
grayscale image with brightness values assigned according to their relative depth (distance
from lidar) – lighter objects are closer and darker objects are farther away. The histogram
depth image provides superior contrast and is the image best suited for registration.
The intensity image represents the reflected energy of the lidar pulses off the surface
being scanned. It is useful for general navigation, but should not generally be used for
registration because it does not reveal subtle topographic detail which is critical for precision
registration. For cases where there are no sharp horizontal and vertical edges to use, the
intensity image may provide an alternative view if it has unique surface features to key on.
Instead of picking 4 sets of conjugate control points as is required with the program
register, the qreg program presents an alternating display of the S1 scene with either the S1,
S2, S3, or S4 scenes, at a frequency of approximately two frames per second. The ‘other’
scene (the one being adjusted) is artificially lightened to aid in the analysis of which way
the ‘other’ scene needs to be shifted. When the scenes are alternately displayed, the image
appears to shift back and forth (or up and down) if there is any misregistration between the
two scenes being displayed.
The following screen shots illustrate the color, linear depth, histogram equalized
depth, and intensity displays.
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Figure 9.1. RGB color image display
Figure 9.2. Linear depth image display
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Figure 9.3. Histogram equalized depth image display
Figure 9.4. Intensity image display
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During the alternating display, the user determines which way the ‘other’ scene must
be shifted in order to minimize the positional shifting. Small one-cell shifts in the ‘other’
scene are introduced by using hot keys to eliminate all apparent movement presented in the
alternatively flashing display. The hot keys surrounding the ‘k’ key are used to apply the
shifts. When all apparent movement has minimized, or when it reaches the point where the
movement is balanced (within half a cell), registration is achieved for that scene, and the
user can progress to the next scene.
When the program is first started, position the display window slightly to the right
so the scenes being displayed can be seen on the console during the registration process. In
this case, S1 is selected :
Figure 9.5. Console display of S1 being alternatively displayed with S1
Figure 9.6. Zoomed into location showing both horizontal and vertical edges with S1-S1
alternating displays
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When comparing S1 to S1, the image will appear static, since the two images are
identical. The other scenes can be displayed by using the hot keys 1, 2, 3, or 4, which will
select another scene to flash in comparison to scene 1.
The best strategy is to zoom to an area that has both horizontal and vertical edges
displayed, then set the ‘other’ scene to S2 by hitting the ‘2’ hot key. If the two scenes are
misregistered, there will be apparent movement between the alternating displays. Using the
keys to the right, left, over, and under the ‘k’ key, shift the ‘other’ image until the apparent
movement is minimized.
Figure 9.7. Console display of S1 being alternatively displayed with S2
Figure 9.8. Zoomed into location showing both horizontal and vertical edges with S1-S2
alternating displays
Repeat this shifting operation for the S3 and S4 scenes. After all the scenes are
registers, review each, and save the result by using the ‘s’ hot key.
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10. ELIMVEG - ELIMINATE VEGETATION FROM LIDAR DATA
10.1. PURPOSE
Vegetation and other small moving objects which float in front of the lidar unit
during an active scanning operation introduce artifacts into the lidar surface which must be
removed if accurate quantitative measurements are to be made for volumetric change. These
types of artifacts are characterized by spikes in the data having high spatial frequencies and
small individual but large cumulative volumes.
Commonly used methods of vegetation detection and removal are based on sim-
ple edge detection. While these methods are effective for identifying and removing fea-
tures exhibiting high spatial frequencies, they do not discriminate between the types of
high-frequency data which should be eliminated (like vegetation) and other types of high-
frequency data which should be preserved (like the sharp edges of rocks). The lidarsw
software includes specialized filters which detect and eliminate thin vegetation while pre-
serving the high-frequency edges of rocks.
10.2. HOW TO RUN PROGRAM AND RUN-TIME PARAMETERS
elimveg site date <enter>
• site: site number
• date: date in yyyy-mm-dd format
10.3. INPUTS AND OUTPUTS
Input directory for lidar data: registered
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Other input sources: User-selected parameters are determined during the interactive
session. These values are saved to a configuration file which may be used for other dates to
eliminate vegetation using the same parameters to reduce subjectivity and the variable
outcome that would result if every date were processed with its own set of vegetation
removal parameters.
Output directory for lidar data: noVeg
Other output destinations: Progress and status messages are output to the console.
Pictures of the results are sent to the pixColorAfterVegElim directory.
10.4. CONFIGURATION FILE SETUP
The file ’sitexVegRemoval.config’ (x:site number) contains the five user-selected
parameters to define the vegetation removal process. These are usually determined when
running elimVeg on the first (base-date) scan of a site. All other dated scans for that site
will be run with the same parameters defining these vegetation removal tuning parameters.
10.5. METHOD USEDWITHIN THE VEGETATION ELIMINATION PROGRAM
The vegetation detection and elimination method uses a two-step process. The first
process (Roof filter) identifies potential vegetation using a relatively fast edge-basedmethod.
This method does a good job identifying all the vegetation but, because it is based only on
edge criterion, it falsely includes all sharp rock edges as well. The second process (Probe
filter) is run on all the cells identified as potential vegetation and is more discriminating – it
can differentiate rock edges from vegetation. While the second process is smarter, it is also
much slower. The optimum solution is to pre-identify potential vegetation using the first
process, which only takes a few minutes. Even with liberal settings, only 15% of the lidar
surface is typically identified as potential vegetation. Because the second, slower process
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only needs to be run on 15% of the total cell cell count, it operates much faster. Even
with this time-saving preprocess, the second process can take up to 45 minutes to execute,
depending on the lidar surface size, mesh resolution, and settings for the second process.
The ’sitexVegRemoval ’configuration file contains all the settings saved from an
interactive elimVeg session for that site. The Roof filter process is first and is controlled
by two parameters: a kernel diameter and a distance below Roof threshold. The kernel
diameter defines a sampling area to compute the average local depth. The distance below
roof threshold is the difference in depth between a single cell and its local average depth.
The kernel is normally set to be equal to the diameter of the visible vegetation stems and
leaves. The distance threshold is set to a value that highlights all the vegetation and some
of the rock edges. The user should be liberal in assigning these first two values as the only
penalty for being too liberal is increased run time for the second process. The consequences
of being too conservative in assigning the first two values is that some real vegetation
might not get flagged as being potential vegetation. Since only cells identified as potential
vegetation are examined by the second process, those cells representing real vegetation
would not be examined, thus the vegetation over those areas would have no possibility of
being detected or eliminated.
The Probe filter process is second and is controlled by three parameters: virtual cone
solid angle (in degrees), virtual cone length (in millimeters), and the limits of articulation
(wobble, in degrees). In this second process, a virtual articulating conical probe scans the
back-side of the rock face. Any cell that can be reached by the end-point of the virtual cone
without the cone intersecting anything else is classified as rock. If a cell cannot be reached
by the conical probe, the probe begins a wobbling motion, increasing in angle using a spiral
pattern. This action allows the probe to reach into sharp corners of rock blocks. If the
limits of articulation are reached and the probe did not find an orientation that resulted in
the probe point hitting the cell without any intersections, the cell is classified as vegetation
and marked for removal.
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10.6. OPERATIONAL STRATEGY
For the first part (Roof filter) , the user should set the kernel diameter to the size of
the thin stems or leaves, and adjust the distance slider until all the vegetation is highlighted.
The display should look something like this:
Figure 10.1. Potential vegetation identified by Roof filter
When the ’apply’ slider is activated, the console will display the percentage of veg-
etation highlighted, normally between 15-25%. In this example, the percent of highlighted
vegetation is 20.6%:
Figure 10.2. Percent of display area judged to be potential vegetation
The user should roam around the image to confirm that all the vegetation is high-
lighted. After this confirmation, hit the ’escape’ key twice to advance to the second part of
elimVeg, the Probe filter.
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The second part of elimVeg is the Probe filter. When the Probe filter window
is displayed, zoom in to some typical vegetation and left-click. The display should look
something like this:
Figure 10.3. Adjusting the VACP tuning parameters
The green line represents a horizontal plane cutting into the rock face. The red line
represents the profile of the lidar surface at that cutting plane (viewed from above). The
downward spikes are caused by the vegetation. The bright yellow triangle is the virtual
articulating conical probe behind the rock face, and the darker yellow lines represent the
limits of articulation.
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The sliders can be adjusted to set the solid angle of the probe, the length of the
probe, and the limits of articulation (wobble). The wobble should always be at least as large
as half of the solid angle. For example, if the solid angle is 26, the wobble should be set to
at least 13. In the above example, the wobble is set to 15.
The parameters can be tested by panning within the image to position some test
vegetation in the middle of the display window and hitting ’apply.’ This will run the Probe
filter on the middle third of the display for review.
Figure 10.4. Results of trial VACP run on middle third of display
The user should pan around the surface and test the parameters on various types of
vegetation. When it appears that the settings work for most of the cases, the ’escape’ key is
hit while in the Probe filter display.
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A message appears on the console asking if the user wishes to save the settings:
Figure 10.5. Running the VACP filter on the whole file
Enter ’s’ , then <enter> This will save the settings and run the probe process on the
whole dataset. Depending on the resolution, site size, and parameter settings, the elimVeg
program will require anywhere from 2 minutes to 45 minutes to run.
All subsequent dated scans for the site will need to run through the elimVeg pro-
gram. However, since the settings from the initial base-date are saved, the program will
operate in a batch (non-interactive) mode for the remaining sites. Running all scans using
the same vegetation parameter settings helps to ensure that objective criteria is applied to
all scans equally. If it is desired to run a particular date with different settings, the ’sitexVe-
gRemoval.config’ file in the site can be temporarily renamed to something else – this will
allow the elimVeg program to be run in an interactive mode for that particular date.
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11. DIFF - CREATES A DIFFERENCE SURFACE
11.1. PURPOSE
The diff program subtracts one lidar surface from another, producing a ’difference’
surface. Prior to this operation, the lidar datasets must be structured into a raster data
structure (performed by load), be registered to each other (performed by register), and have
thin vegetation removed (performed by elimVeg).
The diff program examines every cell within the domain of the base surface. If that
cell has data in both the base and later surface, the difference between the cells is computed
as assigned to the corresponding cell in the difference surface. For the most part, the surface
metadata from the ‘later’ surface is used to populate the difference surface metadata.
11.2. HOW TO RUN PROGRAM AND RUN-TIME PARAMETERS
diff site base-date later-date diff-date <enter>
• site: site number
• base-date: earliest date in the site in yyyy-mm-dd format
• later-date: some later date that will be subtracted from the base date in yyyy-mm-dd
format
• diff-date: constructed from the base and later date by using the month and day so that
for a base-date of ’2013-05-23’ and a later-date of ’2013-07-05’, the diff-date would
be ’523-705’
For example, to create the difference surface for the scan taken April 24, 2013 on site 25
where the base-date for that site was January 15, 2013:
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diff 25 2013-01-15 2013-04-24 115-424 <enter>
11.3. INPUTS AND OUTPUTS
Input Directory for lidar Data: noVeg
Other input sources: none
Output Directory for lidar Data: diffSurfaces
Other output destinations: Status and progress output are sent to the console. Pictures of
the result are sent to the pixDiff directory.
11.4. EXPLANATION OF CONSOLE OUTPUT
After echoing the metadata of the two input lidar files, the actual diff program
subtracts the two surfaces from each other, and displays some statistics concerning the
process. Here we see that 94.6% of the base-date cells existed in the later-date lidar data:
Figure 11.1. Progress messages during a run of diff
Finally, some graphic messages of the difference surface are created and written to
the pixDiff directory.
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12. CALCVOL - CALCULATES THE VOLUME OF LOST AND GAINED
MATERIAL IN A DIFFERENCE SURFACE
12.1. PURPOSE
The calcVol program accomplishes two tasks: first, it eliminates the remaining
artifacts from the raw difference surface (separating artificial features from true ’missing’
or ’gained’ material), and second, it computes the volume of lost and gained material.
The ’difference’ surface represents a cell-by-cell difference of the two surfaces. In
theory, the difference surface will contain large negative areas where rocks have fallen,
and large positive areas where falling debris has accumulated. In practice, the difference
surface contains not only these expected features, but numerous other data artifacts caused
by residual registration error, parallax anomalies caused by slight positional error in the
lidar unit setup from date to date, vegetation which did not get removed due to improperly
assigned tuning parameters or limitations within the vegetation removal algorithm, and
accuracy limitations of the lidar unit itself. Separating these artifacts from true change data
is the job of the final program, calcVol.
12.2. HOW TO RUN PROGRAM AND RUN-TIME PARAMETERS
calcvol site diff-date base-date later-date <enter>
• site: site number or name
• diff-date: constructed from the base and later date by using themonth a day as follows:
For a base-date of ’2013-05-23’ and a later-date of ’2013-07-05’, the diff-
date would be ’523-705’
• base-date: first date in sequence
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• later-date: some later date in the sequence
For example, to run calcVol on a scan taken December 22, 2013 for site 18 where the
base-date for that site was March 12, 2013:
calcvol 18 312-1222 2013-03-12 2013-12-22 <enter>
12.3. INPUTS AND OUTPUTS
Input Directories for lidar Data: diffSurfaces, noVeg
Other input sources: calcVol can be run in either interactive or batch mode. The first run
for any given site will be interactive so that the volumConfig.txt file is built. After that first
run, the volumConfig.txt file will exist and the program will run in a batch mode.
When run in an interactive mode, inputs consist of slider values, hot key commands,
filtering, cropping, and etc. performed for that site. At the end of the interactive session,
two files are generated: volumeConfig.txt and cropMask.bin. These files encode all the
manipulations performed by the user during that session. The idea is that these same
manipulations will be run in a batch mode against all the other date files for that site.
When run in a batch-mode, the file volumeConfig.txt contains all the settings estab-
lished during the interactive session. This ensures that all dates in a sequence are run with
the same parameter-tuning settings. The file cropMask.bin is a binary file (non-viewable)
which contains the cropping mask created during the interactive tuning session. This is
used to ensure that all subsequent dates use the same domain for calculation of the change
in volume.
Output Directory for lidar Data: None
Other output produced by calcVol: Informational, diagnostic, and debugging messages
are presented to the console when running the program in the interactive (first time
filter-defining) mode.
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A summary report of lost and gained material volume (given a name reflecting the
diff-date) is written to the site directory:
Figure 12.1. Summary of material lost and gained
Pictures of the lost and gained rocks are also created in the pixRocks directory.
These images show the gained and lost material overlaid on the binary mask background.
A series of these images can be combined to create an animated GIF of the raveling process
over time.
Figure 12.2. Binary image of lost (light blue) and gained (red) material is created in the
pixMask directory.
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Figure 12.3. An image of Lost (blue) and gained (red) material overlaid on RGB color
surface image is created in the pixRocks directory.
12.4. OPERATIONAL STRATEGY
The computed volumes of lost and/or gained material are highly dependent on the
settings of several tuning parameters used to differentiate real rocks from residual artifacts.
Therefore, for sites having multiple later dates, it is critical that the same set of tuning
parameters be used for all later dates. The software facilitates this by saving all tuning
parameter settings in the volume.config file.
When calcVol is executed, the program first checks for the existence of the vol-
ume.config file. If this file exists, it means that, at one point, the user had an interactive
session with calcVol and set all the tuning parameters for that site. In this case, the calcVol
program reads the volume.config file to capture all the tuning parameters, and proceeds to
run in a batch mode, using those fixed tuning parameter settings.
If the volume.config file does not exist, it means that the tuning parameters were
never established, so the program initiates an interactive session to allow the user to set the
various tuning parameters.
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During the interactive session, the userwill invoke a number of functions to eliminate
residual artifacts from the difference surface. The user will also create a domainmask which
will be used as a common clipping boundary for all subsequent processing of all the later
dates in a sequence.
It is recommended that the terminal window be maximized before invoking the
calcVol program in order to generate progress, status, and error messages on the terminal
screen during execution of the program. This is most critical when calcVol is run for the
first time during the interactive parameter setting session.
12.5. INTERACTIVE PARAMETER-SETTING OPERATION
Typically, the user will invoke the following functions in this order:
1. Set the lost noise slider (minimum thickness of lost material to be used)
2. Set the gained noise slider (minimum thickness of gained material to be used)
3. Build the cropping mask and save it
4. Run erode on the lost rocks some number of times
5. Run dilate on the lost rocks some number of times
6. Run erode on the gained rocks some number of times
7. Run dilate on the gained rocks some number of times
8. Run the inside rule to clean up small ’holes’
9. Run the function which computes the volume of lost and gained rock
10. Hitting the ’escape’ keywill save all tuning parameter settings, generate the diagnostic
pictures, and terminate execution of the program
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12.6. THE DIFFERENCE SURFACE
After the surfaces are all registered to each other, a difference surface is created by
subtracting some later-date surface from the base-date surface. The distance value of each
cell in a difference surface is simply the base-date distance minus the later-date distance
for that cell. Therefore, lost material will be represented by a negative value, and gained
material will be represented by a positive value.
Some sites, such as vertical rock cuts, have mostly lost material. As the material
is lost, it drops all the way to the bottom of the cut without accumulating in any shelf or
pocket. On the other hand, some sites have mostly gained material - for example, at the
bottom of a slope failure.
Finally, some sites have a mixture of both lost material and gained material, such
as medium slopes with shelves to catch moving material. Previous versions of the software
dealt only with lost material. This limitation limited the ability of the software to model
more complex situations involving both lost and gained material.
Lost material and gained material are tracked separately, and each have their own set
of noise-elimination functions, such as minimum depth sliders and morphological operators
such as the erode and dilate functions. Having separate and independent tuning parameters
for lost and gainedmaterial allows the analyst tomore preciselymodel the true characteristics
of the moving material and to better segregate real data from residual artifacts.
Separate statistics for lost and gained material also helps in the evaluation of various
vegetation elimination algorithms such as theALS last returnmethod and theVACPmethod.
These two methods are similar in terms of detection and elimination of vegetation, but vary
greatly in their treatment of the underlying rock surface. The rate of unintentional digital
erosion of the rock surface inherent with the ALS last return method is nearly four times
higher than that of the VACP algorithm.
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Separate noise sliders are provided for setting independent noise thresholds for lost
material and gained material. In addition, morphological functions such as erode and dilate
are implemented separately for lost and gained material. Finally, the tuning parameters
(noise slider positions, number of erodes executed, number of dilates executed) are saved
using values established separately for both the lost and gained material.
12.7. USER INTERACTIONWITH CALCVOL
The following sliders, mouse navigation functions, and hot-key functions are pro-
vided:
Sliders (on right display):
Loss noise: Blue cells in the difference surface that have a thickness less than the value of
the slider position will be eliminated. Small negative-valued residual artifacts can be
eliminated by adjusting the value of this slider.
Gain noise: Red cells in the difference surface that have a thickness less than the value of
the slider position will be eliminated. Small positive-valued residual artifacts can be
eliminated by adjusting the value of this slider.
Veg adjust: Future research-oriented capability . . . ... not currently active.
Mouse-based navigation functions:
Left button down while moving mouse: Panning (up, down, left, right). Applies to both
screens.
Right button down while moving mouse down: Zoom in. Applies to both screens.
Right button down while moving mouse up: Zoom out. Applies to both screens.
Middle button (or wheel) click: Toggles between three displays on the right screen:
Lost rock only (shown in blue)
Gained rock only (shown in red)
Both lost and gained rock (blue for lost, red for gained)
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Ctrl + mouse move: Draw a crop mask (can be used to create bounding ring and inside
masks). Uses the crop mask dot size previously set with up/down arrows.
Shift + mouse move: Erases a crop mask. Uses the crop mask dot size previously set with
up/down arrows.
Hot-key functions:
r: Reset - cancels the effects of all previous erodes and dilates for both lost and gained
material, and redraws the right display to reflect only the effect of the current
noise-elimination slider values.
s: Saves the crop mask to a binary file in the site directory.
g: Gets the previously saved crop mask stored in the site directory.
d: Dilate operation for lost material. Adds a single layer of blue on each blue blob.
e: Erode operation for lost material. Subtracts a single layer of blue on each blue blob.
D: Dilate operation for gained material. Adds a single layer of red on each red blob.
E: Erode operation for gained material. Subtracts a single layer of red on each red blob.
i: Runs the ’internal’ filter, which fills in single interior holes in large blobs. This function
operates on lost and gained material independently.
v: Computes and displays the volume of lost and gained material, using the filters applied.
1: Sets the left display mode to 1 – the original color histogram-equalized difference
surface.
2: Sets the left display mode to 2 – base date RGB.
3: Sets the left display mode to 3 – later date RGB.
4: Sets the left display mode to 4 – base-date Intensity.
5: Sets the left display mode to 5 – later-date Intensity.
up triangle: Increases the crop dot radius.
down triangle: Decreases the crop dot radius.
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left triangle: Clears all cropping.
right triangle: Completes the cropping – fills in the area outside the manually-drawn
bounding ring.
(Note: The above four hot-keys are also called ’arrow’ keys, but they are not
the arrows coincident with the numeric keypad)
escape: Triggers the generation of the pictures in pixMask and pixRocks directories, saves
the tuning parameters in a file called volume.config, and terminates the calcVol program.
12.8. STRATEGY FOR A TYPICAL CALCVOL SESSION
The difference surface contains many artificial artifacts which must be identified
and removed. The initial screen displays two windows:
Figure 12.4. Display of difference surface (left) and noise surface (right)
The left window displays the difference surface: green indicates no change, blue
indicates lost material, and red indicates gained material. The left window can also display
the base date RGB image, the later date RGB image, the base date intensity image, or the
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later-date intensity image by using the hot keys 1-5. The right window displays the result
of filtering operations which are primarily the result of successive erodes and dilates on
both the lost material and gained material overlays. The initial mode for the right window
displays both lost (blue) and gained (red) material.
Figure 12.5. Binary image of lost (light blue) and gained (red) material is created in the
pixMask directory.
The right window can be toggled between three views using themiddle wheel-button
on the mouse. The three views are: lost material only (blue), gained material only (red), or
both lost and gained material (blue and red). Each cell represents either lost (negative) or
gained (positive) volume. The right display initially displays both lost and gained material,
but can be changed to lost- only by toggling the middle mouse button, as shown above.
Toggling the middle mouse button again changes the right display to gained material
only (red), as seen above.
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Figure 12.6. An image of lost (blue) and gained (red) material overlaid on RGB color
surface image is created in the pixRocks directory.
The first step is to set the noise sliders for both the lost and gained material. These
sliders define the minimum thickness of the difference surface that is considered ’real.’ The
slider values are in mm of depth, but in setting these ’noise’ levels, it is best to do this
visually, rather than to be overly concerned about the value of the numbers. In many cases,
the threshold for noise seems rather high (40 mm, for example).
Onemight questionwhy apparent rocks 40mm in depth are being regarded as ’noise.’
The analyst should remember that there are many opportunities for various errors to creep
into the processing model. Inherent lidar accuracy, registration residuals, vegetation not
fully removed, and parallax errors all contribute different types of errors. The magnitudes
of depth errors introduced by these types of artifacts can easily reach 20 - 40 mm, masking
actual noise levels. Therefore, it is better to make the noise-level adjustments by visually
examining a few representative areas to decide what is real and what is merely an artifact.
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To assist in this type of assessment, the user can zoom into an area of interest and
quickly flip the left display to show (alternatively) the base date RGB and the later date
RGB images (using the ’2’ and ’3’ hot-keys). For example, in the image below, the user is
trying to ascertain if the big blue area is a real missing rock, or a data anomaly. First, zoom
to the area under study:
Figure 12.7. Display of difference surface (left) and filtered lost material (right)
Next, rapidly alternate the ’2’ and ’3’ keys to show the ’before’ and ’after’ views of
this same area as represented by the RGB images:
In the ’before’ image above, a rock can be seen that equates to the large blue area in
the middle of the right window.
When the left display is changed to the ’later’ date by hitting the ’3’ key, it is clear
that the rock has fallen away. Therefore, in this case, the blue area represents a real rock
loss, and not an anomaly. The sliders are adjusted to show all the features which appear to
be ’real’ – while at the same time, eliminating many of the smaller features that are mere
artifacts in the data.
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Figure 12.8. Display showing rock in ‘before’ image (left) and filtered lost material (right)
Figure 12.9. Display showing missing rock in ‘after’ image (left) and filtered lost material
(right)
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Care must be taken to set the noise slider at a reasonable setting. If the slider is
moved too far to the right, the rejection criteria will be set too high. All the noise will
disappear, but so will the real rocks:
Figure 12.10. Display of RGB image (left) and over-filtered lost material (right)
On the other hand, if the slider is moved too far to the left, then all the rocks are
retained, but so are all the data artifacts:
In this case, a reasonable setting of ’17’ , as shown below, shows all the probable
rocks and eliminates much of the noise. There are further tools (such as the morphological
operators erode and dilate) which can be employed to eliminate the remaining noise so, at
this early stage, the best strategy is to ensure that all the rocks are shown and the noise is
kept to a minimum. If a real rock disappears because too high of a noise threshold was
used, further filtering tools can never bring it back – so it is better to use the noise sliders
to eliminate as much noise as possible without affecting the size or shape of the features
which appear to be real rocks.
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Figure 12.11. Display of RGB image (left) and under-filtered lost material (right)
Figure 12.12. Display of RGB image (left) and appropriately filtered lost material (right)
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Next, the same operation is conducted for the gained material. Again, it is advisable
to zoom into any suspect areas and use the before-after flip keys to show either the before
and after RGB images (’2’ and ’3’ keys) or the before and after Intensity images (’4’ and
’5’ keys).
To determine if the red area is a real rock gain, or just an artifact, zoom into the area
of interest:
Figure 12.13. Display of difference surface (left and partially-filtered gainedmaterial (right)
Next, toggle the left window to determine if this feature is a real gained rock, or just
a data artifact:
In the ’before’ image above, it is clear that no rock is resting on the ledge (yet).
In the ’after’ picture above, the newly gained rock is clearly visible.
In some cases, the changes are hard to see in the RGB images. This can be caused
by improper camera exposure settings during the scan (too light or too dark) or simply from
the fact that the RGB images are acquired from a separate lower-resolution camera that is
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Figure 12.14. Display of ‘before’ RGB image (left)
Figure 12.15. Display of ‘after’ RGV image (right)
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not precisely registered to the rest of the lidar data. In this case, the intensity images can be
viewed in the same rapid ’before’ and ’after’ mode (using hot keys ’4’ and ’5’) to determine
if the feature is real.
The following sequence of screen-shots illustrates the intensity images of the ’before’
date ...
Figure 12.16. Display of ‘before’ intensity image (left)
... and the ’after’ date:
Figure 12.17. Display of ‘after’ intensity image (right)
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By alternating these images quickly, the ’gained’ rock is clearly identifiable. These
display keys are useful in determining the appropriate noise level to set with the noise slider.
At this point, the gain noise setting of 60 appears reasonable – this setting eliminates
most of the noise, yet preserves the real gained rocks:
Figure 12.18. Final noise settings for gained material (right)
The next step is to define a common cropping boundary for all the dates (base and
all later dates) in the site. Changes in volume can only be computed if the same domain
is used to define the area under study. Because individual scans may have slightly varying
domains, a single domain representing the intersection of all scans (picture this as a logical
’AND’ for the areal extents of each scan). In other words, a domain must be defined such
that every scan completely covers this domain. The cropping domain should be an area
completely covered by each and every scan in the site.
To define a clipping domain, the user draws a single polygon around an area covered
by all scans by holding down the ’ctrl’ key while drawing with the mouse (no buttons
pressed on the mouse while drawing). The thickness of the boundary line may be adjusted
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by using the up and down arrows. Mistakes can be corrected by holding down the ’shift’ key
while using the mouse as an eraser. If the user wants to eliminate the cropping boundary
and start over, the left arrow key can be used.
In addition to the single outside polygon, interior areas representing artifacts (resid-
ual vegetation, for example) can also be masked out. The user should take care that the
masked area does not include very short-range areas or areas near the horizon because these
areas may not be represented in all the scans. Finally, it is important that the single exterior
polygon be completed with no gaps in the bounding polygon line.
A typical masking domain definition might look like the following:
Figure 12.19. Display of initial cropping mask (left)
The final step in domain definition is to ’complete’ the mask by hitting the right
arrow key. This defines a cropping mask to the edge of the data:
The volume computations will only use data inside the cropping boundary and not
masked off with any interior masks.
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Figure 12.20. Completing the cropping mask (left)
The next step in artifact removal is to apply morphological operators such as erode
and dilate to further eliminate small noise cells. Erode is a function which peels away cells
from the periphery of a blob of either red or blue cells. Dilate performs just the opposite
operation – it adds cells to the periphery of either a blue or red blob of cells.
On each erode cycle, one layer of cells is peeled away. Once a blob becomes 1
cell wide, an additional erode cycle will eliminate it. Once eliminated, cells cannot be
reconstituted by using the dilate function. Dilate only expands existing blobs.
The erode function is run first by hitting either the ’e’ key (for lost material) or the
’E’ key (for gained material. After so many erode cycles, the dilate function is run next by
hitting either the ’d’ key (for lost material) or the ’D’ key (for gained material). Usually, the
number of dilates should equal the number of erodes, but again, the number of erodes and
dilates should be determined by visually examining the effect on the right window. The user
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may use the reset key (’r’) to eliminate all the filtering performed by the erode and dilate
functions. After hitting the reset key, the right display is based only on the noise-slider
values.
On the following set of screen-shots, the erode key is hit a number of times. Notice
how the blue blobs react by getting smaller. The single-cell blobs (noise) disappear after a
few erode cycles.
Figure 12.21. Using the erosion operator on the filtered lost material (right)
Figure 12.22. Erosion continues (right)
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Figure 12.23. Erosion continues (right)
Figure 12.24. Erosion continues (right)
The above sequence shows the result of using the erode function four times. Notice
how the rocks got smaller and the noise was largely eliminated.
Next, the dilate function is run on the lost material by using the ’d’ key. In this case,
the best results were obtained by running dilate four times. Notice how the rocks regained
their original size, but the noise that was eliminated did not re-appear.
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Figure 12.25. Running the dilate function (right)
Finally, the same erode and dilate functions are run on the gained material using the
’E’ and ’D’ keys. In this case, the optimal results were obtained by running two cycles of
erode, followed by two cycles of dilate.
Figure 12.26. Dilation continues (right)
Figure 12.27. Dilation continues (right)
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At this point, all residual artifacts have been removed and the volume statistics can
be generated by running the volume (’v’ key) function. The results are shown on the console
window:
Figure 12.28. Summary statistics from calcVol
As indicated, the same results are also written to a file named with the diff-date:
Figure 12.29. Summary report generated by calcVol
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To terminate the calcVol program, hit the ’escape’ key. This will trigger the gen-
eration of diagnostic pictures and will also save the tuning parameters in a file named
’volume.config’ located in the site directory. Always check for the ’orderly end of program’
message to indicate the program came to a normal successful completion:
Figure 12.30. Generation of mask and rock images in calcVol
Two diagnostic images are created. The first is a binary image showing the lost
material (in light blue) and the gained material (in red). This image is located in the
PixMask directory within the site.
Figure 12.31. Binary mask image created by calcVol
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A second diagnostic image shows the same information, but with the lost and gained
rocks overlaid on the RGB image for the site. The lost material is shown as a transparent
blue tint, with the gained material showing as a red transparent tint:
Figure 12.32. Highlighted lost (blue) and gained (red) material overlaid on RGB image
The final output is the volume.config file which stores the tuning parameters used
during the interactive calcVol session. This is a simple text file which may be viewed in
any simple editor such as Notepad.
Figure 12.33. Tuning parameters saved from interactive calcVol session
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In this case, the file shows that the lost material noise slider was set at 17 mm while
the gained material noise slider was set to 60 mm. Next, the erode and dilate functions
were run four times each on the lost material (e,e,e,e,d,d,d,d). Finally, the erode and dilate
functions were run two times each on the gained material (E,E,D,D).
Because the resultant volume statistics are highly dependent on the tuning param-
eters, it is recommended that a single set of tuning parameters be used on all dates of a
site. Once tuning is accomplished, the file ’volume.config’ will be produced. The next time
any other date for that site is run through the calcVol program, textbfcalcVol sees that the
volume.config file exists and proceeds in a batch mode, running the process using the preset
tuning parameters. If the user desires to restart with a new set of tuning parameters, the file
’volume.config’ must either be renamed to something else (saved-volume.conf), or deleted.
This way, when calcVol is run, it will not find the file ’volume.config’, so it operates in the
interactive mode, ready for the user to select a new set of tuning parameters.
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13. VIEW2SURF - VIEWS TWO SURFACES SIDE-BY-SIDE
13.1. PURPOSE
View2surf is a utility program used to examine two surfaces to see the results of
some prior operation, such as registration or vegetation elimination. It is most commonly
used to examine the result of vegetation elimination for the purpose of determining if the
operation was successful or if it needs to be run again. The program displays two windows
and uses the same navigation functions provided in the program register. This program is
for viewing only so no edit or saving functions are provided.
This utility program is also used to tag spherical targets with roles and IDs, and
to examine a surface to determine the distances at various spot locations. There are also
functions included to grow a region. These are used to determine a precise distance to a
target that is depth-isolated from the surrounding area.
13.2. HOW TO RUN PROGRAM AND RUN-TIME PARAMETERS
view2surf site first-directory first-date second-directory second-date <enter>
(view2surf must be run after findMinMax and load are completed)
• site: site number
• first-directory: source directory for lidar data displayed on left window
• first-date: date of lidar data (yyyy-mm-dd format) to be displayed on left window
• second-directory (optional): source directory for lidar data displayed on right window
• second-date (optional): date of lidar data (yyyy-mm-dd format) to be displayed on
right window
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Note: if the last two optional parameters are omitted, the data from
the first directory and date will be displayed in both the left and
right windows.
Example to examine the results of vegetation removal for the July 17, 2013 scan in site 25:
view2surf 25 registered 2013-07-17 noVeg 2013-07-17 <enter>
Example to examine the results of registration for the August 3, 2012 scan in site 234:
view2surf 234 meshed 2012-08-03 registered 2012-08-03 <enter>
The following mouse-based navigation functions (similar to those provided in the
program register) are provided:
• Left button down while moving mouse: Panning
• Right button down while moving mouse down: Zoom in
• Right button down while moving mouse up: Zoom out
• Middle button (or wheel) click: Circular toggle of display image (color image, linear
depth-image, histogram- equalized depth image, intensity image)
• Left click while mouse is motionless: displays H and V values of cell (used for
debugging)
Hot-key functions:
escape: quit (close all surf files and end view2surf program)
b: report target depth tolerance
B: set target depth tolerance to zero
n: decrease target depth tolerance by 0.1 mm
N: decrease target depth tolerance by 1 mm
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<: decrease target depth tolerance by 10 mm
m: increase target depth tolerance by 0.1 mm
M: increase target depth tolerance by 1 mm
>: increase target depth tolerance by 10 mm
k: process .pts file
e: erode
g: run 3 ways of computing distance to target
y: append target measurement to target.txt
u: dump target binary mask to target directory with date name
v: use fixed target and dump binary mask to target directory with date name
r: read binary target intersect file
c: setup for add held control point
f: setup for add floating control point
d: setup for delete stored control point
z: setup for zooming to a specific ball
+: zoom to next populated ball number
-: zoom to previous populated ball number
l: zoom to ball with the lowest ID
h: zoom to ball with the highest ID
a: auto ID function - will transform second date (base) sphere centers to first date
(current) H-V pointings
0-9: accumulate ball number
<enter>: store control or floating pointing, or zoom to identified ball
p: print list of stored control points to console
w: write list of stored control points to file
q: toggle contour option
s: toggle search option
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t: set target radius
a: auto ID function
up arrow: move pointing up for selected ball only
down arrow: move pointing down for selected ball only
left arrow: move pointing left for selected ball only
right arrow: move pointing right for selected ball only
ctrl + left click: use that left click pointing for highlighted ball
uncap < (comma): make sampling radius smaller
uncap > (period): make sampling radius larger
The following screen-shot provides an example of the typical output displayed by
this program. In this example, the results of vegetation removal are being examined. The
contents of any two ‘surf’ binary files can be examined, as long as they reside in the same
‘Sitexxx’ directory. All navigation is accomplished relative to the first surface display
window. The second surface display will follow along using the mouse moves directed at
the first surface display window.
Figure 13.1. Display of vegetation before (left) and after (right) running elimVeg
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13.3. INPUTS AND OUTPUTS
Input directory for lidar data: Defined in the run-time parameters
Other input sources: None – other thanmouse clicks during the interactive session.
Output directory for lidar data: None – this program is for viewing only
Other output destinations: None – other than left and right window displays.
13.4. EXPLANATION OF CONSOLE OUTPUT
A left click while the mouse is motionless will display the H and V values of the
cell the cursor is pointing to. This information is mainly used for debugging.
13.5. OPERATIONAL STRATEGY
When examining the results of vegetation removal, the surfaces to be examined
should be the same date, the first directory should be set to ’registered’, and the second
directory should be set to ’noVeg.’
When reviewing vegetation removal results, the user should navigate around the
study area and examine the remaining vegetation artifacts. Thick vegetation cannot be
removed, so remnants are commonly visible. These remnants will not usually affect volume
determination because they will be present in both the ’before’ and ’after’ surfaces – thus
they will tend to cancel each other out. The vegetation elimination is designed to detect and
eliminate thin vegetation which maymove in position between the ’before’ and ’after’ scans.
The study area should be examined to ensure that most of the thin vegetation was properly
removed. If too much thin vegetation remains, the parameters used during vegetation
elimination must by adjusted. The usual cause for too much thin vegetation remaining is
using too small of a sampling kernel during the Roof preprocessor phase of elimVeg. The
sampling kernel should bet set slightly larger than the largest clump of thin vegetation.
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When examining the results of registration, the first directory should be set to
’meshed’ and the first date should be set to the base-date (earliest date) for that site. The
second directory should be set to ’registered’ and the second date should be some ’later
date’ for that site.
When reviewing registration results, the user should navigate around the study area
and examine how well the ’before’ and ’after’ images match each other in terms of relative
position. The depth or intensity images should be used for this comparison, as they do not
contain the inherent ’offset’ common with the color images.
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End of lidar Software Manual
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